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University of New Mexico • Albuquerque 
foreword 
In this pink shirt and Bermuda short year of the 
Atomic Age, the MIRAGE has been the scene and the 
unseen. Finally, your Memory Book comes to you, 
with a view and a few tales of UNM. 
Those who have worked with the leaves of it have 
found that the book becomes a personality-some-
times likeable, sometimes detestable. The veins of 
campus life are full and yet deep, and the possible 
channels of communication are evasive when one trys 
to tell the full story. The extent of achievement de-
pends on you. The traditions may be here, but the 
individual habits and unique features of this campus 
are in the background in an activity or organization 
picture. Look there, and read between the lines while 
you supply your own experiences. 
The MIRAGE also has a voice. It is a controlled voice, 
but one not content only to play narrator for an "eyes 
and ears" report on college life. Its tones and direc-
tion change each year, placing emphasis on different 
things. 
So-with a cough here and a chuckle there, this book, 
which has no blaring theme or any intended theme 
except pride in the people and their doings you see 
within it, was compiled in the faith that you would 
enjoy it. 
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from Registration 
l 
where it starts so slowly 
to Graduation 
where it all ends in a flash 
8 
A Year, 
especially one like '54-'SS, 
I 
when a campus activity made LIFE, Lobos looked grim but stood the weather ' 
and teachers from Guatemala became our friends, 
9 
On This Campus, 
" 
~i . -, •. 
11} 
10 
Built of the 
Sands of Time, 
where we have the old . .. 
and the new 
. . . the temporary and the traditional . . . 
Is Sa Crammed Full 
-not enough tables at SUB coffee time-
11 
Of Activities, 
what with rush twice a year and the SUB adding more 
Routine, 
-you have to keep up with it-
12 
People, 
-the way they flock together there's no toe room and no place, really, to put your elbows-
andWarh 
(There's rock work, in class or out) 
13 
That a Guy 
and his gal 
or his wife 
or his family 
14 
Doesn't Have Time 
-never gets the perspective, has to hurry going to and coming from-
To Think 
Contemplation? 
Momentarily. 
And then a bell rings. 
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ii D!r 
~ Headquarters 
Administration 
17 
18 
Dr. Parrish has (as does every 
faculty member) the opportunity 
to counsel students at registration. 
Wonder if these gen Hemen remem-
ber the first time they wore caps 
and gowns for college commence-
ment? 
People may wonder what this con-
traption is, but the future may 
bring news of a step of progress 
made by Dr . Johnson in his re-
search, one of the phases of life of 
a professor at U NM. 
President of the University 
TOM L. POPEJOY 
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SHERMAN SMITH 
Dii·ector of Student Affairs 
FRANCE V. SCHOLES 
Academic Vice-President 
JOHN PEROVICH 
Comptroller 
Student Personnel Offices 
HOWARD V. MATHANY 
Dean of Men 
ELIZABETH ELDER 
Assistant Personnel Officer 
\ 
MERLE M. MILFS 
Assistant Dean of Men 
LEN A C. CLA UVE 
Dean of Women 
CAROL WILLIAMS 
Assistant to the Dean of Women 
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JOHN DURRIE 
Secretary of the University 
MYRON F. FIFIELD 
Assistant Comptroller in Charge of 
Physical Plant 
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Librarian 
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G. WARD FENLEY 
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A. A. WELLCK 
Director of Counseling and Testing 
Academic 
Administration 
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Dean of Graduate School 
Chairman of Biology Department 
HAROLD 0. RIED 
Director of Division of Extension, Summer Session, 
and Community Services 
ELMON L. CATALINE 
Dean of College of Pharmacy 
A. L. GAUSEWITZ 
Dean of College of Law 
VERNON GUY SORRELL 
Dean of College of Business Administration 
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Act. Chm., Department of English 
ROBERT M. DUNCAN 
Chm., Department of Modern and 
Classical Languages 
MORRIS S. HENDRICKSON 
Act. Chm., Department of 
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College of Arts and Sciences 
W. W. HILL 
Chm., Department of Anthropology 
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Chm., Department of Sociology 
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Dean, College of Education 
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Education 
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Chm., Department of Physical 
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College of 
Education 
GEORGE W. WIDTE 
Director of Division of Physical 
Education and Health 
ALEXANDERS. MASLEY 
Chm., Department of Art Education 
LOYD S. TIREMAN 
Chm., Department of Elementary 
Education 
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Engineering 
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CHARLES T. GRACE 
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Chm., Department of Civil 
Engineering 
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College off ine Arts 
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Student Government 
"Whether your eleven beat my nine or not depends on who's pitching 
what." One split ticket vote coming up 
Oh, the satisfaction of being a good student citizen ... 
30 
Student Body President 
The line of poetry, " I am only one but I am one," depicts every student's role in our campus commu-
nity. A student should recognize his position of service in a community oriented to the development of 
society. 
Campus activities are means of channeling service to the benefit of the whole university, and stu-
dent government is the instrument serving to integrate our activities into a cooperative and beneficial 
force between administration, faculty, and students. 
Student government provides opportunities for students to organize in order to participate effec-
tively in the social, economic, physical, and intellectual functions of the university and to obtain practi-
cal education in democratic self-government. 
The benefits of student government are numerous. To know them and to actively and 1·esponsibly 
participate in the governmental functions is to make the student gove1·nment a service organization 
effectively directed toward the welfare of the whole campus community and the individuals within it, 
the future of each of us, and better college days for those who come after us. 
JIM BRUENI NG 
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FELtx BRIONES 
Student Senate President 
Legislative Branch 
Student Senate 
As the legislative branch of student government, Student Senate is 
potentially the most powerful governing unit. 
Senate membership is composed of class officers and representatives 
from all campus organizations. The student body vice-president, a stu-
dent council member, serves as senate president. 
A bill passed by the Senate becomes law upon signature by the Presi-
dent of the Student Body or a two-thirds vote by the Senate upon the 
president's failure to sign. In addition to the activity of new legislation 
some of the Council's work is submitted to Senate for approval. Major 
appointments made by the student body president must be approved by 
Senate. The budget as set up by council must also be reviewed by and 
have the approval of Senate before it is voted on by the student body in 
sp1·ing elections. 
Some of the bills introduced and passed this year included one estab-
lishing a Student Budget Advisory Committee to work in conjunction 
with the Student Council. Others set up a campus Community Chest, 
which will function under the auspices of the Student Council, and a 
Leadership Training Program. Toward the latter part of the year 
several resolutions were introduced. 
Row l: Naney Shell, l\1iriam Meeker, Grace Whitloek, Vlrlrie Gentry, Robert.a McPeters, Monica Silf,·enlriold, He len Gardner. Barblll'e. Fee, Betey Pierce, Sonia Lov11ld, 
Pal Fanning, 
Row 2: Su$an Weitzel, Adele Brown, Laura Daniels. Sandra Allen. Sara Curtis . Kay Li""5c. Gene Samber11on, Mnx Sloan. Dave Roll, Jerry Brody, Nancy Gentry. 
Row 3: Charles High, Jim Ferituoon, Felix Briones, Dottie Dickinson. Pete Madrid. Vivian Vncqulcr. Carol Townsend, Bob .Matteucci, Glenn Thornton, Norman Root, 
Donald Welntraub. Bill Rourke. Joyce Simmons. 
Row 4: Charles Dickinson. Carl Esenwlcn, Ken Drake, Bob Lindh, Art Hnwkins , Bill Nickell, Dick Reinert. Gil St. Clair, Knrl S'•eneon, Jon Easley, George Bellnr, Eric 
McCrossen, Mike Sweeney, Jim Garret.on. 
Row 6: Dick Powers, Dennis Penn, Pnt Gratton, Bob lllatthews, Manley Allen. Ted Raff. Bill Moulds, Bob Ford, Bill Fisher, Jim Webber, Charles Williamson, Dave Faw. 
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Executive Branch 
Student Council 
Back Row: Carte r Mathies, Bruce Wilson , Ryron Caton, Sharon Ye nney, Elaine Bush , Barbara Cunningham, Bill Keleher, Ted H owden. 
Fron t Row : P a tty Stewart (Secr etary ) , Jim Bruening (President ), Felix Briones (Vice-President) , Ronnie Ca lkins (Trea surer ) . Missing from picture : Larry White. 
The executive branch of Associated Students government with the power and duty of enforce-
ment of student legislation and the function of student administration includes the Student Body 
President, the thirteen member Student Council, class officers, and the executive committees. 
Members of Student Council are elected at large each spring. As the top executive unit the 
Council carries the weight of the work and responsibility of the governmental functions in any 
given year. The Council is responsible for preparing the budget of activity fees, distr ibuting the 
Council allotment for projects and activities, determining election procedure not covered in legis-
lation, coordinating the student activities of the campus, regulating the social calendar, and direct-
ing Associated Student events such as Fiesta, Homecoming, and student body dances. 
Some of the steps taken by Council this year for improvement of our student government were 
the establishment of a Student Activities Commission and an International Study Commission, per-
manent record books for the t reasurer in order that the Council could be better informed in 
distributing student funds, separate accounts for Homecoming and Fiesta to provide closer 
examination of expenses, and a system of permanent files on all government business. 
Although the Constitution does not require Council meetings more often than every two weeks, 
this year's Council met nearly every week in their efforts to improve campus situations and 
functions. 
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.,. 
Bac.k Row: Allan Yard, Kaiser Micha<'I. John Morrison. 
Front Row: Ann L"4! Stranathan, Tona Dabbs. 
Judicial Branch 
Student Court 
Student Court is composed of one Chief 
Justice and ioul' Associate Justices. 
Among its judicial powers is that of ap-
proving all petitions of candidates for 
student government offices. The Court 
has final say in all judicial matters aris-
ing in student governmen t. Any branch 
of the student government or agency of 
the University, or member of the Asso-
ciated Students has the privilege of pre-
senting a case before the Court. 
Student Standards Committee, com-
posed of fom· students and four faculty 
members has the function of hearing and 
deciding cases involving individual in-
fraction of laws and regulations of the 
student community . 
Student Standards Committee 
Edith Bratton, Sally Stringer, P rof. JuUa Keleher , Prof. Grace Elser. Bill Fisher (chairman). 
Mis&ing from picture: Corky Morrill, Prof. James Mmer, P rof. J . E. Mal"tinez. 
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Executive Committees 
The Constitution provides for five executive committees to function in special areas of student 
activity as administrative or advisory boards. Each committee operates independently under a 
charter approved by Senate. Both students and faculty are represented on the committees, the pro-
portion varying from one committee to another. 
Student members are appointed by the Student Body President with the advice and concurrence 
of the Council and the approval of the Senate. Faculty members are nominated by the Policy Com-
mittee of the University Faculty and are subject to consultation with President Popejoy and con-
firmation of the Voting Faculty. 
The STUDENT PUBLICATIONS BOARD controls student publications and elects editors 
and business managers of these publications. 
The ATHLETIC COMMITTEE formulates the policy and co-ordinates activity in matters per-
taining to inter-collegiate sports for men. 
The function of supervising the use and maintenance of the SUB facilities falls under the 
STUDENT UNION BOARD. 
The STUDENT AFFAIRS COMMITTEE serves as an advisory council to the Director of Stu-
dent Affairs, especially on those matters affecting the welfare of students and relationships be-
tween students and faculty. 
Planning and administering the University Program Series and otherwise sponsoring cul-
tural events of interest to the students is the work of the CULTURAL COMMITTEE. 
Student Union Board 
Standing: Dean Howard V. Matheny, Pro!. Ford, Pat Crean, Dewey Williams (chairman), George .Merritt, Al Zavelle. 
Seated: Ted Tristram, JoAnn Clauve, Dean Lena Clauve, Barbara Cunningham, Jim Bruening. 
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Athletic Committee 
lllnriraret Farrill, Larry Holt'Tefe, President Popejoy, Ronnie Cnlkins, Peirgy Testman, Ken Hnn•en. 
Cultural Activities Committee 
Back Row: Gary Noss. Dr. Healy, Dr. Sherman Smith, Cral& Helfelman, Gene Yell, Herb Nations. 
Middle Row: Dr. Keston, Tom Lief. 
Front Row: Vivian Vacquier. Bev Williamson. Dottie Hanoun, Joan Downey. 
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Publications Board 
Standing: Dave Miller, Dr. Edward Lueders, Prof. Keen Rafferty, Prof. William Huber, Mike Keleher. 
Seated: Danna Kusianovich, Mr. John Durrie (chairman), Monica Siltverskiold, Judy Stermer. 
Student Affairs Committee 
Front Row: Kurt Frederick, Bob Cooper, Vickie Judah. 
Back Row: Ted Raff, Dr. Sherman Smith, Joe Don Cook, David Faw. 
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In addition to the governmental units provided for in 
the constitution these three committees have important 
functions. Students are appointed to them by the Student 
Body President. 
INTERNATIONAL STUDY COMMISSION 
Ted B owden, Miguel Marrero. Pat Morris, Wulfgang Buue. 
CAMPUS IMPROVEMENT COMMITTEE 
STUDENT ACTIVITIES COMMISSION 
Vicky Mason (chnlrman), Joe Jenike, Minta Sue Bunn. 
Newly established this year are the Student Activities 
Commission and the International Study Commission. The first 
is assigned the task of stimulating participation in Student 
activities and helping student leaders select capable people for 
appointments. The purpose of the latter is to stimulate interest 
in foreign study and to better inform students of foreign 
scholarships. 
Campus Improvement Committee is actually a faculty 
committee, but the Associated Students are granted oppor-
tunity for three representatives to serve on it. The committee 
is concerned with improvement of the beauty of the school and 
the maximum functioning of the facilities. 
Back Row: MyTOn Fifield. Bob Chatten. Captain Ryder. Roy Johnson, Marvin May, Wilfred Kelly. 
Front Row: Dr. Boward Dittmer (chairman), Alice Smith, John Perovich, Gladys Milliken. 
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Associated Women Students Council 
Every girl enxolling at the university automatically becomes a member of Associated Women 
Students, founded at UNM in 1930. A WS has a three-fold purpose: to secure uniform and individ-
ual representation in student activities, to promote broad social interests among university women, 
and to foster a living school spirit. 
The A WS Council is composed of representatives of each \.VOmen's organization on campus, in-
cluding dorms, sororities, and activity groups. A new constitution, voted on in a spring election open 
to all women students, was adopted this year. The council functions in establishing and maintain-
ing women's standards on the campus. 
Saludas Amigas, women's student handbook, is published by the council and sent out each sum-
mer to all incoming women to acquaint them with the university practices, rules, and activities. In 
September of this year the council sponsored a "Squaw's Pow Wow," a new activity to introduce 
new women students to the many phases of campus life. 
Many New Mexico A & M students stayed after the UNM-A & M football game to attend the 
A WS sponsored "November Hop" which took the place of the "Sadie Hawkins" dance held in pre-
vious years. The "King of Hearts" dance and a party with the Cosmopolitan Club highlighted the 
spring semester social events. 
Back Row: E114'n Toynton. Muriel Pride. Crace Whitlock. Caye Mongold, Jean Coll. Donn11 Crook. Simmle Romero, Mille Albert, Norene Miller. 
Middle Row: Pnuln Stromberg. Pat Kloss. Bunty Nixon, Helen Kimbell, Roberta Guddy, Tonn Dabbs, Sandra Morris, Sherry Salvage, Jayne Merchant. 
Front Row: Coral J ohnson, Judy Stermer, Jeanette Switlum, Barbara Cunningham (President>. Alice Smith, M.iss Carol WHllnms. Jean Reardon. 
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... 
Students 
• ... • I,. . ~ 
We don' t always show our enthusiasm like this 
And we don't al l get honors at Honors Assembly 
But we like it here. 
42 
BETTY FOLSOM . 
MARLIN POUND . 
DOROTHY LEWIS . 
OFFICERS 
Seniors 
Class of '55 
. Vice-President 
. President 
. Secretary-Treasurer 
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SENIORS 
MAHCARET A NGE 
Albuquerque 
KKG 
Mortar Board. Spurs 
Phi Kappa Phi 
Who's Who 
V 11<G1:NIA Avis 
Tulsa. Okla. 
Phi Sigma 
Spurs 
Geology Club 
Anthropology Club 
SAMUt.'t. BOWE 
Albuquerque 
Alpha Phi Omega 
MARY ANN C.UIEltON 
Wickenburg, Ariz. 
XO 
Boots and Saddles 
Home<:oming Committee 
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HENRY A SH 
Albuquerc1ue 
KA 
Sigma Gamma Epsilon 
Geology Club 
JAN BERRIER 
Mesilla Park, N.M. 
ODO 
MARYANN£ ATHERTON 
Bedford Park, Ill. 
Anthropology Club 
V-P Hokona Hall 
CAROLYN Bt.ANDFORO 
Albuquerque 
DOD 
Mirage Editor •53.·54 
Theta Sigma Phi 
JAMES R. BRUENING JANE B~IR BUNTING 
Ashtabula. Ohio Fletcher, N.C. 
Pre•idcnt Student Body-Ski Club 
'54-'55 
Footbnll-'3 years 
Khatali, Who's Who 
LUIS A. CLAVlJO 
Colombia, S. A. 
Geology Club 
Cosmopolitan Club 
MARVIN DALEY 
Albuquerque 
SPE 
Arts and Sciences 
RICHARD DAVIDSON 
Albu11uerque 
L OUIS EDWARDS 
Tonkawa, Okla. 
KA 
Wardroom Society 
At.I.Al< GRUF.ft 
Albuquerque 
Jntramurals 
SUSAN HEFL.lN 
Albuquerque 
AD Pi 
Theta Sigma Phi 
DAVE DEVOE 
Glendale, Calif. 
KS 
V ALElllE ERNST 
Riverside, Calif. 
PiBP 
Phi Si1tma 
Senate 
Waterloos 
PATRICK HEAHD 
Albuquerque 
KS 
NOEL HOFMANN 
Albuquerque 
SAE 
KENNETH DRAKE 
Las Cruces, N.M. 
Kappa Mu Epsilon 
I RE (Pres. '54-'55) 
AIEE 
Newman Club 
811.,1, FISH!!lt 
Santa Fe, N.M. 
Phi Kappa Phi 
Vigilantes 
Band. Orchestra-4 yrs. 
Kappa Mu Epsilon 
CRAIO H&FP£LMAN 
Albuquerque 
KS 
BARBARA HOUGR 
Fowler. Colo. 
DOD 
Chorus 
Canterbury Club 
Arts and Sciences 
FREDY.JllOK Howo•:N J. L. HUMPHREY 
Roswell, N.M. Brownwood. Texas 
PKA, lFC Pres. '54-'55 
Student Council 
Khato.Ji 
Who"s Who 
TtlOM AS$. J flCUSCO 
Tampa, Fla. 
Anthropology Club 
MAXINE R. Ki,l'lJNDIENST 
Superior, Wyo. 
Spur• 
Phi Kappa Phi 
Pres. Hokon" Hall 
Anthro11ology Club 
ANOllP.\V LOl'f::Z 
Santa Rosa, N . M.. 
Newman Club 
Al..8RllTJORNSON 
Albuquerque 
Siirn>a Delta Chi 
LISTON LEYENDECKER 
Albuquerque 
KA 
LOUIS LUll\V"ICK 
Las Cruces. N.M. 
sx 
Geology Club 
ROBP.RT BORD 
Albm:iuerque 
WrLwAM n. Kl."Lt:uEn 
Albuquerque 
sx 
Student Council '54-'55 
Pi Sigma Alpha 
Who's Who 
TOM LIEP 
New York City, N.Y. 
TKE 
Aloha Phi Omega 
Film Society 
Cultural Committee 
FRED MACNAIR 
Albuquerque 
KS 
PEDRO C. MADRW JR. 
Dona Ana. N.M. 
Senote 
VICKY MASON 
Albuquerque 
A XO-See. 
Mortar Board, Spurs 
AWS Council 
Who's Who 
CHANNlNG T. MILLER 
Albuquerque 
Film Soeiet)I, Director 
GKORGE MAI.LAS 
Phoenix, Ariz. 
CAMERON MCKENZIE 
Albuquerque 
PDT 
SOLO:»ON MONTOYA 
Albuquerque 
SAE 
Letterman's Club 
Ne•vman Club 
Kappo .Mu E1>silo11 
SEN I DRS 
; 
w. F. MA.RTIN 
Clovis, N.M. 
PKT 
DAVE Mli:TZL&lt 
Los Alamos, N.M. 
KA 
Fresh. Class VP 
Pres. Mesa Vista Dorm 
WtLLIA.&I NICKS 
Albuquerque 
The cats came back-for Homecoming 
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SENIORS 
ROLAND PAYNf; 
Albuquerque 
SAE--sec.-Treas. 
Geology Club 
LARRY Ross 
Albuquerque 
KA 
Student Council 
Fiesta Committee 
JUSTIN RA~'L 
Albuquerque 
ROY SCHOCK 
Palisade, N.J . 
SX 
Track 
Philosophy Club-VP 
SiRtna Tau Epsilon 
PF.TER RAMATOWSKI 
Albuquerque 
PF.T& SCHRAM 
Roswell, N.M. 
PDT-Pres. 
Geology Club 
Student Senate 
Really, Miguel, it is not our Cupid. 
46 
Arts and Sciences 
GLORIA Sn.VA 
Albuquerque 
Town Club 
Kappa Omicron Phi 
Home Ee. Club 
SUSAN STRANGE 
Sioux City, lows 
PiBP 
Waterloos 
Fiesta Committee 
Homecoming Committee 
ROBERT WENfUCJ( 
Bowling Green, Ohio 
DSP-IFC 
Kha tali 
Wardroom Soeiety 
Senate 
BYRN WITT 
Albuquerque 
KS 
THOMAS STEPHENS 
Albuquerque 
KS 
LOYAL TINDER 
Long Beach, Call!. 
Air Force Association 
Secretary 
Newman Club 
LARRY WHITE 
Hobbs, N.M. 
Student Council ·54.·55 
Football-4 year. 
Phi Sigma 
Who"s Who 
RICHARD YAPLE 
Ranchos de Taos. N.M. 
SX 
ANN LEE ST!tANATllAN 
Albuquerque 
DDD-Pres. 
Spurs 
Rnllycom 
Who's Who 
RICHARD ULLRICH 
Albuquerque 
Geology Club 
PENELOPE WRITE 
St. Peter Buck9, England 
Business Administration 
RA1mAU. AutxANo•:i< Ja. 
Portales, N.M. 
sx 
GARY Bt:At..8 
Albuquerque 
sx 
Khat.all. Who'a Who 
Alpha Kappa P11I 
NROTC Wardroom Pres. 
Wlt.41Al4 CHAPLIN 
Albuquerque 
SAE 
Football, 4 yra. 
ROBERT HURNS 
Brooklyn, N.Y. 
KS 
Lettermen'• Club 
Footb11ll 
Newman Club 
CllAlUXS CU8lllNO 
Hinadall', Ill. 
SX, IFC 
Frewh. Clan Pret.-'49 
Vfsrllant• 
U.N.M. Flying Club 
FRoVIK BACBIC'ltA 
Albuquerque 
DSP 
Belo Alpha 
Commerce Council 
Newman Club 
PAU1. BUTT 
Albuqurzque 
Commuce Council. 
3 Yl'I· 
Tennis, 4 yrs. 
JOAQUJN DEVARGAS 
Amarifla. N.M. 
DSP-Trea.s. 
Nrwman Club 
Alpha Kappa ~i 
Beta Alpha 
CllARJ.F.S OICKIN~ON 
Albuquer<1ue 
SAE 
Dcltn Shrma Pl 
S.>natr 
EDWARD F1TZ<1EKALO 
Albuquerque 
PK A- Pr ... 
Alpha Kappa Psi 
I FC- (Pr .... '62· '63) 
Young Republicans 
W11.1.tAM GARDSIJI 
Albuquerque 
PDT 
Kha tall 
-
0AVWDYSABT 
A lbuquer<1ue 
J £RRY GI Ll.BTT 
Highland Park. Ill 
KA 
Nav)' Drill Team 
NROTC Wardroom 
SENIORS 
FllANR "EWING 
Scottsdale, Ariz. 
PDT 
WILLIAM GIADY 
Albuquerque 
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SENIORS 
CllARLl':S HARPER 
Gallup, N.M. 
PAUL JOHNSON 
Albuq ucrque 
SAE 
RlCKtl\' LAMll 
NewYork,N.Y. 
XO 
Newman Club 
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PATRICK HAL&Y 
A lbuo uerq ue 
SX 
RICJIARD JOlll'SON 
Albuquerque 
RICHARD LA!>GL£Y 
Albuquerque 
K&NT HOFFMAN 
Roswell. NDM_.11 Team 
Air Force " "'S Model Legislature, u 
Senate ·1 
ll1VD Exer. Counc1 
THEOl)()R£ KITTt:LI. 
Bloomfield. N.M. 
TKE, !FC 
Alphn Phi Omega 
~~~d!~t Counci l-'53-'54 
Business Administration 
DICK LAUOt:ROALE 
Hobbs. N.111. 
Footbiill-4 yrs. 
CHARLES M OJIB 
Clifford. TII. 
~"koTC Wardroom 
W. R. ll1CBURNE'l'T JR. 
Albuquerque 
OSP 
RALPH MELBOURNE 
Albuquer(lue 
Football! 
JORN MORRISO~ 
Sheboygan, Wis. 
SX-Pres. • 
Phi Kappa Phi . 
Vit<ilantes, Kbatal1 
Who's Who 
FKED McCRACKEN 
Albuquerque 
SAE (Pres.) 
Senate 
Tennis 
N&WTON ll11TCUEl.L 
Havana, Ul. 
SX 
JACK MULCAHY 
Albuquerque 
SX-IFC 
Basketball 
Newman C lub 
Who's Who 
Business Administration 
JANE REYNOLDS 
Albuquerque 
DDD 
Beta Alpha 
Phi Gamma Nu 
SHlRLEY PATRICK 
~~uquerque 
Rallycom 
P~i Gamma Nu 
Fiesta Committee 
J '.'"&s Rooms 
Silver City N ., KS ' ·"'· 
Newman Club 
MARLIN POUND 
Albuquerque 
S~~ (Pres. '55) 
~1g1lanta. Khatali 
ootball, Baseball 
W ho's W ho 
~~~!-F.SNE. ROHDE 
ta, .M. 
M rLDRED TARPLEY 
Belen, NM AOPi .. 
BSU 
Rallycom 
Chorus 
SENIORS 
HOWARD STOCKTOS 
~~uquerque 
JOHN TEETER 
Albuquerque 
PDT 
Delta Sigma Pi 
~lbRRY L. WILLIAMS 
uquerque 
~udent Union Board 
DekamS!"'e Council Vigilan~a Pi 
D SOROTRY THORNTON 
anta Fe NM 
AXO (P' ' ' 
Ph
. res.) 
I Gamma Nu 
Beta Alpha 
Phi Sigma Iota 
JAMES WILSON 
Albuquerque 
sx 
49 
SENIORS 
JAN ALPIDI 
Blue Island, Ill. 
AXO-Panhellenic 
Newman Club 
Rallycom 
ROBERT BROOKS 
Albuquerque 
Pi KA 
Track 
MARILYN CARSON 
Albuquerque 
XO (Sec.) 
USCF Cabinet 
Chorus 
Pi Lambda Theta 
GEYNELL CLARK 
Columbus, Ind. 
KKG, V.P. 
Mirage-'53 
Rallycom 
50 
MARGARET BEAVER 
Albuquerque 
AD Pi 
Kappa Omicron Phi 
Phi Kappa Phi 
Pi Lambda Theta 
ELTON BYERLY 
Hobbs , N.M. 
KKG 
Home Ee. Club 
AWS 
Mirage Staff 
DAN CHAVEZ 
Albuquerque 
Newman Club 
Student Council 
Band 
LEAH CONNER 
Pendleton, Ore. 
Majors and Minors 
Ki,·a Club 
MICHAEL BRADY 
Albuquerque 
TKE (Pres.) 
Senate 
Student Bar Assn. 
Newman Club 
RONALD CALKINS 
Clovis, N.M. 
PKT 
Student Council 
Phi Delta Kappa 
Khatali, Who's Who 
EDNA CHRISTENSEN 
Albuquer<tue 
Town Club (Pres.) 
Spurs 
Mortar Board, P res. 
Who's Who 
BUDDY CooK 
Topeka, Kan. 
KS 
Football 
Education 
·I.·' .. -... ·
.. ·· 
' !1 
Boe CooPER 
Albuquerque 
Student Union Board 
Band 
BARBARA CUNNINGHAM 
Albuquerque 
PiBP 
Spurs, Mortar Board 
Student Council 
Who's Who 
ARTHUR DURAN 
Albuquerque 
Letterman's Club 
MARY HELEN GARCIA 
Santa Fe, N.M. 
Newman Club 
AWS 
BETTY CORDOVA 
Albuquerque 
Majors and Minors Club 
Newman Club 
Majorette '51-'52 
Rallycom 
LILLY DOMENIC! 
Albuquerque 
Home Ee. Club 
Senate 
Kappa Omicron Phi 
Newman Club 
F RED J. DYER 
Albuquerque 
SAE 
Khatali 
Pi Sigma Alpha 
J UANITA GEER 
Albuquerque 
Town Club 
JVCF 
Senate 
LEWIS CRESSWELL 
Albuquerque 
Football '50-'53 
JOAN DOWNEY 
Albuquerque 
PiBP 
Cultural Committee 
Homecoming Committee 
Lobo Society Editor 
RAY ESQUIBEL 
Albuquerque 
SX 
Basketball 
Newman Club 
ALFRED J. GIBSON 
Albuquerque 
Tennis 
Letterman's Club 
Education 
Flu.SK Gil.MER 
AlbuQuerQue 
JUDY HUBBARD 
Farmington, N.M. 
KKG 
Newmon Club 
Homecoming Queen, '53 
Cheerleader. '62- '68 
DOR(lTKY LllWIS 
AlbUQUCrQU(! 
DDD, Pnnhell<!nie 
Head Afoiorette, 4 yrs. 
Spurs. Who's Who 
WRC, '58-'54 
DA\'E M11.u:11 
Albu<1uerque 
SAE 
Lobo Eclltor. '63-'64 
Publication• Board 
Who's Who 
DoROTHY GOODRlall 
Albuquerque 
Home Ee. Club 
MlLl;tllRYUER 
AlbuquerQue 
KKG 
Waterloos 
~HARMON 
Hobbs. N.M. 
Bn,.i. LEE 
Albuquerque 
PiJCA (Pres. '53-'54) 
Boots and Saddles 
Rodeo Team 
NROTC Wardroom 
Joe B. LillSRRT MAll1E Mr£RA 
Bernalillo. N.M. Albuquerque 
lnduatrinl Technical Assn.Newman Club 
Newman Club 
NOR£N£Mlt.l.fll 
Albuqueroue 
Phrateres-Pres. 
Mortar Board, Spurs 
AWS 
Who's Who 
WILKIE MILi.El'< 
Albuquerque 
SPE 
BARBARA MITCDELL 
Raton, N.M. 
XO {Pres.) 
Jr. Class V.P. 
Senate 
\Vho'i.Who 
CHARLt:S McCREARY 
Albuquerque 
GwEN N1cx.£LL 
Albuquerque 
•· 
.. --~ ·~· ,,,,. 
-
MARY Al.ICE OSBORNE 
Albuquerque 
Kappa Omicron Phi 
BOBBY MORGAN 
Artesia, N.M. 
Football, 4 yrs. 
ANN McCOLl.Ulll 
Albuquerque 
KXG 
Sennte 
Spun 
Phi Gamma Nu 
BEVERl.Y 0Cfi1'ERBF.GK 
Albuquerque 
AXO {Vice-Pres.) 
Rnllycom 
USCF 
LOON P ALAllSANO 
AlbuQuerque 
SENIORS 
MARGAKllT MORRISON 
S1>rlngf\eld. 111. 
Mortar Board 
USCF 
Sigma Alpha Iota 
H£RB NATIONS 
Albuquerque 
SAE 
Kbntali-Pres. 
Vigilantes, Who'• Who 
USCF-Pres. 
Jorn• ORR 
Albuquerque 
Alpha Phi Omega 
WUS Committee 
SHUil.£\' Pl.A TT 
Albuquerque 
XO 
Home Ee. Club 
51 
SENIORS 
crr .. au:s R .. ND .. LL 
Ta03, N.M. 
KA 
NROTC Drill Team 
Wll.J.lAM ROURK£ 
AlbuquerQue 
SAE 
STY.\£ Ri;:Vs..L 
Sprin11fleJd. Ill. 
SAE 
USCF I Pres. "64·'65) 
ll1iraqe 1;!11$. Mar. '65 
Who"• Who 
M .. RO .. Kt."T Ren 
Alam011ordo. N.M. 
AO Pi 
Pan Hellenic Pres. '54 
WRC, t yrs. 
Who"s Who 
C .. RM£N ROTH 
Texico, N.M.. 
Kappa Omicron Phi 
Home Ee. Club 
BSU 
CELI .. SERRANO 
AlbuquerQue 
Newman Club 
The engineers won't get anything if Santa gets too close to 
their tree. 
52 
LOIS STEl'lll!NS 
Albuquerque 
KAT 
Rallycom 
Senate 
Ski Club 
A. L . TERPENl!\C 
ArtNia, N.M. 
Football, 4 )'Ml. 
Kr:N NETH TYSON 
Albuuuerque 
SAE 
BSU 
AnthropolOlrY Club 
O .. vg W .. RREN 
Albuquerque 
SAE 
Klvn Club 
Newman Club 
VuM1lty Tenn!•. 4 
Education 
C .. ROI. STONE 
Hermosa Bench. Calif. 
AOPI, l'anhcllenlc 
Waterloos 
Hoot• nnJ Saddles 
Pr.GCY TESTM .. N 
Albuquerque 
AXO 
Rallycom. Pre:i. '54 
Athletic Council 
Whu"a Who 
JOROIN .. V .. N HYNINC 
Albuquerque 
KKC 
LU& WHITI! 
Hobbs. N.M. 
COROO?< STOUT 
Albuquerque 
KS-Pres., V. P. 
RIJTtl TONDRE 
Los Lunas. N.M. 
WRC 
AWS 
SHlRLEY VIClL 
Trinid&d. Colo. 
Newm1rn Club 
Spurs 
Sen&te 
H .. RRv Wuo .. LTER 
Albuquerque 
~ONOVAN CARii 
K~kogff, Okh" 
ASME 
Wardroom Sodety 
Engineering 
Bos BAKDt 
I ndianapolia 1 d PDT • n • 
DAVE BURTON 
Little Rocle A k KS · r · 
HA~~T BRUNl'.LL 
...,,,ogordo NM 
PDT. IFe-'VP · 
Band 4 years 
AIEE-Pr"" '64 • 
Vi1tllnntes. Who'; 6~ho 
!? :EllT CARDE:-1 AS 
SX uquerque 
~! Tau Slsrma 
lgtna Tnu 
groR.CE CoRFJtLD 
A~'J,.rtenay, B.C .. Canada 
Sigma Tau 
~~NRY EOWAHOS v1:fi:1i~11· N.C. 
S,lud"nl Senate 
~r~~a Mu EP•llon 
Tow.an• Dtwi 
!~~n, N.M. 
JOHN EAGEN 
~i~ver City. N.M 
SANFORD EvANS 
Albuquerque 
PlC'r 
5ENIDR5 
JAMBS Dun 
~5unir\On. Texas 
ASCE 
USCF 
NRO'rC Wardroom 
Vo.-;; EDELYON 
Fnnona, Texas 
~ROTC Wardroom 
A'FM~ Tau 
Rl!RBERT Fau<AN 
Snnln Fe. N.M. oa: 
53 
SENIORS 
JORN GAFFORD 
Albuquerque 
Vigilllntes 
Sigma Tau 
DE.AN GODDARD 
Albuquerque 
KEN HANS&N 
Cedar Crest, N.M. 
PDT 
Al A-Pres. Ii 
Vildlanle&. KhatA 
KME 
Sigma Tau 
54 
JIM GARRET>!ON 
Albuouerque 
ASME 
Pi Tau Sigma 
Student Senate 
EsTA GRISSOM 
Alamogordo, N.M. 
KA 
Lours H.1LoERBRANO 
Albuquerque 
ASCE 
Newman Club 
Silnna -i:au 
Chi Epsilon 
No1UIAN GLUTH 
Eaton, OhloE silon 
Kappa Mu P 
!RE 
W ALTDI GROENE 
Albuquerque 
ASME 
Tennis 
GUY HOIVARD 
Ca1>it1<n, N.M. 
• • Eng1neer1ng 
B URDELL KIE~MANN 
Alexandria, ?lhnn. 
SiJpnn Tau • 
Wardroom Society 
CARTEJI MATlll&S 
Wister, OkJa. 
~~4enl Cou\iyc~~.3 Who Vigilantes, 
ASCE 
JACK McCLEl, LAND 
St. Joseph, Mo. 
SPE 
CliARL£8 K11'SOLV1NG 
Albuquerque 
NROTC 
Band 
OrchC11trn 
SolU&L MOOR& 
A JbuQuerque 
KA 
WILLIAM McCoNNELL 
AlbuQuerqu.e 
AIA 
) 
ROBEJIT K1RKPAT1llCK 
Albuquerque 
ASCE-VP 
NlltSPE 
L&E MURPHY JR. 
Clayton. N.l\1. 
AIEE-IRE 
AFA 
Cuv M cDowELL 
AlbuQuerque 
HAL PATTON 
~b~aso, Texas 
Chi Eps ilon 
ASCE 
Engineering 
• DAVID QUINLAN ~lbEQuerque 
AIEE 
AFA 
Baseball 
WILLIA>! OLIVER 
S
A}buQuerQue 
igma Tau 
Chi Epsilon 
Kappa Mu Epsilon 
Tm RAFF 
Loe Lunas. N.M ~~f <Pres.>. IFC 
Sena~ yeara 
Newman Club 
CORDON SOUTll 
Albuquerque 
DSP 
AFA 
Sigma Tau 
r 
R?BERT WEa!<ER 
R1veraide Cal'C KS • I . 
ASCE 
CS~l E1>allon 
igma Tau 
SENIORS 
CLARK Sc Alb llAf'PNER 
SX uQuerQue 
ASME 
AMOS STONE 
~xrley. N .M. 
Freshman Basketball 
-OLJ\'Ell WILEY 
Santa Rosa N ~ 
ASME ' ·""· 
IVCF 
RICK SN£DOON 
~~uquerQue 
NROTC Wardroo 
AIA 
111 
BRADfOllD v AN NICS8 
Albuquerque 
DSP 
UNM Aeronaut' I Assn. ica 
BauCE Wu.SON 
Albuqueraue 
~uketball-3 yean 
S~dent Council •64.·r 
igma Tau ,. 
Who's Who 
55 
SENIORS 
ADL'LE BROWN 
Albu<1uer<1ue 
PiBP 
Spurs, Mortar Board 
Sigma Alphn Iota 
Who's \Vho 
MARGARET FARIS 
Montgomery, Ala. 
Newman Club 
Pharmacy 
MAlllt."l'TA BROWN 
Albuquerque 
Town Club 
Siitma Alpha lota 
Film Sociel.Y 
Ne•vman Club 
PAUL FAR~li;J\ 
Albuquerque 
ALAN ALDOUS 
Albuquerque 
KS 
56 
I . 
: 'it- ' 
Ptr!LIPl'IN& DIXON 
Denver, Colo. 
KAT 
Gu.om GRAY 
Sierra City, Calif. 
AXO 
SiJC1Da Alpha Iota 
USCF Cabinet 
AWS 
NANCY Ko1.n 
Albuquerque 
PillP 
OSCF 
Waterloo~ 
Ski Club 
DAVID LINDER 
Roy, N.M. 
Kappa Psi 
ROBERT TEFFT 
Albu<1uer<iue 
RALPH K. PARK 
Carlsbad, N.M. 
PDT 
SRIRLIE SALVAGE 
Albuquerque 
Pi BP 
Kappa Omicron Phi 
Rallycom 
AWS 
Gw~:N WILSON 
Albuquerque 
ODD 
Rodey 
J .. M&S WALKER 
Longview, Texas 
USCF 
Alpha Phi Omega 
Fine Arts 
OLETA Lou Roe£R'l'S 
Albuquerque 
Spur., Mortar Board 
Pi Lambda Theta 
Sigma Alpha Iota 
Chorus 
R08ERT STUART 
Albuquerque 
NRO"fC Wardroom 
Vl'JRA ROZDESTVENSKY 
Los Angeles, Calif. 
AO Pi 
Sigma Alpha Iota 
BEVERLY Wn.LtAMSON 
Albuquerque 
ADPi, Pres. 
AWS 
Cultural Committee 
Band-a yrs. 
S1n:itMAN WrLLtAMs 
Clovis, N.M. 
BSU-President 
Adjutant AFROTC 
ENGLE SOUTHARD 
SALLY STRINGER. 
VINCE GORMLEY 
OFFICERS 
Juniors 
Class of '56 
. President 
Secretary-Treasurer 
. Vice-President 
57 
JUNIORS 
Jeanine Adams, Jerry Adam3. Brooks Ambos. Arthur Anstine 
Edith Bratton, Don Breech, Rudol,i>h Brenn, Donald Brooks 
Alvin Arnold, Jerry Adkisson, Carlene Dachechi, Doug Balcomb 
James Brooks, Charles Brower, Marshall Brown, Paul Brunet 
Rkhard Ball, Janet Barnes, Arthur Barrett. Bonnie Barton 
Richard Bryan, Nancy Burke, Jack Byrom, Rfo.hard Camacho 
Anne Bateman, Charles Batsel, Georgia Benakis, Pat Bennett 
Jessie Capp$, Charles Carlson, Jack Carnahan, Jill Carson 
Harry Bergquist, Ervin Lee Betts, Jim Briscoe, Wally Bisbee 
Charles Cates, Julia Chant, Robert Charlton, Bob Chatten 
Bob Bogan. Ronald Bowra. Don Bozeman, Jim Brnkher 
Syl Chumley, Laura Colburn, Fred Cone, Nancy Cone 
58 
JUNIORS 
Roy Downey, MarY Alice Duran, Kenneth Earp, Bill Eichert 
Kerry Con&tan, Joan Cook, Joe Cook, Walter Corbett 
Charles Ellison. Frank English. Carl Esenwein, David Faw 
John Cox, Bette Cravens, Donna Crook, Constance Cumming-a 
Barbara Fee, Irwin Frank. Morris Franks. Jim Fr""8e 
Teresa Cumming-a, Sara Curtis, Tona Dabbs, Hal"?')' Davidson 
Clarence Friesen, Ralph Fulks. Gene Gallegos. Roberta Gatti 
Nancy Davidson. Donald Da,•is, Winifred Davis. E. B. Dawson 
.James Dellolt, Wally Deckert. Mike Del Mastro. Don DeVargas 
Tom Dickel"l>on, Joe Dobrusky, Marttarel Doherty, Chu. Doughdrill Getting the facts-just the bear facts. 
59 
Connie Giomi. B•eck Glascock. Tereoia Gonzales, Nnnc)• Gordon 
Vince Gormley, Dorothy Corry, Carole Graham. Lucinda Griego 
It's amazing what people expect-and find in the SUB. 
Billie June Gri2'ell, Marietta Gurley, Vic Guzzo, Judith Haley 
Don Hosner, Dorothy Young Hudgens, Burl Humble, Bill Hurley 
Ada Hanen, Jim Harper, Herbert Hartman, 0. D. Healh 
Hank Hurst. Shirley Irving, Martha Iwaski, Belvin Jnnsc 
Weanelle Hedgcoxe. Alice Hensley, Charles High, Wayne Hisey 
Ernest Jnramillo. Joo Jenike. Corul Johnson, Norman Jordan 
Sigrid Holien, Cleta Honeyman, Morris Hooper, Pegsi:y Hooper 
JUNIORS Vickie Judah, Willys Keith, Mike Keleher, Francina Kercheville 
60 
JUNIORS 
Sandni Lockhart. Alfredo Lope~ Orlando Lope<t, Frances McCarthy 
Clyde McDon1tld, l\tary Jo McGuire, Lloyd McGuire, Mike McN~vin 
Lee Kolb, Robert Koontz. Edmund Lftdd. Bob Lnngell 
Marilyn McRae, Dale Mackey, lltnry Matthclti, Flora Maestos 
Charles Leach, Ann Ellen Lee. Bob Lindh, Joe Linman 
-
. 
u . 
(' ·~t4 
__!., 
Henry Martinez, Monicn Mnrt:lne<t, Nora M.11rtine11:, Bob Matthews 
' 
Mnry Jenn l\tattin11rly, Jameis May, Jolly Maybe.-ry, James Meek 
Joseph Mengoni, An Merkle. Don Miller, Malcolm Mitchell 
What can one expect for a penny? 
61 
James Mittler, Alice Morgan, Anita Morris, Fred Mossman Gary Noss, Tiick Novnria, Dick Ogilvie, Nancy Overfelt 
Bill Mou lds, Harry Myrick, Ron Nelson, William Nelson Frank Parker, Ern.,,tine Patino, Sylvia Patino, Franc.,, Paton 
Jim Newton, Bi.II Nickell, Carolyn Nielsen, Abbey Nixon Gale Pattison, Jam es Patt-On . Betsy Pierce, Fred Perkowski 
Jim Perry, Norman Petersen. Tom Pettit 
Sally Pfeiffer, Carolyn Phillips, JoAnn Pierson 
Harry Pomeroy, Diane Pool, Muriel Pride 
What's more, the Sergeant doesn't even enjoy it. 
JUNIORS 
62 
Ron Propper, John Rndosevich, Ramon Rede 
Richard Reinert, Ted Rkkelton, Don Roberson 
Bt'lt'n Rogel'!!, Phillip Roger11, Bernie Romero No parking woes for this gal. 
Emm11 Romero, Paul Rose, Ann Rubincam, Ma" Salas Jr. Loy Sue Siegenthaler, Joyce Simmons, Shiela Skinner, Alice Smith 
Chnrles SanchM, John Schroeder, Russell Scott, Martha Sell Don Smith, Jomes D. Smith, Rose Ann Smith, Kay Snare 
Mart Sen'ia, Elianora Shaw, Shirley Shehan, Nancy Shell Sue Southern, Carolyn Sperry, Allan Sprengeler, Jack Stahl 
JUNIORS 
63 
JUNIORS 
Theresa Starkey, June Stcliwien, Jody Stermer, Milan Stewart 
.... 
Harry Vance, Nancy Vann, Lita Vigil, Priscilla Vigil 
Norma Stewart, Patty Stewart. Jimmie Stevens. Jane Ann Stinnett 
Shirley Wall. Helen Ward, James Weber, Susan Weitzel 
Frank R. Stone, Linda Stowers. Sally Stringer. Jan Summers 
Donnie Welch, Barbara Wess, Frank Westfall, James White 
Fidel Tabet. Don Teegarden. Maryln Thomas. Tommy Thomas 
Noel White. Betty Wildmnn. Jim Williams. James M. WiUiams 
Gilbert Torres, Ted Tristrnm, Maurice Trumble, Wayne Tucker 
Herb Wimberly, Audra Wisdom. Bruce Wood. D'Anne Woodman 
Jim Turner, Rodolfo Ulibarri. Vivian Vacquicr, Joyce VanAuken 
Robert Wortman. Sharon Yenney, Curl Yrcne 
64 
BOB MATTEUCCI . 
MINTA SUE BUNN 
JO ANN CLAUVE . 
Sophomores 
Class of '57 
OFFICERS 
. President 
. Vice-President 
. Secretary-Treasurer 
65 
Sophomores 
Eugene Bearrow 
Marilyn Bebber 
Mildred AlberL 
Susan Uerg 
Patricia Bini r 
Elouise Alexander 
Sandra Allen 
Nancy Allnult 
Janet Boesch 
Bill Amorous 
Marie Ashcrn{t 
Bob Doyle 
Barbara Barnard 
John Brassfield 
Mary Brockman 
Barbara Br0"' " 
Roger Barnhart 
Judy Barnbisel 
66 
Sophomores 
Jim 8ryc:e 
Lin Col'llell 
Nancy Cooper 
Arlin Cooper 
Ann Bur~h 
Jnmes Cramer 
Mariel Coxe 
Mitrhcl Caner 
J oe Burwlnkle 
M. J. Onhlc1ui•t 
Robert Cri•t 
Ma'<lne CMllllo 
Laura Daniel 
Dick Dalrymple 
Tom Cochrnn 
Torn DeGretrori 
67 
Sophomores 
Roger Donelson, Sue Domeier, Bruce Doyle, Richard Drake 
Roger 111. Fryer, Elena Galaz, Helen Gardner, Carolyn Gildea 
Barbara Duenke!, Jlm Durrett, Elizabeth Earickson, Jon Easley 
Muriel Girshick. Kenneth Glass, Patricia Gloss, Richard Gomez 
Jim Economides. Tlm Elsbrock. Clarence Evans, Jan Evatl 
Alice Gore, Gail Grady, Betty Graham, Janet Sue Gray 
""' Nick Evangelos. Betty Fawcett, Robert Fellabaum, Joe Ferguoon 
Jet-e Green. Thalia Greer, Marcella Gutierrez. Mo Gummels 
ldabell Ferran, Roger Figlfe, Betty Fisher, Lawrence Foor 
Muriel Hansen. Sonja Hanson, Jim Hamilton. Bill J . Harper 
Jnckle Forde, Nancy Fore. Harold Franc.is, Barbara Frederich 
Dottie Harroun, Linda Horton, Art B'.awkins. Jo Anne Haynes 
68 
Sophomores 
Elsie Kirkpatrick, Noble Kirkpatrick, Wesley Lackey, Dick Lake 
William Healh. Jonn Heaton, Lottie Belh Hcdgcoxe. Betty Heggie 
Rodney Lawson, Romeo Levesque, Rene.- Lewis, Anglea Loeft'el 
Robert Heln:t<-. Joe Ren.ry, Edwin Herbert, Grace Herande:t 
Martha Lou Lowence, OUnda Lunt1, Bill Madden, Cornelia Mlulee 
Gloria Herrera, Mnry Elba beth Hill, James Bines, Dn\'e Holt 
Myre Manton, Don Martin, Kaye Martin, Eloy Ma:rtintt 
Di11na Holtermun, George Honeycutt. Monn Howe. Elizabeth Howorth 
Jud)' Buber, Gale Huekab>'. Bruce Jagger. Donnelly Johnson 
John Johnson, Nancy Johnston, Jacl< Jones, Alfred Kilpatrick You'll never learn by watching. 
69 
Sophomores 
Charlene Mason 
Bob Matteucci 
Joan McCabe 
deverly O'NeaJ 
John McCrory 
Martha McCulloch 
Barbara McCarn• 
CynLhia Pacey 
Harlan Pannell 
Dennis E. P1ma 
Leonard Mclntoeh Eddie Pendelton 
Monte McMlchnel 
Maxine McNett 
Mila Millard 
J oyct> Perdue 
Dawn Peterson 
Barbara PhiWPB 
Shelia MillJ 
Harry Milner 
Ernestine Montoya 
Glen PblWpt 
John Phillips 
Katherine Poley 
Mary Montoya John Poorbaugh 
JoAnn Moorer 
Bill Moreland 
70 
Sophomores 
Yoln nda Porras 
Beverly Seed3 
Russel Schwers 
Sondra Schrom 
Gary Raper 
Betty Lou Serna 
Jack Riddle 
George Reddy 
Nestora Sisneros 
Jose F. Silva 
Norman Root 
Morris Stagner 
Francine Smith 
Manuel Saucedo 
Edward Sanchez 
Bob Sanchez 
A lice Sterrett 
Chas. Stephens 
71 
Sophomores 
Ann Warner 
Johnny Taylor 
Ruth Wnrhunt 
Cborle;s WeaveT 
Doris Welch 
Roicer Thorp 
Nancy J.tt Welch 
Clenn Thornton 
Ellen Toynton 
Jackie Tregellas Jean Woodmansee 
Mercedes Trujillo 
Roberl C. Tucker 
Paul Yri1nrri 
Bill Wagner 
72 
MIKE SWEENEY . 
NANCY GENTRY 
LEE DAVIS . 
OFFICERS 
Freshmen 
Class of '58 
. President 
Secretary-Treasurer 
. Vice-President 
73 
freshmen 
!Jill Adkins, Pete Aguilar, Tom Atherton, Al Altuna 
Cynthin Brnce, Bon Bradbury, Howard Brawn, Pat Brigp 
Jerome Ander~on. John Anderson. Mnrgnret Anderson, Janice Anthony 
Priscilla Brito. Tom Broome, Robert Brown, Ronald Brown 
LorenU> Archunde, Thalia Armstrong. LeRoy Barncastle. Rudy Barncastle 
J 
Barbnm Bryan. C. D. Brynn. Jo Ellen Bryson. Fran Burke 
Jerry Beckes. Martha Benge. Al Bennett. Terry Benton 
Knthleen Burke. Bob Burwinkle. Vaughn Bush. Durelle Butler 
Sheril Berryhill. Barbara Berzin. Norbnn B!fBe. Rolfe Black 
Marilyn Butler, Alan Campbell, Sally Carpenter, Nancy Cartlidge 
Bill Black. Patsy Bonds, Dot Bowyer. Marcin Anne Boyer 
Ann Cartman, Syl\'ia CBl!adOll, Mel Castillo, Juanita Cata 
74 
freshmen 
Terry Drake, Carroll Duncan, Mary Duncan, Harvey Dunn 
Louann Causey, Toni Cella, Anthony Chavez, David Chavez 
Milton Dyer, Amos Edens, John Elder, David Emmert 
Judy Christopher, Ben Clegg, Nancy Cole, Jean Collins 
Torksey Ensminger, Pat Espinosa, Carolyn Fabian, Sue Faircloth 
Jerry Copeland, Jim Coriz, Elizabeth Corrough, Nancy Cotton 
Pat Fanning, Richard Fatheres, Mary Ferguson, Pat Fields 
Margaret Coury, Lloyd Crawford, Max Crook, Grace Culver 
Becky Fish, Gail Fisher, J erene Fleck, Fred Fornoff 
Pete Cunningham, Terry Dale, Joan Davis, Sandy Davis 
Charles Francis, Tom Fulton, Dick Gaffney, Marvine Gallegos 
Valentino DeLao, Don DesJardin, Jack Donelilon, Gayle Doyle 
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freshmen 
Arlene Garcia, Carmen Garcia. Euphemia Garcia. Betty Garrison 
Leonard Graves, Ann Gray, Dan Hampton, Bill Barding 
N1Lncy Gentry, Virgie Gentry, Bill George, Esther Gibson 
Glen<!n Hnpes, Janet Harrison, Ada Jane Hashimoto, Mary Ann Ratboot 
Judith Gilbert, Lynn Goldfnrb, J oel Gorman. Barbara Gossett 
, 
Peter Hendrickson, Pat Hen•on, Bob Hernandez, Jim Hepper 
M:rron Herrick, Barbara Hester. Hershel Hill, Diane Holmes 
Ann Holt, Jimmy Honton. Barbara Howe, :Pat Huenergardt 
Where are you from-A & M? Leilani Hull, Bill Hunter, Jo Hupp, Donald Uibell 
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freshmen 
Teresita Maestas. Sandy Mnloek, Mark Marchbanks, Paul Mares 
John lvie, Jeannette Jucl<son, Ann Johnson. Marilyn Johnson 
Marion Marks. Margaret Markus. Steve Marlow. Joann Martin 
Dot Julinra, Peggy Kuuwling, Peggy Kennann, Leah Kenote 
Sandra Martin, Rosetta Martine~. Velma Martinez. Mary Clake Mason 
John Kempcnaar, Walt Klnc11id, Wilhelmina Kitsch, Nancy Knapp 
Pat Matthews, Jnnet Mayland, Wayne McAchran, BiU McCall 
Carolyn Knul.son, Louise Korn, Pat Kross, Carol Kutnewsky 
Chas. McCulloch, Eric McCrossen, Manto McDonough, Mary Mclnteer 
Nancy Kyle. Aileen Leftow, Kay ~nard, Kay Liesse 
Nancy McKay, Berwyn McKinney, Roberta l\tcPetcrs. Caroline McSe»crns 
Jack Little, Janie Louder, Sonja Lovald. Melton Lyon 
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freshmen 
Mary Meek, Dean Melvin, Jayne Merchant. Bobbie Middleton 
Beverly Orr, John Orr, Bill Otto, Lillian Pacheco 
Joyce Miller, Kenneth Miller, Robert Miller, June Mills 
Pat Palmer, Lynn Parker, Martin Pnsk ind, Joe Patterson 
Dianna Mitchell, Peg Mitchell, Renie Morris, Sandy Morris 
Margaret Peke. Gail Perry, David Peterson, Sue Pfeiffer 
Harry Moskos. J erry Mueller, Norman Mugleston, MariJyn Mutz 
Emily Pineda. Jay Pinkert<>n, Barbara Pino, Sara Pitts 
MariJyn Neuber, Jim Nicholson , Jack Norris, Joetta Northcutt 
Barbara Popp, Jetty Jo Potter, 'tony Predock, Carol Priesnetz 
Fay Noyes, Suzanne Oglesby, Gail Ol•on, Vivian Oman 
Tila Provencio, Bobby Quintana. Mary Lee Quirk, Joanne Race 
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freshmen 
Lyle Raker Jr., M<8 Randall, Carolyn Raymond, Paul Raymond 
Borborn Reed. J nn Reeves, Betty Reid, Russell Reinecke 
Loron RkhnrdJ<on, Mnum Rico, Sue Robinson, Beni$o Rodriquez 
Slmmle Romero, M1trY Jenn Rose. Chnrles Ross, Sharon Roth 
Jomes Rucker, Kajean Rumfelt, Dolores Salaxar. Lucia Salcido 
Audr~y Sallee. Micb11eJ SauJ, James Schornick, Joan Scltwsrtz 
"Now, gentlemen, we must consider this matter most 
thoroughly." 
Fmnk Sean Jr .. Frank Shanley, Thomu Sheela, Park Sims 
-Beth Shuldt. John Shute, Adelaida Sisneros. Robert Skeen 
Batty Slayter, Bnrbnrn Smith. f'reddie Smith, Lois Smith 
'I 
Paul Smith, Sally Smith, Sotanne Smith, Margaret Smyth 
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freshmen 
Wilma Snare. Cini Snetzer. Tom Soare, Gay Sparkman 
Anna Vivlnni, Roy Wedell, Madlyn Wegener. Don Weinrrnub 
Jnnicc Stadler, llob Standridge, Joanne Stevens, Mary Louise Stogden 
...... 
Mike Welch. Larry Wheeler, Sondra Whitcomb, Nancy Wilkinson 
Ted Stranc~ek. SoKt.enes Sunzo. Sue Sutherland. Phil Taulbee 
Barhara Williams, Da\'e Williams, Janet Williams. Larry Williams 
Bee.Icy Taylor, Lurae Tecklenberg, Sharon Terry, Marilyn Thoma• 
Delore" Winrlsor, Sitm Wood. Judith Woody 
Priscilla Tope, Carol Townsend, Louise Turner, Mary Vnn Atta 
Frances Woofter. Johnny \Vright. Mnrcia Wright 
llob Varela, Philip Varitas. Frank Vaughn. Richard Veal~ 
De,•erly Wynn, Jean Yoder, Aire Young 
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Graduate Students 
Mlguel Marrero 
Hubert FarriR Blchurd Powers 
Robert Gnta Rober~ Shotola 
Jim Heath 
Norman Loftus Ryoko Yafuso 
College of Law 
Fellx Briones K.. O. Schlenker 
Jim Milling Glenn Turner 
Unclassified Students 
Don McBride 
Tncko Saknmi 
Monica Silfverskiold 
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Features 
Program Series 
Jean Leon Destine brought us the dances and folk songs of Haiti. 
Between sports events, queen contests, organization 
meetings, dances, and other collegiate activities, stu-
dents have a chance to get their "culture" from the 
Program Series which include famous dancers, musi-
cians, lecturers, and other ar tists. The programs are 
varied and are both educational and entertaining. 
Men-ell Gage modeled a portrait bust of Lincoln as he told 
us of the events that shaped Lincoln's character and 
etched the lines in his face. 
These culture events are supported by the student 
activity fee and admission is free of other charge to 
holders of activity tickets. Members of the Cultural 
Committee schedule them and help with the arrange-
ments necessary for the presentation. Ten programs 
were presented this year. 
John Mason Brown, renowned author, critic 
and dean of the lecture circuits made a re-
turn engagement to the campus. 
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When the First Piano Quartet was here, George Robert, one of UN M's music instructors 
and former member of the quartet, played some numbers with them. 
Others who made appearances on the Program Series this year included the New Art 
Wind Quintet, Richard Dyer-Bennet, the Philharmonic Chamber Ensemble, Howard 
Pierce Davis, and Aldous Huxley. 
e:Y can chug. Pledges prove that th . 
Betty Folsom and Judy K trophy from Bob Bog~~OCVlh·c~ receive Kappa's . . . , airman of Sp· •t D wmnmg 1n ay. 
Spirit 
Day 
Begun three years abo by the Kappa Sigma 
fraternity as a fund raising project for the 
Community Chest, Spirit Day features conte~ts 
of beauty and skill. Pledge5 of nine campus 
women's organizations compete in the e\·ent, 
held in memory of Ellis Hall. philanthropist and 
former Kappa Sigma. 
Kajean Rumielt, "Miss Venus"; }lolly Merki, "Miss Spid\. 
Day"; Joan Schwartz, "Prettiest Legs and Ankles." 
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• 
Queen Dorathy Lewis 
Delta Delta Delta 
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ATTENDANT PATTY STEWART 
DormD 
Homecoming 
ATTENDANT BARBARA MITCHELL 
Chi Omega 
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Homecoming Houses 
First place, men's division; Sigma Chi-" A Gl'andstand Welcome." Second, men's division: Kappa Alpha-"Lobo 
Laund1·y." 
First, women's division; Pi Beta Phi-"It's a Cinch We Welcome 
You, Alums." 
vou 
No_ s~E0 E 
YOU " 
WELCOME 
ALU MS 
Third, women's division; Kappa Kappa Gamma-"You NOSE 
You're Welcome, Alums." 
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Second, women's division: Kappa Alpha Theta-" Aloha, Alums." 
Third, men's division: Pi Kappa Alpha-"It's a Sure Deal, You 
Bet You're Welcome." 
Sweepstakes winner: Pi Beta Phi, "Snare the Bea1·." 
WOMEN'S DIVISION 
....__ ·-
First: Alpha Chi Omega, "Sleigh 'em, Lobos." 
oH 
Second: Delta Delta Delta, "Shine Lobo Stars." 
Third: Hokona HaJJ, "Whar's the B'ar?" 
Homecoming 
Parade 
Floats 
MEN'S DIVISION 
First: Sigma Chi, "It's in the Bag." 
Second : Industrial Arts, "Smash 'em, Lobos." 
Third: Pi Kappa Alpha, "Dial UNM for Murder." 
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AWS 
Jack Riddle collected the door prize, but Carol Ann Rainey was feathered. 
Songfest 
Directors of the winning groups: Cornelia Magee (Kappa Kappa Gamma), second place-women's division; Jim Harper ( Phi Delta 
Theta), second place-men's division; Barbara Duenke! ( :Marron HaU), first place-women's division; Mart Sentis (Sigma Chi), first 
place-men's division. 
Some happy Sig made off with their t rophy leaving Mar t none to hold for a picture. 
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Problem in banging the 7-foot wreath over the SUB 
fireplace was: Hanging the Greens or Jim? 
Toy Dance and 
Hanging of the Greens 
No, the big Boy Scouts don't keep the animals and 
trucks; they play Santa Claus to underprivileged chil-
dren in Albuquerque. 
Mortar Board was good to us. They served free coffee 
and doughnuts to the largest crowd in histo1·y to attend 
the successful Hanging of the Greens. 
The Christmas season, filled with good will activities and 
jolly yuletide fun, was announced by the Alpha Phi 
Omega toy table in the SUB foyer where students could 
purchase toys for admission to the dance. 
A Phi 0 boys got the SUB ready fox Santa's visit to us, but he didn't 
show. Dr. Smith circulated among the tables at Hanging of the Greens 
but didn't hand out. Weren't we good enough ? 
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Military Ball 
SHIRLEY WALL 
NROTC Queen 
GIN! SNETZER 
AFROTC Queen 
Lettermen's 
Dance 
"Letterman of the year" in all divi-
sions of major college sports were 
named at the dance. 
Larry White and Wendell Nel-
son, who lettered in football and 
golf respectively, were chosen 
for the second year. 
Other athletes picked were: 
Carter Mathies, baseball; Joe 
Ferguson Jr., tennis; Russ 
Nystedt, basketball; Paul 
Tapia, wrestling; Oliver 
:Lee, track; and Mickey 
Craig, swimming. 
RICKY LAM 
B, Chi Omega, Varsity . 
Lettermen's Club p ?i~l and LARRY WRITE 
zesident. , 
CINI SNETZER, Pi Beta Phi, 
attendant; RICKY LAMB; MAR-
LYN THOMAS, Kappa Alpha 
Theta, attendant. 
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Queen Cleta Honeyman 
Kappa Kappa Gamma 
94 
ATTENDANT BARBARA WESS 
Alpha Chi Omega 
Mirage 
Popularity Ball 
ATTENDANT ANITA MORRIS 
Kappa Alpha Theta 
\ 
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JACK OF HEARTS 
Bob Burns 
I{appa Sig 
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King of 
Hearts 
Man Servis 
Sigma Chi 
Engineers Day 
An engineer having his day. 
An engineer having lier day-under a famous snap brim. Green or purple day? 
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Stunt Night 
Winnor in th• men'• divi•ion w" Sigma Chi with "The Jtiddle of the $phi-'·" 
98 The Kap Al pa phas kicked ake second. up enough to t 
Stunt Night 
First place winner in the women's division was Kappa Kappa Gamma doing "Safa1·i into Society." 
The Alpha Chi 0 
ll1ega three-cJown c· 
ircus took second. 
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Cosmo Club Party 
Ah, you think you're in Hawaii-grass skirt, Leilani, and all-in 
"Hawaiian Moonlight." 
Shipwreck Ball 
but then-Caramba ! It's the samba. 
And where are they? On an island to themselves. They bunny-hopped there. 
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CONNIE GIOM 
Alpha Ch. OI, Attendant 1 mega 
Paper 
Doll 
UE GRA y' Attendant 
JANET ~lpha Delta Pi 
101 
s 
John Barnes talked up the price, and Jim never dreamed who had the 
desire to throw a pie at him-that is, enough to pay the price. 
He leinned. When he thought he left his wife, Lollie, holding his 
jacket and not his wallet! 
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WU5 
Pie Throwing 
The World University Service Drive 
was conducted this year in March. On cam-
puses throughout the nation, funds are col-
lected annually for WUS, a means of aiding 
destitute students and professors at for-
eign universities by the sending of food, 
clothing, books, and essential classroom 
materials. 
UNM students and professors contrib-
uted several hund1·eds of dollars this year 
through participation in a faculty auction, 
a dance, a beautiful eyes contest, individual 
contributions, and the pie throwing contest. 
Practically every campus wheel got a sticky 
pie in his 01· her face. Besides the student 
body president and vice-president, LOBO 
editor Bob Lawrence, drive chairman Shir-
ley Irving, class officers, and representa-
tives of each sorority and fraternity served 
as targets. 
"Now, now, it was all for a good cause.'' 
MONICA SILFVERSKIOLD 
Pi Beta Phi 
WYNN DAV1S 
Delta Delta Delta 
Beauty 
Cavalcade 
The Beauty CaYalcade was held for the first 
time last spring, too late to appear in the 1954 
MIRAGE. 
The event was sponsored by the local Kappa 
Sigma chapter in an effort to aid the New 
Mexico Society of Crippled Children. It was 
sparked and directed by Professor John 
Poore, Kappa Sigma alum, and member of the 
Board of the Society. 
Twenty-four candidates, from the dormi-
tories and sororities were entered in the Cav-
alcade which was held in the SUB. Dresses 
worn by the contestants were furnished by 
eight local merchants. 
A board of judges chose twelve girls whose 
pictures were sent to Hollywood for the final 
judging. John Wayne selected the three top 
girls pictured here. 
Proceeds from ticket sales went to the So-
ciety for Crippled Children. Pi Beta Phi re-
ceived a trophy for selling the largest number 
of tickets. Future plans for the Cavalcade pro-
vide that it will be held every two years duTing 
the last week of Easter Seal sales. 
GLORIA CASTILLO 
Alpha Delta Pi 
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Fraternity 
Sweethearts 
C~ROL TOWNSEND 
Sigma Alpha Epsilon 
MARLYN THOMAS 
Pi Kappa Alpha 
ROBERTA McPETERS 
Tau Kappa Epsilon 
QUEEN AND ATTENDANTS 
Attendant BARBARA FEE, Alpha Delta Pi; Attendant MURIEL PRIDE, Delta Delta Delta; Queen JAN SUMMERS, 
Alpha Chi Omega. 
Yes, television cameras were thern. Your mother will tell you how 
you looked-and acted. 
UNM Rodeo rules: You yell Viva /,a,, kick one spur high in the ai1·, 
and hit the dust. 
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Fiesta 
Fiesta co-chairmen Mart Servis and Jack Mulcahy be/01·e Fiesta. 
MARGARET ANGE 
Albuquerque 
Phi Kappa Phi 
Mortar Board 
Spurs (Treas.) 
MIRAGE '51-'58 
(Class Editor) 
Phi Sigma Iota (See.) 
Panhellenic Council '53-'55 
Kappa Kappa Gamma 
(Rush Chm. '54) 
ADELE BROWN 
Albuquerque 
Mortar Board (Treas.) 
Spurs 
Sigma Alpha Iota 
(Treas. '54-'55) 
Student Senate '54-'55 
Panhellenic Council 
(Social Chm. '53-'54) 
Pi Beta Phi 
(V-P '62-'53) 
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GARY BEALS 
Albuquerque 
Khatali 
Alpha Kappa Psi (See.) 
NROTC Wardroom Society 
(Pres. '53) 
Newman Club 
Student Senate '52-'58 
Homecoming Committee '52 & '54 
Fiesta Committee '53 
Inter-Fraternity Council 
Sigma Chi (V-P, Sec., Pledge trainer) 
JIM BRUENING 
Ashtabula, Ohio 
Kha tali 
Student Body President '54-'55 
Football-3 years 
(Captain '53) 
Letterman's Club 
Student Union Board •54_·55 
Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship 
Who's Who 
FELIX BRIONES 
Carlsbad, N. M. 
Khatali, Vigilantes 
Student Body Vice-President 
& Senate President '54-'55 
Sophomore Class Pres. 
Freshman Class Pres. 
Student Court '58-'54 
Tau Kappa Alpha 
Debate Team 
Student Bar Association 
AFR OTC 
Newman Club 
Phi Delta Theta 
HERB BRUNELL 
Alamogordo, N. M. 
Vigilantes (Treas.) 
AICE (Pres. '54-'55) 
Band, Concert & Marching-4 years 
(Vice-Pres. '52) 
Symphonic Wind Ensemble '53-'55 
Student Senate '58-'64 
Hiking Club (Treas. '52-'53) 
AF ROTC 
USCF 
Inter-Fraternity Council 
(V-P & Social Chm. '54) 
Phi Delta Theta (Pres. '55) 
Who's Who 
ELAINE BUSH 
Albuquerque 
Mortar Board 
Student. Council '54-'55 
Cultural Committee •53.•54 
Student Senate '52-'54 
Junior Class Sec.-Treas. 
Sophomore Class Sec.-Treas. 
Tri-Delt Scholarship '5~·'55 
Waterloos (Sec. '51·'53) 
AFROTC Color Guard '52 
Panhellenic Council ·52.•53 
Kappa Kappa Gamma 
(V-P. Sec., Rush Chm.) 
BARBARA CUNNINGHAM 
Albuquerque 
Mortar Boar-d 
Spurs (Sec.) 
Student Council ·54.·55 
AW S (Pres. '54-'55) 
Student Union Board '54-'55 
Ives Memorial Scholarship 
Women's Recreational Council 
Newman Club 
Pi Beta Phi (Vice-Pre;;., Pledge Supervisor, 
Scholarship Chm.) 
RONNIE CALKINS 
Clovis, N. M. 
Khn tali 
Student Council •53.•55 
(Treas. '54·'f>5) 
Sophomore Class Vice-Pre;;. 
Freshman Closs Vice-Pres. 
Student Senate '51-'54 
Letterman's Club, Swimming 
Phi Del!JI Kappa 
Athletic Advisory Committee (Chm.) 
Homecoming & Fiesta Committees 
AFROTC 
Phi Kappa Tau 
BETTY FOLSOM 
Wickliffe, Kentucky 
Phi Kappa P hi 
Mortar Board 
Publications Board 
Phi Gamma Nu 
Student Senate 
Rallycom (Sec. '53) 
USCF. Cabinet member 
Kappa Kappa Gamma 
(Treas. '53- '54, Pres. '54- '55) 
Alpha Lambda Delta and Cwens 
at the University of Kentucky 
EDNA CHRISTENSEN 
Albuquerque 
Mortar Board (Pres.) 
Spur• 
P i Lambda Theta 
Student Senate '52-'53 
Rallycom '52-'54 
USCF (Sec., Cabinet Member) 
wus '54- '55 
Town Club 
(Sec. '52- '58, 
Pres. '53-'54 l 
TED HOWDEN 
Roswell, N. M. 
Kha tali 
Student Council ·54.·55 
Campus Lmprovemcnt Committee 
Student Senate 
(President Pro-Tern '53- '54 
Parliamentarian ·54.•55) 
Inter-Fraternity Council 
(Sec .. Pres. '54) 
Pi Kappa Alpha (Pres. '54, 
Vice-Pres., Best Pledge Awnrd) 
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BILL KELEHER 
Albuquerque 
Student Council '54-'55 
Pl Sigma Alpha 
(See.-Trel\l!. '64-'55) 
Student Senate '53-'54 
Campus Party Chm. '52-'53 
Newman Club 
AFR OTC 
(Sec. Military Affairs Councill 
Sigma Chi 
CARTER MATHIES 
Wister, Okla. 
Vigilantes 
Student Council '54-'55 
Student Senate 
Chi Epsilon 
Junior Class Pres. 
Letterman'• Club 
81l8ebaU, Frosh BBSketball 
Kappa Sigma (Vic~~Pres .. 
Scholnn<hip & J,eadership Award) 
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DOROTHY LEWIS 
Albuquerque 
Spurs 
Senior Class See.-Treas. 
Head Majorette '51-'55 
Phi Sigma 
Student Senate •53.•54 
Popularity Queen ·53 
Homecoming Queen '54 
Waterloos 
P. E. Majors Club 
Panhellenic Council '54 
Delta Delta Delta 
DAVE MILLER 
Albuquerque 
Publications Board 
(Student Chm. '64-'55) 
Sigma Delta Chi (Pres.) 
Kappa Alpha Mu 
Lobo ·52.·55 
Editor '63-'64 
'54 Publications Board 
Lobo Award 
S. W. Pappert Journalism 
Scholarship ·53.·54 
Sigma Alpha Epsilon 
Who's Who 
VICKY MASON 
Albuquerque 
Mortar Board (Sec.) 
Spurs 
Student Senate '63-'54 
(Chm. Steering Committee) 
Activities Committee Chm. '55 
Phi Sigma Iota 
Phi Alpha Theta (V-P) 
Rallycom '61-'64 
AWS Council '53-'54 
USCF, WUS Committee 
Alpha Chi Omega 
(&holarship Chm., Corresponding 
Secretary) 
NORENE MILLER 
Albuquerque 
Mortar Board, Spurs 
Student Senate '52 
A WS Council •53.·55 
Pi Lambda Theta 
Kappa Omicron Phi 
(V-P '63- '54, Trelll!. '54-'SGI 
Homecoming Committee '54 
Fiesta Committee '54 
AAUW Scholarship '54-'65 
Dese.ret Olub (Sec.) 
Home Economics Club 
Phrateres (Pres. '63-'54, 
Social Chm. '54-'55) 
Who's Who 
BARBIE MITCHELL 
Raton, N. M. 
Student Senate 
Junior Class Vice-Pres. 
Out.standing Junior Woman ·54 
Fiesta Queen '53 
Homecoming Queen Attendant '54 
Sweetheart of Sigmn Chi '53 
Betty Hnll Memol'ial 
RoJlycom (Sec. '52) 
USCF 
Mortar Board Advisor 
Chi Omega (Pres .. 
Social Chm.) 
HERB NATIONS 
Farmington, N . M. 
Khatali (Pres. ) 
Vigilantes (Treas.) 
Cu ltural Committee '52- '55 
Student Senate '51- '54 
Kappa Mu Epsilon 
USCF (Pres. '53-'54) 
AFROTC 
Sigmn Al pha Eps ilon 
JOHN MORRISON 
Sheboygan, Wisconsin 
Phi Kappa Phi 
Khatoli , Vigilant<,. 
Rhodes Scholar '55 
Student Court '53-'55 
Tau Kappa Alpha (Pres.) 
Debate Team 
Student Senate '51 - '53 
NROTC (Bttn. Commander '54 -'55) 
lnter-Fraternity Council 
'52- '63, ·54_·55 
Sigma Chi (Pres. '55) 
MARLIN P OUND 
Albuq~uerque 
Khatali, Vigilantes 
Senior Class Pres ident 
Student Senate 
Letterman 's Club 
Football-4 years 
BasebalJ-3 years 
Commerce CounciJ 
NROTC Wardroom Society 
NROTC Company Commander '54-'55 
Sigma Alpha Epsilon 
(Pres. '54-'55) 
JACK MULCAHY 
Albuquerq1.1e 
Homecoming Committee '52 
Letterman's Club 
Basketball-3 years 
NROTC Wardroom Society 
(Pres. '54-'55) 
NROTC Drill Team 
Newman Club 
Rallycom 
Western Dance Band 
Sigma Chi 
Choraleers ·~3 
STEVE REVEAL 
Springfield, Illinois 
MIRAGE Business Manager '64 -'55 
USCF (Pres. '54-'55) 
NROTC Wardr oom Society 
(Vice-Pres. '53·'54, 
Sec:.-Treas . '54-'iiS) 
NROTC Battalion Adjutant 
Publications Board 
(Ex-Officio •54.·55) 
Sigma Alpha Epsilon 
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MARGARET RUTZ 
Alamogordo, N. M. 
AWS Council •51.•5;; 
Women"a Recrelltlon Council 
·51.·5 
Mojon & Mlnoni "61·"65 
(Pres .• V-P. $« .. •rreos.J 
Panh•llonic C"ouncil 0 51-'55 
( PrC!I. •54.·55, Sec. I 
A Jph11 D•lln Pl (Vice-Pre.., 
House Mirr .. Scholorahip Chm. I 
PEGGY TESTMAN 
Albuquerque 
Rallycom 
(President '64, 
Rally Chm. "631 
Athletic Council '54 
Studenl Senat• ·52 
Ski Club 
Canlerbury Club 
As&<>eialed Part)' Stt.-Treu. '54 
Alpha Cb! Om1>11a <Chaplain, 
Warden, Rush Chm. I 
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SARA SPOON 
Albuquerque 
Spurs 
MIRAGE Associate Editor "52.'53 
Student Senate ·52.•53 
Pi Lambda Theta 
Kappa Omicron Phi 
Rallycom !Corr~pondinsc Stt. '521 
Panhellenic Council "53-'55 
(Treas. '54) 
Pi Beta Phi 
1 Pres. ·53.·so 
LARRY WIDTE 
Hobbs, N. l\L 
Student Council •54.·55 
Phi Sigma 
Letterman ·s Club (Pres. "54) 
Foothall-4 yean 
Team Captain '54 
All Conference Center ·51.•54 
lNS All-American Second Teem '54 
Band 
AFR OTC 
Who's Who 
ANN LEE STRANATHAN 
Albuquerque 
Spurs 
Studcnl Court •54.•55 
Studcnl Senate ·53.•54 
Pi Sill'nla Alpha (Pres. '54- '65) 
SUB Commitwe '53-"54 
Fiesta Queen Attendant ·54 
Waterlooe (Vice-Pres., 
Pre11ident) 
Panhellenic Council 0 52·'54 
Ot'lta Della Delta 
(Pres. ·54.•55, Rm Chm. •52.·r.u 
BRUCE WILSON 
Albuquerque 
Student Council ·54.•55 
Kha tall 
Sigma Tau 
American Institute of Chemical Engineers 
(Vice-Pres. '54) 
Lett.ermRn'~ Club 
Basketball-4 years 
NROTC Wnrdroom Society 

Activities 
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Rodey Theater 
Both students and instructors in the 
University drama department have re-
ceived widespread recognition for the work 
which they have been doing. They present 
four major plays each year plus a children's 
play and seYeral one-acts. 
Rodey Theater, where the design on the 
curtain makes it always appear to be rising, 
becomes the day and night of many stu-
dents. Not all who find their way to that 
interesting part of the campus, where there 
are shadowed paths, the workshop, the fish 
pond, and str ay engineers, go there because 
they have classes there. There is a fascina-
tion there that holds the carpenter, the 
actor, the sight seer, the prowler, the 
lover, the artist, and the jester. 
MISALLIAl~CE 
Gloria Castillo, now under contract for motion pictures in Hollywood, 
may be recognized in this scene from a play given last year. 
Jane Blair Bunting, center, had quite an audience for her greeting. 
THE LADY'S NOT FOR BURNING 
"" Bruce, you were nearly cut out of this picture to keep people from thinking you bad just laid the funny papers up there above your head. 
The lady doesn't seem to be in any hurry to get to the fire. The back stage work piles up long before each performance. I t looks 
as if Rosetta is in for a good share of it. 
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Ron Yost's favorite TV expression was good 
for publicity. 
MY THREE ANGELS 
Here's to ... a successful play 
THE ENCHANTED 
including seven lucky actresses young enough to be natives of the Land of Enchantment. 
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An annual event at Rodey is a play given for children. Tbis year student actors were perfect bears about it. 
The sun lights the setting for the happy builders. 
Every play means more sets, more drilling, pounding, 
painting, and so forth in the barraC>ks workshop by 
the fish pond. 
The annual one-act student directed plays were presented this year in the new 
little theater designed and built by Jimmy Miller in the basement of the old 
B & G building. 
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Concert Band 
Symphonic Wind 
Ensemble 
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The Department of Bands includes the Marching Band which 
played for five home football games and one at Wyoming, the Concert 
Band which gave three campus concerts and five on tour, the Sym-
phonic Wind Ensemble which gave two campus concerts and one in 
Santa Fe, and the ROTC Band which played for all military reviews 
and the change of command at Sandia Base. 
·I 
Majorettes with the University Marching Band are Dorothy Lewis, 
head majorette; Barbara Smith; Lurae Tecklenburg; Thalia 
Armstrong. 
Many people have the idea that the band is 
through working when they have marched for the last 
football game of the season, when in reality the hard-
est work is yet to come. The Marching Band is only 
one of four bands and the other three have most of 
their performances ahead of them. 
Roster of personnel for this year's concert band 
includes some 70 players. The Wind Ensemble in-
cludes 36 of the top instrumentalists. 
Finding particular favor among the students this 
year was a combined band and chorus group presenta-
tion of a "Pops" Concert. 
John Large, Drum Major for his last season this year, and Bands 
Director William E. Rhoads. 
Marching Band 
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Chorus 
At this point in the growth of the Univer-
sity it may be said that the chorus and orches-
tra never perform for anything but a full 
house. Indeed, all the people who want to hear 
the performances can not find standing room 
in any place available for such an event. 
Membership in the chorus is open to any-
one interested in singing; many members do 
not read music. The chorus practices three 
times a week and may be taken as a non-aca-
demic credit course 01· an activity. The im-
portant thing is that the chorus has faithful 
members who attend practice hours. One 
major choral work is presented each semester. 
Kurt Frederick, center, director of University choral groups, 
and the soloists for the Christmas program: Dr. Hummer, 
Arthur Banett. Darlene Evers, and Jane Snow. 
Orchestra 
Madrigal Singers 
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Lobo 
Copy, cigareete, and Chatten here. The second Bob on the 
staff bent over like a hard working Managing Editor. 
Editor Bob Lawrence and one of bis two pipes which take a lot of 
pressure. 
Here are makings of a newspaper : copy, pencil 
stub, paste pot, pipes and cigarettes, typewriter, 
watches, telephone, and the people who break the 
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news thousands of others make. 
Sel"ious staff meeting. Lest neighbors may think the object held so respectfully here is a meteorite conveniently 
dropped in Dr. La Paz's territory or a rock record of some historic significance found by some anthro student, we 
hasten to note that it has been on the campus many years and left for the first time only when some journalism 
students decided to test the sti·ength of the cement encasing it in the engineers' green sh1·ine. 
• 
More editors. Night editors Walt Trimble and Danny Zeff, who doubled as 
Sports Editor. 
Zeff, Irving, Siner, and Trimble filled posi-
tions, vacated dul'ing the year by Jim Lamb, 
Joan Downey, Ron Curtis, and George Vlahos. 
The ad man. Business Manager Doug G1·ant getting the 
ad that might mean a couple of extl:a pages and an extra 
Bibler. 
Siner listening. Politician, socialite, professor, or inquii·er 
on the other end of this hook up ·with night editor Ken? 
Likely some committee head. 
"campulse" eric mccrossen and Shirley Irving who w1·ites "Swerving 
with Irving" seem to have fun with their columns. 
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Mirage 
Joyce Simmons, Editor, getting a different view of the 
camera after she'd seen the photographe1·'s back all year. 
Esther Gibson worked in a corner on the index task. Poor kid. She 
had to decide which was the last name for Thomas Thomas. Don't 
believe us? Look in the index. It's there. 
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' 
Business Manager Steve Re Veal looking acToss the street from the 
.J. Building wondering if those people over there will take an ad. 
Besides the photographers and the editor who tried to catch them, 
Dave Faw, sports, and Shirley ll'ving, organizations, probably did 
more running than any others on the staff. They finally had time 
to plop for a picture of themselves. 
If you like the anangement of the class sections this year Carolyn Nielsen, assistant editor, will be glad, for she drew 
some 1400 squares three times for the finished layout. And Bev Williamson, art editor, dreamed and sketched MIRAGE 
covers day and night until she came up with the design we're proud of. 
It may be a long time before Nancy Genti·y again says she 
will make twenty posters. It took all of that and mol'e for 
the big ball at which the staff were all too tired to dance. 
Janet Mayland, Judy Christopher and Mary Meek take off from the 
endless checking of names and faces and spelling to have a look at 
the pictures we couldn't use. 
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Forensics 
Here are some of the persons 
who have participated in intercol-
legiate forensics over the past three 
seasons. All of them have been on 
debate teams as well as having been 
entered in their special interests or 
abilities such as oratory, extempo-
raneous speaking, oral interp1·eta-
tion, or discussion groups. 
David Warnock, Scott Momaday, Joan Wooten, Norbert Tlachac (debate assistant). 
The outstanding achievement of Uni-
versity students il'l forensics over the past 
several years has netted many tens of tro-
phies and certificates and recognition in all 
parts of the country. This past year in 
terms of trophies was not outstanding, 
various things having happened to a squad 
which lost its most experienced members. 
However, the sophomore team of Garnett 
Burks and David Mall ended the season 
with ratings of excellent to superior at the 
national Tau Kappa Alpha tournament in 
Athens, Ohio. 
Garnett Burks, Dr. Cullen Owens (debate coach), David Mall 
John Morrison, Carl Esenwein, Scott Moma.day, Felix Briones 
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Kha tali 
Standing: Felix Brionet, Jim Bruening, Jim Ft>rgu&on. Sy) Chumley, Mikt' McNe,•iTI. Tl!J Howden. Bill Gardner, Ken Hansen, Fred Oyer, Bob Wenrick. 
Sl!llted: Jim Henlh, Kaiser Michael. John Morrison , Herb Naliona ( 1>resident), Bob Lingle, Cnry BeRls, Ron Calkin$. 
Mis•inl( from Picture: Joel Burr, Bruce Wilson. Roger Green, Cameron McKenzie, Marlin Pound. 
Khatali, organized in 1923 for the purpose of recognizing college leadership and customs of the 
U11iversity, is UNM's senior men's honorary. Membership of Khatali is composed of outstandiug 
senior men and a few juniors who have distinguished themse!Yes in various campus activities as 
well as scholastically. New members are chosen each year in the spring by the membership of the 
past year. 
Acthrities of tbe group include ushering at football games, freshman orientation and registra-
tion aid, assisting with the coronation of the Homecoming Queen, and high school visitations made 
during the spring to interest state students in obtaining a college education. 
From a scholarshjp fund, Khatali honored an outstanding junior man during the spring 
semester. 
The name Kha tali is taken from Narnjo meaning medicine man. 
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Mortar Board 
Mortar Board is a national senior women's honorary which has as its purpose the advancement 
of scholarship, leadership, and service and the promotion of college loyalty. 
The local chapter, Maia, was installed at the University on May 30, 1921. Each year, Mortar 
Board acknowledges scholarship by a tea for junior women with good scholarship, and the award-
ing of a scholarship to a foreign woman graduate student. 
Mortar Board serves UNM by assisting with elections, and freshman orientation, directing the 
election and coronation of Homecoming Queen, and assisting with Honors Assembly. Other activi-
ties include Hanging of the Greens, Stunt Night, and selling the Community Concert series tickets. 
Back Row: Norene Miller, Adele Brown (treasurer). Edna Christensen (presider1t), Mnrw:aret Morrison (vice-president), Elaine Bush. 
Front Row: Ann Henning, Oleta Lou Robert;&, Barbara Cunningham. Betty Fol~om . 
Missing From Picture: Vicky Mason (secretary), Marw:nret Ange. 
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Spurs 
Row I: BRrbRra Brown (secretary). JeRD Coll (vice-president), Pat Blair (preaident), Mal'1llyn Budke (treasurer). Janel Sue Cray (hilllotinn), Sue Dormier (publicity ) . 
Row 2: Dottle Dickinson, Grace WbiUock, Charlene llluon. Cynthia Pacey. Be\"erly Seeds. Dottle Harroun. Claudette Ouplentbi, Mary BotU!. 
Row 3: Joan Beaton, Carol Ano Rainey, Sydney Shlcppcy, Minta Sue Bunn, Nancy Burk, Joyce Purdue. Joyce Bemsing, Ellen Toynton. Ginger Covey. Judy Huber. 
Row 4: Gayle West, Monica Sfl!verakiold, Shirley Teeter, Tippy Barnard, Jo Ann Clauve, Patty Tate. Jean Reardon, Allee Sterrett, Virvinia Ray, Joan McCabe, Martha 
McCuUoch. 
Membership into Spurs, national sophomore women's honorary, is extended to 
girls at the completion of their freshman year on the basis of college activities, de-
pendability, unselfishness, democracy,and above ave1·age scholarship. 
Spurs was organized at UNM in 1939. This year's group is one of the largest 
ever to be on the campus. 
Some of the services performed by Spurs this year included sale of programs at 
football games and assistance with freshman orientation, Homecoming, Christmas 
caroling, baccalaureate and commencement, and addressing envelopes for the Ber-
nalillo County T. B. Society. Dw·ing the Infantile Paralysis Drive Spurs sponsored 
the Spur Penny Path to raise funds. 
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Vigilantes 
Vigilantes, Sophomore Men's Honorary, has its membership selected towards the end of the 
school year by Khatali, senior men's honorary, on the basis of scholarship and extra-cunicular ac-
tivities of freshman men. The selected candidates are tapped for membership at Honors Assem-
bly held in May of the school year. 
Activities of Vigilantes this school year included helping during Orientation Week both semes-
ters, participating in Homecoming festitivities, ushering at football games, and the continuation of 
a scholanhip fund presented yearly to a worthy recipient. 
;/ __ , 
f 
Baek Row: Dave Holt. Bob Dierman, Bob Matteucci. 
Middle Row: Dennis Pena, Dick Lon1tman, Kenny Anderson. 
Front Row: Bill Madden, Gene Samberson (president>. Glenn Thornton. 
\ 
\ 
Cheerleaders 
Here are six gals who don't mind being called the loudest on campus. But their job does not 
merely consist of ye1Jing with as much volume as they can or getting others to yell in a certain beat. 
They are our diplomats, our ambassadors who can make relations with other schools good or 
bad. As our representatives they impart an impression that outsiders have of UNM students. In 
their hands they hold a determiner of school pride. 
To be good they must be able to sense the feeling of a mob and encourage or brake it. To be top 
notch they must be able to change crowd sentiment. 
In a year when lagging or lacking school spirit has been a major discussion topic our cheer-
leaders have undoubtedly been discouraged with half cheering stands but they still come smilin' 
through with a "Go, Lobos, go." 
Anita Morris, Connie Giomi, Carole Graham, Cleta Honeyman, Sally Crook, Sydney Shleppey. 
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Rally com 
PEGGY TEST~AN 
\\ ..., President Ra yco .... 
Sue Oormier. 
rllyn Carson , 
Gini Snetzer. Ma 
h . I y Shehan, " 
. .., t Blair, S tr e !lnrbnra -.;, ess. 
B k }low . <ll N ncY Vann. nc . h 11 S II Stringer, n 
Mite e · . Harroun, " Y 
Front Row: Dottie 
Rallycom is the student organization responsible for 
building school spirit on the campus. Rallies and projects to 
lift enthusiasm in Lobo athletics are organized by the group. 
Activities began this year with the selling of beanies to 
freshmen. A successful football send-off pep rally got the 
Lobos off to a good start in September. 
Other projects handled by Rallycom included the second 
annual Mom and Dad's Day, the Homecoming bonfire, the 
Homecoming dance concessions stand, the selection of fresh-
man cheerleaders, and the "free day" celebrations. 
Enthusiasm plus for this rally-half day off after win over Colorado Aggies. 
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Back Row: Jean Rea.rdon, Renin Morris, Diane Holmes, BllUe June Griuell, Alice Gore. Binky Corrough, Elizabeth Howorth, Louann Causey, Dot Julinn, Kay Liesse, 
Nancy Gentry, Barbara Pblllips, Elsie Kirkpatrick, Bertie Bradt, Bet&y Pierce. 
.Middle Row: Ada Jane Huhimoto, Jackie Forde, Mary Jean Rose, Anna Viviani, Anita Morris, Mona Bowe, Charlotte Du vis, Nancy Ann Fore, Fran Bonnyman, Julia 
Jane Chant, Buoly Nix.on, Marilyn Johnson. Betty Garrison. Pat Fanning, Sue Robinson. Janet Barris, Janet Mayland. Corky Morris. 
Front Row: Shirley Te<>ier, Barbara Bryan, Mary Meek, Barbara Wess, Barbie Mit.chell, SallY Stringer, Berwyn McKinney, Marilyn Carson. Gini Snetzer, Sue Dormi.er, 
Kay Leonard, Carolyn Nielsen, Janet Barne!!, Dottie Harroun. 
Membership in Rallycom is open to any interested stu-
dent. About 150 students were members this year. 
Plans for activities next year include the painting of the 
"U" and the encouragement of Freshman beanie wearing. 
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Alpha Phi Omega 
Delta Tau chapter of Alpha Phi Omega, national service fraternity, was organized on the UNM 
campus in 1946. 
Th1·ough a wide range of activities the group directs services toward the student body and fac-
ulty of the university, the nation, and the youthand the community. 
On the campus A Phi 0 members aid with registration and freshman orientation and counsel-
ing, direct card stunts and usher at football games, make daily visits to the infiTmary and check 
campus bulletin boards, serve as parade marshals of the homecoming parade, decorate the campus 
buildings with luminarios for homecoming and fiesta, and sponsor high school senior day. 
Other services include those to the youth and community. They sponsor the annual Christmas 
Toy Dance through which toys are obtained to give to underprivileged children, the Ugly Man Con-
test from which proceeds go to the March of Dimes, an Easter Egg Hunt for underprivileged chil-
di·en, and a Scouting Exposition for the Boy Scouts of Albuquerque. 
This year Alpha Phi Omega gave two monetary awards for the most outstanding man of each 
of the freshman and sophomore classes. 
Back Row: John Freeman, Charles Nelson, Jon Easley, Ben Luchini, Dick Ogilvie. Wayne McAchrnn. 
Middle Row: Richard Lucero. Jim Mullins, Art Hawkins, Phil Sawdey, Brooks Ambos (presiden t). Warren Lee (ass istnntdean of menl. 
Front Row: Bob Willis, Frank Apodaca, Larkin Smith, Bob Beale, Tom Cooper, Ji.m Ferguson. 
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Lettermen's Club 
Membership of the Letterman's Club this year included several who lettered in one of the major 
sports for 4 years. Those men are the last to have that distinction as Skyline Conference rules 
were changed and a player can now letter for only three years. 
Major project of the Letterman's Club is the annual dance at which they crown the Varsity 
Girl and name the "letterman of the year" in each sport. 
Row 1 Ron Calkins, Donnie Brooks, Bill Wagner, Buddy Cook, Bob Brooks. 
Row 2 Richard Cole, Jay Crampton, Jim Brooks, Art Duran. 
Row 3 Craig Heffelman, Jim Bruening, Marlin Pound, Luis Gonzales. 
Row 4 Bill Chaplin, Carter Mathies. Sonny Montoya, Al Gibson. 
Row 5 Paul Butt, Ray Esquibel, Dick Lauderdale, Dave Quinlan. 
Row 6 WendeU Nelson, Larry White {president), Jack Mulcahy, Bob Garcia. 
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Cosmopolitan Club 
Miguel Marrero, p1·esident, from Cuba, per-
forming at one of the Cosmo Club parties. 
Students from other countries studying at the 
University have an opportunity for extra social activ-
ities, comparing notes on their customs, and discuss-
ing what they find in this country in the Cosmopolitan 
Club. In addition to the 25 or 30 from abroad other 
university students and professors actively partici-
pate in the work of the club. 
Their major project each year is a dance with 
floor show including acts representing each of the 
countries represented by a student. 
Here are Cosmo Club members discussing travel plans for Easter vacation when they tou1·ed around the state. 
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KivaClub 
OFFICERS: Charlie DeJolie, Juanita Quintana, Dave Warren, Ed Ladd, Herb Blatchford. 
Kiva Club was organized in 1952 by seventeen members of various Indian tribes throughout 
the Southwest and now has a roster of more than fifty members. 
The aim of the club is to encourage leadership through higher education and to help orient in-
coming Indian students into the university's social and academic life. In 1954, the Kiva Club spon-
sored the Nizhoni Indian Dances in Zimmerman Stadium, raising $2,000 for its scholarship fund. 
Back Row: Herb Blatchford, Beryl Spruce, Dave Warren, Ed Ladd, Dick Gaffney, Timothy Bond. 
Middle Row: Dr. W. W. Hill, J~ H errero, Charlie DeJolie, Rosalita Sandoval, Rose Benally, Al Bearce. 
Front Row: Juanita Quintana, Mary Martinez, Mildred Histia, Dorothy Aguilar, Eva Mae Benally. 
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Sid Club 
lllembers of tbe Ski Club: Bill Bnker, Fran Bonnyman. Bill Davis. Dave DeVoe, Sonny Gaskill, Thalia Greer, Rolf Hansen. Sonjn Hnnson, Martha lwukl, John J(jnsolvlng, 
Richard Klein, Red Lnnsi. Bob J,indh. Kaye Martin. Pat Matthews. Don Miller, Wayne Miller, Mnrci Keeler, Donna Mosher, Cynthia Pacey, Helen Rodgers, Skipper Sala-
zar, Bill Schuetz, Robert Smith. Bill StrickCnden, Peggy Testman, Rusty Thornton. Vh•ian Vncl'luicr (PrcsidcntJ, Bucki Wi~on, Robin Young, Donnie Welch. Helen Baker, 
Hup Craw!orcl, Burdell I<iet~man, Ann Grny, Wayne Reynolds, Alton Dohner, Wynn Dnvis, Joe Davis, Bill Keleher, Kny Mo;her, Fred Ryals, MN. Ryal,. 
Waterloos 
Back Row: Jo Ellen Bry&on, Louise Korn, Carol Townsend, Nancy Minceo, Nancy Woodruff. Sonja Hansen, Nancy Cone (President). Pat Mntthewa. June Milli, BinkY 
Corrough, Fran Bonnyman. 
Front Row: Gail Olson. Marilyn Bebber. Charlotte Stevens, Ourelle Butler, Bertie Bradt, Ann Burch, Leilani Hull. Sharon Terry. 
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Standing: Uoger Figiie, Elmer Volzer, Gordon Bernell, Glenn Kempers, J. D. Gale, Tom DeGreiiori, Joe Abbott, John Mellott (coach). 
Seated: Arlin Cooper, Dllve Neuman, Jim Chrlsan, Skip Salazar, Jim Stevens (president). Jim Morga. 
Cyclops 
PEMM 
Row l: Lloyd R. Burley (adviser I. Frances Paton, Clark Manwarren, Sharon Roth, Ralph Duran, Charlotte Stevens, Jim Brooks (president I. Gladys Milliken (adviser). 
Row 2 Judy Gaskill. Sylvia Wright, Gracie Hernandez, Pat Matthews, Sonia Hanson, Caroline Miller, Dorothy Lewis, Janice Andel">on. 
Row 3 Jiln Stevens, Ron Calkins, Jim Pierce, David Syme, Tom Montoya, Don Mitchell. Carmen Chavez, Pat Gloss. Jo Anne Moorer. 
Row 4 Jack Waldron, Keith Bruns, John Calkillll, Donald Brooks. Jim Economides, Ray Esquibel. Mnrt Servis, Jim Earnest. 
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Music Educators National Con( erence 
Back Row: Mr. S"tephenson, Marcia Wright, Margaret Morrison, Charles Silva, Ray Brason, Don Van Liew, Gene Field, Jim Wood. Manuel Baca. Leonard Voelker, Bob 
Norton. Crawford Jones, Charles McCulloeh. 
Front Row: Barbara Duenke!, Nancy Faw, Martha Tarner, Oleta Loo Roberts, Celina Sanchez, Beth Shuldt, Diana Holterman, Gilder Gray, Bernice McCain, MarH:vn 
Neuber, David Sandoval, Jack Foster. 
Press Club 
Nancy Gentry, Walter Trimble. Dan.ny Zell, Jack Sadosuk, Sue Pfieffer. 
Center: Bruce Doyle. 
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Commerce 
Council 
Membership on the Commerce Council is com-
posed of three members from each of the four 
honorary and professional groups connected 
with Business Administration, Phi Gamma Nu, 
Delta Sigma Pi, Alpha Kappa Psi, and Beta 
Alpha and two members at large from each of 
the four classes appointed by the Dean of the 
College of Business Administration. 
It has as its function the promotion of a spirit 
of comradeship and 'esprit de corps' between 
the faculty and students in the College. 
Among the Commerce Council activities are 
the alumni coffee at Homecoming, the Dean's 
Breakfast in January of each year, the annual 
"Business Machines Show" to enable the stu-
dents of commerce to keep abreast of the latest 
developments in the field of office equipment and 
machines, and a Commerce Picnic and Bar-B-Q. 
Based on a vote by the entire student body of 
the College of Business Administration a Best 
Instructor Award is given each year by the 
Council. 
Back Row: Meredith Uesery, John Teeter, Marlin Pound, Ted Phillips, William Kimbrough. 
Front Row: Harry Williams, Virginia Perino, Jeannette SwiUum, Jane Anne Stinnett, Al Cote. 
Dignitaries at the Dean's Breakfast. 
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American Institute of Chemical Engineers 
Row l: Bob Matthew'!, Bill 'fhorn, John Aguiler. Welt.er Corbett. Jack Goodmnn. 
Row 2: Cbnrlie Wntkins, Michnel Mainz, .Harry Vance. llruce Jagger. Joe Singletree. Jere Green. Mike Keehan. 
Row 3: Dr. Germ, Tom Bell, Lucinno Sedillo, Jay Baetz, Jerry Lott. Gale Huckabee. Rosenrnry 13arrett. Dfran Goddard, Tom McCaft'rey, John Horn, Dave Swearingen, 
Prof. Ca•tonguny. 
Row 4: Louis J,eupold, Bill Butterball, Dave Holt, Bill Madden, Junior Gnle, Dick Drake. Enitle Southard, Don Miller, Bob Fellabaum. Edwartl Ramahlo, Bruce Wilson. 
American Society of Mechanical Engineers 
Row l: William Seth (chalrman), Dick Chandler, Dr. Vietor Skoglund, Pro!. Charles Grace, Dr. Clark. 
Row 2: Don Nelson, Harry Davidson, Don Carr, Joe Kennedy, Tom Guitierrez, Von Edelmon. AUl!tin Ryer, Amos Stone. 
Row 3: Carl Yrene, Dan O'Bannon, Don Teegarden. William Tucker, Norman Jordan. Don Alberts, Clark Shaffne,t", Wayne Tucker, Walter Groene, Jim Briscoe, Dan 
Romankiw. 
Row 4: Bill Moulds, Oliver Wiley, Wi!Unm Clouser, Walter Randle, Bill Hurley, Sam Moore, Robert Gault, Gene Myers. 
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American Society of Civil Engineers 
Row I: Robert Kirkpatrick, Doug Tingley, Hal Patton. 
Row 2: Don Gonzales, Prof. Ray Foss, Louis Hilderbrand, Carol Cooper, Robert Baker, Bob Werner, Louis McKee, Robert Cardenas, Moe Trumble. 
Row 8: Bob Powell, Bill McAdams, Bill Mapes, Ron Ferreri, Prof. W. C. Wagner, Vernon Blum, Jim McBride, Dave Burton, Orpha Ziegler, Pete Ramatowski, Pat Peavy, 
Jim Duff. 
Row 4: A. E. Ross, BilJ Oliver, Ken Green, Clarence Friesen, Willis Lumry, Sanford Evans, Wayman Robertson. 
OFFICERS 
President .................................... Doug Tingley 
Vice-President ...................... Bob Kirkpatrick 
Treasurer ........................................ Hal Patton 
Secretary .................................... Ralph Brown 
The student chapter of the American Society of 
Civil Engineers, sponsored by the New Mexico Sec-
tion of ASCE, was founded on this campus in 1929. 
Its members come from the students enrolled in the 
Civil Engineering College regardless of class or 
grades. 
The ASCE Constitution states, "The objects of 
the Society shall be the advancement of the Science 
of Engineering and Architecture in their several 
branches, the professional improvement of its mem-
bers, and the establishment of a central point of ref er-
ence and union for its members." 
Activities for the past year included bi-monthly 
meetings f ea tu ring guest speakers, films and field 
trips, senior inspection trip into Southern Arizona, 
and participation in Student Paper Contests in the 
Southwest. 
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IRE-AIEE 
Row 1 Guy McDowel.I, Doug Kininger, Phil Gluth, Dave Quinlan, Ken Harris, Charles Kinsoh•ing, Ken Sandoval, John Gafford. Saul Miano. Herb Brunnell, Ken Drake. 
Row 2 Alvin MuJicu, Hank Edwards, Herb Fernandez, Don Collis, Doug Bearrow, Peter Bawuah, Joe Connell. Orlando Lopez, Charles Williams. Lee Gregory. 
How 3 Burdell Kletzmann, Howard Murphy, Neil Adams, lrwin Frank, J. P. Abeyta, Ed Phinney, Loren Stiegelmar. Dr. R. A. Bessemer. Bill Nickell 
Row 4 Paul Da11Ue, Prof. J. L. Ellis, W. T. Morgan, Phil Parker, Jim Harper. J oe Quintana, Bill Morgan. Prof. Ralph Tapy. 
Row 6 Doug Balcomb, Milan Stewart. Don Smith, Hank Hurst, Burl Humble, Brown. 
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OFFICERS 
IRE president .................................. Ken Drake 
IRE sec1·etary ................................ Neil Adams 
joint tt·easurer .......................... Milan Stewart 
SPONSORS 
IRE .......................................... R. A. Hessemer 
AIEE president ........................ Herb Brunnell 
AIEE secretary ................................ Don Collis 
AIEE .............................................. Ralph Tapy 
After his freshman year, any student at the Uni-
versity enrolled in a four year course leading to 
the Bachelor's degree in Electrical Engineering or 
Physics is eligible for membership in AIEE-IRE. 
During the first semester, the Los Alamos-Albu-
querque section of the professional IRE group spon-
sored a student competitive paper. Prizes were given 
and many students entered papers in the contest. 
The professional AIEE group sponsored its regu-
lar student paper contest during second semester. This nation wide contest is divided into dis-
tricts; in this district there a1·e fifteen schools. The winner of the district is sent to compete in the 
regional contest, and the winners of the regionals compete once more to determine the national 
winner. Last year a UNM student took first in the re-gion, and during the past seven years, the 
group has had four firsts in the district. 
Air Force Reserve Officers Training Corps 
MID-SEMESTER COMMISSIONEES 
Front Row: F. McCracken, Herb Nations, R. Panzica, R. Ro11ers, 0. Stockton. 
Back Row: Douir Arundale, Jack Eaton. Ben Holmes, Don Hyder, Dave Warren. 
The Air Force Reserve Offi-
cers Training Corps, organized 
in August, 1949, has as its pri-
mary mission the selecting and 
preparing of college students to 
qualify for reserve commissions 
in the United States Air Force. 
AFROTC detachment # 510 
at UNM is one of 207 detach-
ments that are in operation at 
rnrious colleges and universities 
throughout the nation. 
Colonel William M. Massen-
gale, Jr., is the present com-
manding officer of UNM's unit. 
Cadet Colonel Charles E. Rhode 
is Cadet Group Commander. 
Above: Newly commissioned lieutenants listening to address given 
by Col. Han-y L. Evans, Jr., Asst. Chief of Staff, Sandia Base. 
At left: Cadet Col. C. E. Rohde escorting Miss Gini Snetzer to the 
throne at the Military Ball. 
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NRDTC Wardroom 
WARD ROOM SOCIETY BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
Seated: Martin Dalquist (Vice- President). John Mul-
cahy (President), Steve Re Veal (Secretary-Treasurer). 
Stnnding : Gary B<:ala. Bill L•ien, Manuel Sousn, Harry 
Davidson, Wally Bisbee, J erry Adkisson, Richard Bee-
son, Dick Gaffney, David Emmert. 
The Wardroom Society, an organi-
zation exclusively for NROTC men, 
was formed to promote the social in-
terests of the midshjpmen. Through 
the efforts of the Wardroom, the mid-
dies have a full calendar of social 
events to enhance life here at the 
University. 
Some of the social activities are 
picnics, Bingo, tobogganing, and the 
shipwreck ball. Twice during the year 
the Wardroom plays its part in spon-
soring two of the big social events at 
the University, the annual Ring Dance 
and the joint Navy-Air Force Military 
Ball. 
The Ring Dance, an ageless custom 
handed down by the U.S. Naval Acad-
emy, climaxes the NROTC social 
season. An NROTC color girl reigns 
over this dance and the dress parade 
and review which accompany it. 
An annual event in the Society is 
the awarding of an officer's dress 
sword to the midshipman contribut-
ing the most to the Society during the 
school year. 
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This ring (or had you noticed it?) just fits. 
Shirley Wall, the Navy half of the royalty, and J ohn Mor-
rison, Battalion Commander, at the Military Ball. 
FIRST SEMESTER OFFICERS 
Front Row: John Morrison ( Battalion Commander), Louie Edwards (Btt. Operations Officer), Don Carr (Btt. Supply Officer), Steve ReVeal (Btt. Adjutant), Louie 
Folkner ( Btt. M. P. O.) 
Second Row: J erry Gillett (Drill Team Comm. Officer), Robert Lingle (Co. A), Marlin Pound (Co. B), Von Edelmon (Co. C). 
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SECOND SEMESTER OFFICERS 
Front Row: Robert Lingle (Battalion Commander) . John Morri!on (Bau11lion Inspector). Marlin Pound (Executive Officer), Bill Ltt (Operations>. 
Back Row: John Mulcahy (Drill Team Comm.). Louie Edwards (Co. 8). Cary Beals( Co. A). 
Shipwreck Ball, yes. But what sailoi· here is getting an idea of what it's like to be 
marooned? 
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.. 
"Excuse me for asking, Commander 
Yeich, sir, but have you been 
overboard?" 
The organizations with Greek letter names on this and the following nine pages are usually 
thought of as honoraries, but we can not designate them collectively as such. Those which are hon-
oraries are those which require for membership a certain grade point average, either overall or in 
the particular field of study it emphasizes. But besides the honoraries there are some designated 
as professional groups which put primary emphasis on a certain occupation. In previous pages 
there were other professional groups under occupational titles. Not all of the active groups are in-
cluded in these pages. 
To some these groups merely mean an activity listed under their senior year MIRAGE por-
traits, others keep up an active participation for many years after college. Generally, the fresh-
men don't know about them, the sophomore is determined to get in, the junior is disgusted that he 
hasn't made better grades or is being initiated, and the senior is paying dues or saying he's glad he 
doesn't have to. 
Accounting - Beta Alpha 
Back row: Ron Bowra, Richard Cook, Ben Lucas, William Kimbrough, Melvin Hardiaon. Jerry Rhodes (president). 
Middle row: V. L. Auld, Earl Ratliff, Frank Murillo, Perry Mori, R. E. Davis, Joaquin De Vargas. 
Front row: Dorothy Swain, Frank Bachicha, Jane Reynolds, Betty Folsom. 
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Chi Epsilon - Engineering 
Back Row: Prof. Ray Foss. Ken Green. Carter Mathies, Sanford Evans, William Oliver. John Schamaun, Robert Powell. Doug Tingley. 
Front Row: Frank Barking. Louis Hilberbrnnd, Louis McKee, Hal Patton (President), Bob Werner, Bruce Johnson. William McAdamJI. 
Delta Sigma Pi - Business 
Baek Row: Joe Collins, Dick Pierce, Menhard Albers, Dick Goctzmnn, Meredith Ussery, Bob Lambson. Dnve Newman. Reggie Jones. 
Middle Row: Al Sanche•. Dave Poosak. PBl Crean, Pete d'Albertis. 
Front Row: Al Cote, Heywood Scott, Harry Williams, Paul Hughes. Charles Dickinson, Bob Verbecke. 
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Pharmacy - Kappa Psi 
Noel White (Vice-Regent), J. B. Nickell (Secretary). Don Roberson (Regent). Dean 
Cataline. 
Standing: Alan AWous, Noel White, Morris Hooper. J. B. Nickell, Romaine Linder. 
Kappa Psi, professional pharmaceutical 
fraternity, at the present time has about 
20,000 members nationally. Its chief objective 
is the advancement of pharmacy, education-
ally, fraternally, and socially, a11d to foster 
scholarship and research. 
Gamma Rho chapter at the university i·e-
ceived its charter in 1948. Membership is 
open to any regularly enrolled student in an 
accredited college of pharmacy who is accept-
able to members of the active chapter. The 
purpose of Kappa Psi is to promote better 
inter-professional relationships among phar-
macists during and after graduation from 
college. 
Seated: Nick Ortega, Lon Meadows, Weldon Tillery, Joe Henry, Don Roberson, Joe Mengoni, Don Bedale, Frank Garcia. 
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Kappa Omicron Phi - Home Economics 
Back Row: Georgene Barte, Carmen Roth , Elton Byerly Kern, Sara Spoon Moore, Elouise Alexander, Lili Domenici. 
Middle Row: Norene Miller. Mary Alice Osborne, Gloria Silva, Margaret Beaver. 
Front Row: Rentt Lewis, Marcella Gutierrez, Barbara Bonham, Danna Lee Cooper, Ellen '!oyn ton. 
Phi Delta Kappa - Education 
Standing: Albert Kaplan, John Aragon, Marshall Floyd, Joe Merkel, Vidal Velarde, Mike Trujillo, Gilbert Miranda, A. R. :Elwell, Marshall Farris, Smith D. Gooch. 
Seated: Joe Aragon , Dean Nanninga, Dean Spain, Hal Dobkins, George Fishbeck, Or. Run11e, Bob Smolich, Or. Tireman, Murray Isaacs. 
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Business Administration - Phi Gamma Nu 
Back Row: Shirley Teeter, MUlraret Dohert)', Patty Tate, Connie Cummings, Mildred Tarpley, Sue Pfieffer, Ann llurch. Sylvia KiJlgort. SheTnU Eckhouae, Mona H.owe, 
Rarriet Reynolds. 
Middle Row: Flora Maestas, Mrs. Auld, Tona Dabbs, Shirley Patrick, Theresa Cummins. 
Front Row: Alice Morgan, Polly SuUivan. Alice Smith, Jean CoU, Jeanette SwlUum, Weanelle Hedgecoxe. 
Biology - Phi Sigma 
Buck Row: Huold Scot1., Charles Wise. Dean CaBtetter. Dr. C. C. Bolf, Dr. H.J. Dittmer. Dr. W. J. Koster. Dr. Richard B. John&on. Chesler Richmond. 
Front Row: Joan Bol!!tcrll, Josephine Ehret, Virlrinia Avis, Edith Bratton, Vale.-le Ernst, Ruth Cuthbertson, Mni. Martin Fleck, Dr. Mnrtin Fleck. 
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Phi Sigma Iota 
.Back Row: Glenroy Emmons, Don Rady, Robert Romer. 
F ront Row: Shirley Burton, Berna Emma Romero. Ramon Huerta ( Pres ident). Rhoda Fitzgerald. Mary Sue Hext. 
Engineering 
Back Row: William Seth, William Clouser, Prof. J.E. Martinez. Dr. V. J. Skoglund, Proc. A. 0. Ford. Charles Grace. Wally l>eckert. 
F ront Row: Richard Chandler, Robert Cardenas (President), Samuel Moore, Don Teegarden, Dick Novaria. 
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Pi Lambda Theta 
Back Row: Laura Atkinson, Jeanette Recd, Sara Spoon, Lucy Newman, Esther Sell. Euveta Traylor. Mary Elsbrock. Ethel Erlandson. Ellen Schatl<, Eleanor Gilmore. Ruth 
Robert.>, Mary Menaul, Theodora Cooper. 
Middle Row: Shirley Viitll. Betty Scheer, Lois Dittmer, Georgene Barte, Carmen Roth, Norene l\liller, Flora Maestas, Genevieve Damgaard, Theresa Cummins, Nancy Cone, 
Marilyn Caraon, Tona Dabb!. Mar1laret 8"3ver, Dr. Sara Louise Cook, Jan Alfldi. 
Front Row: Jane Albrecht (treaaurer), Monte Lt!e Oavil! (vict!-pre1rident l. Edith Manfndi (president). Helen Barriger (rttardlng secretary). Gertrude Pittard (corre-
sponding secretary). 
Students and faculty with the Pi Lambda Theta national president who was here this year. 
Pi Lambda Theta was founded 
at UNM in 1939 to foster pro-
fessional spirit, maintain high 
standards of scholarship and 
professional preparation, fur-
ther the cause of democratic edu-
cation, co-operate in the solution 
of problems which inter-pene-
trate various fields of knowledge, 
encourage intercultural under-
standings, encourage graduate 
work, and stimulate research in 
accordance with other purposes. 
Women students of junior sta-
tus or above in education with 
a 2 point aggregate average and 
2 faculty recommendations or a 
1.8 and four faculty recommen-
dations are qualified for member-
ship. 
Pi Lambda Theta has monthly 
meetings with programs pertain-
ing to the interests and purposes 
of the organization. This year 
they supplied the Albuquerque 
Boys Club with books and sub-
scriptions to appropriate maga-
zines, sponsored a seventy-five 
dollar scholarship for a woman 
in education, and held a com-
bined meeting with other Educa-
tion Honoraries. 
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Sigma Alpha Iota - Music 
Alpha Sigma chapter of Sigma Alpha Iota, 
national honorary and professional fraternity 
for women in music, was established at UNM 
in 1935 by Grace Thompson, then head of the 
Music Department. Objectives of the organi-
zation are schohu·ship, musicianship, Ameri-
can music interests, Alma Mater allegiance, 
and high standards of performance in music. 
Women music majors and minors with an 
aggregate grade point average of 1.6 and 2.00 
in music courses after at least one semester of 
college work who show outstanding musician-
ship are invited to membership. 
Activities of the group include Candle-
light Vesper Service during the Christmas 
season, Spr ing Musicale of Contemporary 
American music, working 'vith Music De-
partment productions, ushering and selling 
punch for Civic Symphony and Community 
Concerts. Back Row : Adele Brown (Treasurer ). Celina Sanch n ( Secretary) . F ront Row: Oleta Lou Roberts ( President ), Coral Jobruon (Vice-President). 
Dack Row: Gilder Gray, Beverly O' Neal. Barbara Duenke), Martha McCuJloch, Coral Johnson, Shirley Irving, Beth Sbuldt. 
Front Row: Lois Goldfarb. Celina Sanchez, Joan Orlebeke, Caroline McSeverns, Vern Rozdestvenaky, Toni Cella. 
Directing: Oleta Lou Robert.a. 
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Journalism - Sigma Delta Chi 
Denn Chambliss, Bob Chatten, Lou Armijo, Ken Siner, Baroid Smith, Dave Miller (Preiident). 
Engineering - Sigma Tau 
Bock Row: Wlllinm Clouser. Breck Glascock, Kenneth Green, William B. Oliver, William McAdams. 
Front Row: Louis Rilderlirnnd, Kenneth Snndoval, Robert L. Cardenas, Richard F. Chandler (Pre•idenl), Eugene Zwoyer. 
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Tau Kappa Alpha - Speech 
Back Row: Richard Losh. Richard Romain. Dean Nanninga, Dr. Harold Ried, George McKim, Dr. Wayne Eubank, Norbert Flacknr. 
Front Row: Prof. Dorothy Woodward, Dean A. L. Causewit2, John Morrison , Dr. T. M. Pearce, Dr. Cu llen Owens. David Mall, Dr. Fred Chreist. 
Theta Sigma Phi 
Baek Row: Pat Morris, Danna Kusinnovich, Judy Nickell. 
Front Row: Sigr id Holien, Jan Berrier, Susan Heft!n. 
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Sports · 
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Football 
During the past year there was a controversy about the athletic policy of the University. 
One group made the cry for more emphasis of sports, football in particular, and the other group 
spoke just as loudly for de-emphasis. President Popejoy explained the stand of the University 
Administration. Newspapers throughout the state often wrote bitte1· editorials against the official 
policy. 
Th1·ough all the controversy the Lobo team and coaches made a determined effort to play 
good football. They wound up in fourth place in Skyline Conference standing. 
Some of the highlights of the season were the honors received by team members for their out-
standing showings on the field. A. L. Terpening won honors as top punter in the nation; hls punting 
average was not equaled in collegiate football. Ray Guerette did11't receive national acclaim for his 
46 yard field goal which won the game against Colorado A&M, but he got all the free coffee he 
could drink in the SUB. 
For the second time, Larry White was nominated for All-American this year. However , a 
broken foot kept him out of action for several games. After ba,•ing been sidelined until the last few 
games, he made Honorable Mention, receiving more points than any other player in this area. 
In Skyline Conference individual player standi11gs, \\'bite was the one Lobo who made the first 
string. The second team listing included Jay Crampton. guard; fullback A. L. Terpening, ends 
Bobby Morgan and Ray Guerette, and tackles Jack Eaton and Dick Lauderdale received Honorable 
Mention. 
THECOACH . .. 
Bob Titchenal has finished his second year as head 
football coach of the Lobos. Prior to his present job he 
served here for two years as an assistant under Dudley 
S. Degroot and at the University of Denver in a similar 
position. 
Young (for college football coaches) Titchenal as-
sumed the position of head coach for the Lobos last year; 
football "experts" picked the Lobos for a cellar position. 
When the end of the season rolled around, "Smilin' Bob" 
had proved himself and was picked as the Skyline Con-
ference's outstanding coach for 1953. 
JIM BRISCOE, Guard 
ArU.Sia, N.M. 
BOB BURNS, Fullback 
Brooklyn, N.Y. 
AND THE CAPTAIN ... 
Looking every part of the outstanding player that he is, 
graduating senior Larry leaves an impressive record behind 
him. Despite his broken foot setting him back in competition 
for the All-American team, his feats for this year and others 
add up. 
Besides being chosen captain of this year's team by his 
fellow players, Larry made second team in the national INS 
selections, placed for the fourth year on the first string of 
the All-Conference team as center, and played in the Salad 
Bowl at Phoenix on New Year's Day. 
He was a Student Council member this year, played in the 
concert band, worked part time as a licensed barber, is in the 
AFROTC, was president of the Letterman's Club, and has an 
enviable grade point average. Add these facts to Larry's rec 
ord, and we have a picture which does not conform to the 
football player stereotype. 
BILL CHAPLIN, Guard 
AlbuQuerQue 
BUDDY COOK, Halfback 
Topeka, Kansas 
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·Jorsm 
ED PILLINGS, trainer, and GEORGE 
PETROL, chief scout and Freshman 
football coach. 
For most of the team the season was over when the last game ended, but Laudel'dale, White. 
Eaton, Guerette, and Te1·pening had anothe1· game to go, the Bowl game on New Year's Day. 
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THE SEASON'S RECORD 
Opponent 
Brigham Young 
San Diego State 
• Utah State 
Wyoming 
• Arizona 
Denver 
•Montana 
•Colorado A &M 
•New Mexico A & M 
San Jose State 
•Home Cnmea 
RAY GUERETTE, End 
Winthrop, Maine 
Their Score Lobo Score 
12 
7 
6 
9 
41 
19 
1-1 
7 
27 
26 
21 
28 
0 
7 
7 
6 
20 
10 
39 
14 
DICK LAUDERDALE, Tackle 
Hobbs, N. M. 
BUD COON. Quarterback 
Hayward, Calir. 
JACK EATON. Tackle 
El P~o. Texas 
UOBBY LEE. Hnl!back JOE LYNCH. Hal!b1u:k 
Alamogordo, N. M. AlbuQuerQue 
No Picture: JAY CRAMPTON, Guard 
BOBBY MORCAN, End 
Arleoila. N.M. 
WAYNE TUCKER. Fullback 
Texico, N.M. 
lllARLIN POUND. Taekle 
Albuquerque 
ENGLE SOUTHARD. Center 
Clo,·i•. N. ltL 
A. L. TERPENING. Fullback 
Artesia, N.M. 
That blur just out of reach of the hands of Bobby Morgan (86) is the football that he couldn't 
quite knock out of the air-and the difference between winning and losing the game against 
Wyoming. 
Touchdown! Joe Murphy has just crossed the goal line for that 
single Lobo touchdown against Arizona. 
Lou Cullen, backfield coach, and Willis 
Barnes, line coach. 
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CHARLES CARLSON, Guard JOHN COX, Tackle 
With the closing of the 1954 football season, an era in sports ended at 
UNM. According to new Skyline Conference rules, the four-year letter man 
has come to an end. Among this year's football seniors are the last of UNM's 
four-year lettermen. 
The graduating seniors will remember that the Homecoming game has 
been won for four years straight, this year against Montana. 
The win over Montana was significant, not only because it was Home-
coming, but also as a Skyline victory; it was the first victory in five games. 
Students asked for a half day off, but had to wait for the next win-over 
Colorado A&M. 
RON JAEGER, Guard 
GARY JUDD, End 
Lobo back, Buddy Cook (42) carrying the pigskin for a gain 
against Montana and the ref doing some blocking-for the camera 
man. 
We don't know who the Lobo is who tackled that Montana man, but 
with Morgan and Southard coming up there wasn't a Grizzly 
chance. 
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At the half day off rally in the SUB "Punchy" told us how it was 
kicking that all important field goal. 
JOE MURPHY, Halfback WILBERT RUNCORN, Halfback 
808 SPINELLI, Halfback KENT SPOONER, Halfback 
It doesn't look good for Lobo back Bobby Spinelli (40) as he is 
about to be mobbed by Colorado Aggies. 
One of those things that seldom happens, but 
is the sort of thing that every football coach, 
every team, and every fan hopes for, and that 
can be the thrill of the season, is that one out-
standing play at or near the end of the game 
when the score is tied and something big is 
needed to win the game. This year we had it-
the 46 yard field goal that end Punchy Guerette 
kicked in the closing minutes of the Colorado 
A & M tilt. 
JERRY APODACA, Halfback DWAINE AVERY, End 
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Good for six points! Joe Lynch, Lobo back going over for that lone 
touchdown against San Jose. 
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Yes, we lost some games; it wasn ·t one big 
winning sh·eak for the Lobos this year. At the 
encl of the Utah game, the fans were so 
stunned and unhappy wjth the Lobos for be-
ing unable to score when scoring seemed so 
near that they left the stands slowly and si-
1tly after the closing gun. But that was the 
first home game and the first loss of the sea-
son-by the time the Lobos played their last 
game on the home field the stands were any-
thing but quiet. 
Anyone who v.~itnessed the Lobos' home 
games said that there was poor playing il1 
spots, but the spectators witnessed the hard 
hitting, rough brand of football that makes 
champions. 
DON GEN'l'RY. Tackle PHIL RARBIS, End 
End Dick Dnlke being pulled down by a New Mexico Aggie just 
after he caught a pass. 
YUMPY BARKER, Qunrterb11ck RICHARD DRAKE. End 
PORKY LEYVA, Qunrt.erbae k RON JELOSEK. Tackle 
The annual spring contest, the Cherry and Silver game, with a Silver man really getting up for that pass-and a 
beautiful catch. 
JIM JUAREZ, Guard JERRY LOTT, Quarterback 
£0 McALPINE. Center ED PENDLETON, Quarterback 
Then there was the annual Cherry 
and Silver football game .... The teams 
were captained by J im J uarez and 
Jerry Lott. They are the team co-cap-
tains for 1955. Opinion seems to be 
that if the playing of the Cherry and 
Silver game is any indication, the 
Lobos will have a good chance in the 
Skyline Conference next year. There 
were a number of experienced seniors 
who played their last football at UNM 
in this game, but a lot of power and 
playing talent was seen in the fresh-
men who move to the varsity team 
next year. 
RICHARD RAMIREZ, End BILL WAGNER, Halrback 
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Bashetball 
The winter sports season was a quiet one for UNM fans. They weren't 
enthusiastic over the basketball games; too many were lost to keep New Mex-
ico in the prestige bracket of Skyline Conference standings. 
The coach and team were admired for their spirit and determination, but 
necessary height and lack of reserve depth caused the Lobos to finish in the 
lower division. 
THE WHOLE SQUAD 
Back row: Art Valdez, Jack Waldron, Bruce Wilson, Gilder Clary, Ben Hodges, Mike Keleher. 
Middle row: Keith Burns, Mart Servis. Jack Mulcahy, Ray Esquibel, Leon Palmisano, Ken Hansen, Dick Rinaldi. 
Front row: Sonny Montoya, Sato Lee, Dave Syme, Byron Caton, Frank Torres, Jim Black. 
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THE COACH 
Woody Clements is a coach who concen-
trates mainly on body conditioning and 
perfecting and drilling his team as a unit. 
He has coached the Lobos since the end 
of World War II. Team records have varied 
greatly during that time when "old Car-
Usle gym" has gotten older, rules have been 
changed, and scholarships have come and 
gone. 
Two years ago this big man was named 
Skyline Coach. 
In the game against NMMI, Dave Syme (35) is in the air for the rebound while Jack Mulcahy (51) and Byron 
Caton (34) anticipate. 
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Basketball at UNM has for the most 
part been a secondary sport. New Mex-
ico has put little emphasis on basketball 
in comparison with other schools in the 
Conference. 
What will it take for this sport to 
gain more importance? If a winning 
team will accomplish this, how can we 
get a winning team? 
Discussion centering on these ques-
tions usually includes three things: more 
attractive offers to prospective players, 
a new field house, and interested fans to 
fill it. 
Bruce Wilson (53) attempting to keep a New Mexico Aggie from 
making a shot, while Sato Lee is anxious to get his hands on the 
ball. 
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This makes the scoreboard look better. Leon Palmisano ( 44) 
makfag a shot without any interference. 
Jack Waldron (45) in a little trouble-needing someone to whom 
he can pass and Bruce Wilson (53), UNM's heighth, ready to have 
it come his way. 
Another wild scramble for the ball with Bruce and three Oklahoma 
Aggie players but to no avail-the ball eludes them. 
Arizona didn't score on that one. Lobo players got there in time to 
see that it went othet·wise. 
The Lobos played some big name 
teams this year. Among them was 
Utah, which found more competition 
in UNM than it had expected. At that 
game otherwise discouraged fans got 
their thrills and photographers got 
their best shots. There was some good, 
fast, well-played ball. 
While the big teams slaughtered 
New Mexico, fans marveled at the 
spirit of the Lobos and kept hoping 
for the big wins that would change the 
tide. 
Open, empty arms. That's the way Arizona left us. 
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Three-legged race? Soccer? Kick it, man! 
This kind of stuff belongs on page 183. 
Wrestling match in the air. That boy may climb to the top. 
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The smiles tell the story! Coach Woody Clements and Lobos Jack Waldron (45), Ray 
Esquibel (42), Bruce Wilson (53), and Mart Servis (32) come away smiling after a 
win. 
Lobo Jack Waldt·on in the air trying to get the ball, as Bruce Wilson (53) and Dave 
Syme (35) wait. 
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17-1 
With the appointment of a new 
basketball coach for UNM, new play-
ers, and possibly a new basketball 
policy, the Lobos have a new chance in 
the Skyline Conference next year. 
With a new start from several angles, 
there is a good chance for some spec-
tacular cage results for 1956. New 
Mexico is making other advances. The 
Board of Regents has given an 0.K. 
to an architect to draw plans for a 
new field house which will be con-
structed in the near future. 
The season was not without in-
terest. Jimmy Juarez, attired in a 
belJboy's uniform, presenting Utah 
basketball coach Jack Gardner a quart 
of milk in a pre-game joke. Coach 
Gardener is well known for his milk 
drinking during his games. 
Sato Lee doing the kind of stuff the fans like to see. 
FRESHMAN FOOTBALL 
George Petrol has a dual role with the 
Athletic Department. Besides his job as 
chief scout for the Lobos, he is freshman 
football coach. As such he finds the ability 
that is important to the Varsity team. 
Coach Petrol took the reins of the Wolf pups 
last season and did such a good job with 
them that he was head man again this year. 
His three assistants were Jim Bruening, 
Manny Morales, and Dick Panzica. 
The Kickoff! The Wolfpups begin t heir three game season as they advance down the field against Pueblo Junior College. The stands were 
empty, but the spirit of the men on the field was there. 
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Baseball 
B11ck row: Dick Crunncho. Sheldon Raizes, Dn"e Neuman. Jim Neeharo. Da"e Quinlan, Ralph Duran. Buddy Cook. Bob Crist. Corky Morris. Marty Yochum. Gene Golden. 
FronL row: Juper Ortiz. Jack Stobie, Bill Austin. Cnrter Mathies. Jim Economides. Dick Brown, Da,•e Zerwas, Keith Bruns, Roland Arriitoni. 
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The baseball team, with a 
season record of five wins and 
seven losses, were in third in 
the Skyline baseball standings. 
George Petrol's boys had a fair 
season although the tally was 
heavy on the loss side. With the 
return of the Lobo mainsprings 
next baseball season could be 
better for UNM. 
Dick Brown, getting r eady for the pitch, is the backbone of the 
Lobo pitching staff. 
The second man from New Mexico 
to get a berth on the Skyline All-Star 
team is Carter Mathies, catcher for 
New Mexico. He walked away with 
first place in batting-fielding averages 
for the Eastern Division of the Sky-
line Conference. This was Carter's 
last year at UNM. 
Jim "Lefty" Economides took a 
lion's share of the honors given in the 
Eastern division, Skyline Conference. 
Jim finished in first place in the entire 
division with his slugging percentage 
of .762. He was also one of the two 
Lobo ball players who was selected for 
the AH-Star Skyline Conference team. 
A sophomore this year, Jim has an-
other two years in the left field slot 
for the Lobos. 
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Trach 
Taldng the high hurdles at Zimmerman Stadium are: Fritz Hageboeck of Colorado, Charles Lucky of 
Arizona, and Eino Jacobson also of Arizona. Sato Lee of New Mexico is behind Hageboeck. 
Dave Linder, preparing to throw the javelin. 
Bobby Lee working out in the broadjump pit, trying for extra 
inches. 
In a practice session, Stan Bazant trying for distance with 
the shot. Sato Lee taking the low bu1·dles at a dead run. 
This year, the Lobo track team assumed the role of a leader in the Skyline Conference. For the 
first time since New Mexico entered the Skyline Conference, the track team won a division title. 
Coach Johnson's boys ran away with the Eastern Division track title, and set their sights for the 
Conference championship. 
With only fou1· seniors among the '55 tracksters, the Lobos have a strong foundation for a 
future winning team. 
l 
Row 1: Bob "Brooks, Don Brookll, Billy Wagner. Joe Don Womack, Dave Tucker, Ed Schenk. 
Row 2: Harrison Smith, Erwin Thompson, Lynn Parker, Gordon Stout, Bob Eichert, Bob Bursey. Stan Bniant, Wnyne Tucker, Salo Lee, 
Jimmy Brooks. CbeBter Norrla. 
Standing: Coach Johnson nnd Jim Blnck. 
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Golf 
The Lobo golf team, under the guidance of coach Dick McGuire had a 
good season. Although they finished with an unimpressive record of four 
wins, six losses, and one tie, several of the matches were one-up. Last year, 
the team placed third in the Skyline Conference. ThTee of this year's team 
will return to UNM next year. 
Coach Dick McGuire, Richard Cole, Bill Swope, Bill McKenzie, Wendell Nelson, Herb Wimberly Jr., Jerry Nesbitt. 
Craig Heffelman slicing through the water with a 
backstroke racing start. 
. and this happy man is the coach of 
the swimming team, Coach Burley. 
Swimming 
The Lobo swimming team was the smallest en-
tered in the Eastern Division meets, yet they "·on the 
third place position. Each of the men who ente1·ed the 
competition in the meet placed. 
Two of the team members are graduating seniors: 
Ronnie Calkins and Craig Heff elman. 
Ronnie Calkins really isn't going to drown; he is just a little water-logged . 
Three more members of this year's swimming team resting at the side of the pool: Don 
Hollis, George Udell, Mike Laine. 
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Tennis 
The Lobo tennis team has an impressi\·e record for the '54-'55 season 
with 16 wins and only one loss. Last year the team placed fourth in the Con-
fe rence playoffs. This year, two singles players and two doubles teams were 
entered in the Conference meet held in Salt Lake City . 
., 
Paul Butt, top notch UNM tennis player keeps his eye on the ball. Other members of the 
team arc: Paul Butt, Joe Ferguson, Bob Sanchez, Chuck Vidal, Glenn Kempers, Al 
Gibson, and Norman Ball. 
Jim Cramer on the bottom and Paul Tapia on top are fighting for an advantage. 
I t looks like Paul is trying a sit-down on Jim. 
Buck row: Coach Freddy Grant. Paul Tapin. Jim Cramer. Bruce O'Neal, Ed Schenk. 
Fronl row: Billy Sandlin, Arl Ableson, Jack Neal, Ron Courtney. Jim Stevens. 
Wrestling 
The Lobo wrestling team suf-
fered a setback during the early 
part of the season when cham-
pion wrestler Paul Tapia was in-
jured Ln a match and sidelined 
fo1· the rest of the semester. 
Since there are too few teams 
in the Conference for good com-
petition wrestling at UNM does 
not now have the interest it may 
in future years. 
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lntramurals 
INTRAMURAL COUNCIL 
Back row: Arlin Cooper, LQis Gonzales. Ralph Duran, Art Duran. 
Middle row: Jack Graham, Dave Plet<!has, Alfredo Gibson, Lee Kolb. 
Fronl row: Dean Goddard, Jim Brooks (pret1ident). 
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WINNING INTRAMURAL TEAMS 
Swimming ______________________________ Kappa Alpha 
Tennis ___ ---------------------------Sigma Alpha Epsilon 
BasketbalJ ______________________________ AFROTC 
Football --------------------- ---------_Los Federales 
Team Go1f ___ ----------- ____________ Sigma Chi 
Team Track ------------------------ __ Sigma Chi 
VolJeybalJ -------------------------------Los Federales 
16 man relay __________________________ Sigma Chi 
Bowling __ _ ------------------------ - Sigma Chi 
Playing tugboat? Hunh-uh. Save me! 
Back '°""Markie Rutz. Kay L<!onard, Martha Jwaski, Jean Reardon, Sharon Rotb. 
Middle row: Lida S~neros, Sharon Te.rry, Nancy Wilkinson, Gracie Hernandez, Katherine Rines, Shirley Wall. 
Women's 
Recreational 
Council 
WRC, composed of repre-
sentativesfromeverywoman's 
group on campus, bas the pro-
motion of recreational actjvi-
ties for all women students as 
its goal. 
During the year, the coun-
cil has sponsored a square 
dance; basketball, volleyball, 
badminton, golf, tennis, bowl-
ing, and softball tournaments; 
and participation in three 
sports days. 
Front row: Betty Banks, Dottie Harroun, Frances McGill, Teresa Cummins (secretary), June Ellison (president), Fran Putton {treasurer). 
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Tennis . . . with finesse. 
Now you gents form a star and circle to the left. Don't stop at any bar, but give blue eyes a heft. 
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Social & Living Groups 
The Tekes had their Roman event before Bermuda 
shorts became so popular-which only goes to show 
that knobby knees are nothing new. 
A walk-in breakfast proved that girls in all sororities pin up 
their hair at night. 
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This was the masculine attire for the Sigma Chi formal. Guess what 
the conversation topic was. 
And this? To explain that the high wall around the Kappa Sig court-
yard is to foster privacy for dunkings. 
And again, there are times for sophistication at a social 
event. This was for the Tri Delt Pine Prance. 
l edges do. k'te as Theta P 
to go fiY a 1 
to be proud-when your group receives a plaque for service 
activity. 
And times to be thoughtful, make decisions, as at a final rush party 
at the ADPi house. 
to sit around and talk at another rush party, tMs time with 
the Pi Phi's. 
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Inter-Fraternity Council 
OFFICERS 
Ted Howden ...................................... President 
Bob Wenl'ick .......................... Vice-Presidents 
Herb Brunell 
Fred MacNair ················-·················Secretary 
Dick Powers ...................................... Treasurer 
The Inter-Fraternity Council's objective is to ad-
vance the interests of UNM, to promote Greek inter-
ests in all phases of University activity, to co-ordinate 
fraternity activities, and to co-operate in drawing up 
rnles for rush week. 
Standlng: Larkin Smith (Tau Kappa Epsilon). Bob Wenrick (Delta Sigma Phi), Gary Noss (Sigma Chi), Gale Huckaby (Lambda Chi Alpha). Jim McFarland (Sigma 
Phi EpsJlon), Joe Don Cook (Pi Kappa Alpha). 
Seated: Fred MacNair (Kappa Sigma), Ted Howden (Pi Kappa Alpha). Dick Powers (Sigma Alpha Epsilon). Herb Brunell (Phi Delta Theta). 
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Panhellenic Council 
OFFICERS 
Marky Rutz ..... ··-···-·· ··-··················P1·esident 
Loy Sue Siegenthaler ...................... Secretary 
Sue Dormier ·······-·· .......................... Treasurer 
Panhellenic Council, composed of two delegates 
from each sorority, strives for a harmonious spirit 
among the sororities on campus. The Council officers 
are chosen by rotation acco1·ding to each sorority's 
founding on the UNM campus. 
Besides regulating rush procedure among the 
seven sororities, the Council holds a workshop where 
awards are given to the sorority maintaining the 
highest scholastic average for the year. 
Baok row: Snndra S.hr<1m (Pi Beta Phi), Jnn Alfidi (Alpha Chi Om"ltnl. Sharon YcnMY (Kappa Alpha Theta), Sue Dormler (Pi Beta Phil. Loy Sue Sleirenthaler (Chi 
Omega), Carolyn Phillips (Alpha Chi Omega), Diane Pool (Knppn Alpha Theta). Peggy Hooper (Alpha Delta Pl), Janet Sue C.ruy (Alpha De.It.a Pil. Nancy Vann 
(Kappa Kuppn Cnmmrtl. 
Fronl row: Pat.lly Blni.r (Kappa Kappa Gamma). Virginia Covey (Chi Omega). Marky Rutz (Alpha Delta Pi), Dean Clauve. Minta Sue Bunn (Delta Delta Delta). Doro-
thy IA!wls (Delta Delta Delta). 
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Alpha Chi Omega 
The Alpha Chi Omega whirl of social life included the 
annual Christmas Party for twelve cerebral palsied chil-
dren, the winter formal, the Founder's Day Banquet, a 
spring formal, and a senior brunch. 
Alpha Chi members outstanding on the campus are: 
Vicky Mason-Mortar Board, Who's 'Who; Peggy Test-
man-Rallycom President. Who's Who; Dorothy Thorn-
ton-Phi Sigma Iota, Phi Gamma Nu, Beta Alpha; Teresa 
Cummins-Pi Lambda Theta, Phi Gamma Nu; Charlene 
Mason-Spurs, Phi Kappa Phi; Sydney Schleppy-Spurs, 
.Elouise Ale.x:ander Jon Allidl 
Cheerleader; Beverly Seeds and Cynthia Pacey-Spurs; 
Connie Giomi-Cheerleader; Carol Robbins and Wen-
dell Woods-Freshmen Cheerleaders; Barbara Wess-
Popularity Queen attendant; Connie Giomi-Paper Doll 
attendant. 
Betty Banks Bonniu Barton Marilyn Bebber 
National Founding: 1885 
Local Founding: 1918 
PLEDGES ; Bock Row; Joyce Dcmper, Mor1,raret McCorty, Marilyn Butler, Mnrgnrct 'Peke, Dot Bowyer, Betay WhittinJl'hnm, Barbara Williams, Roscille Wright. 
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Middle Row: l)iAnn Sander. Kufoan Rumfelt, Carol Robbins , Jo Hupp. Minnie Lou Randall, Ann J ohnson. 
Front Row: Caroline lltcSeverns. Vivian Vacquier, Mary Duncan, Wendell Woods. Betty Reid. 
Jane Blair Bertha. Bradt Teresa Cummins Helen Gardner Connie Giomi Alice Gore Gilder Gray 
'rhalin Greer llillie June Grizzell Coral Johnson Elsie Kirkpatrick Chnrlene Mnson Vicky Mason Barbaro. McCurry 
Sheila Millll Beverly Ochterbeck Cynthia Pncey Barbara Phillips Carolyn Phillip& Beverly Seeds Sydney Shlcppey 
Jane Ann Stinnett Jan Summen Peggy Testmnn Donnie Welch Barbara Wess 
DOROTHY THORNTON 
OFFICERS 
President .................... Dorothy Thornton 
Vice-President ..... _.Beverly Ochterbeck 
Corresponding Secretary .. Vicky Mason 
Recording Secretary ............ Gilder Gray 
Treasurer ...................... Teresa Cummins 
Rush Chairman ............ Carolyn Phillips 
Social Chairman ······-·-·····Thalia Greer 
1717 Roma A venue NE 
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Alpha Delta Pi 
Included on Alpha Delta Pi's social calendar this year 
were a fall open-house for all fraternity and sorority pledges, 
a Valentine house dance, an Easter Egg Hunt for St. An-
thony's orphanage, and the Blue Diamond spring formal. 
AD Pi's active on the campus are: Markie Rutz-Panhel-
lenic President, Who's Who; Vera Rozdestvensky-Phi 
Kappa Phi, Sigma Alpha Iota; Margaret Beaver-Phi Kappa 
Phi; Beverly Williamson-Cultural Committee, Mirage Art 
Editor; Shfrley Irving-Mirage Organizational Editor; Lobo 
society columnist, World University Service President; Janet 
Sue Gray-Paper Doll Attendant, Spurs historian; Jo Ann 
Clauve-Sophomore Secretary-Treasurer, Spurs, Student 
Union Board; Shirley Teeter, Pattie Tate, Jean Reardon-
Spurs; d'Anne Woodman-Phi Gamma Nu president. 
l\largare l Beaver Ann Burch 
Nancy Burke Lu Ellen Campbell 
National Founding: 1851 
Local Founding: 1920 
PLEDGES: Back Row: Cindy Fabian, Renia Morris. Shirley Irving, Anna Viviani, Mary Jean Rose, Sandy Martin, Janet Willlams. 
Front Row: Joan Schwartz, Arlene Hnnosh, Janice Anthony. Fron Burke. 
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Jessie Capps Jo Ann Clauve Carol Cole MarA'&r~ Doherty 
BEVERLY \VlLLIAllSON 
OFFICERS 
President .............. Beverly Williamson 
Vice-President .................. Markie Rutz 
Recording Secretary ...... Peggy Hooper 
Treasurer _ .......................... Helen Ward 
Rush Chairman ........ - .... Peggy Hoope1· 
BBrbnra Fee Jackie Forde Janet Sue Gt"ay Susan Heflin Social Chairman ............ Sheila Skinne1· 
Peggy Hooper Syh•ia KUJgore Myra Ann Manton Suzanne Perry Sally Preiffer Jean Reardon Vera Rozdestvensky 
llf11rgaret Rutz SheilB Skinner Carol Stone Mildred Tarpley Pattie Tate Shirley Teeter Helen Ward 
d'Anne Woodman Jean Ann Woodmansee 
423 University Boulevard NE 
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Chi Omega 
Chi Omega social activities this year centered around 
their house dance-"Coral Capers," their White Formal in 
the spring, and the "Eleusian Banquet." In campus competi-
tion they won a first on their Homecoming float. 
Outstanding Chi Omegas are: Ricky Lamb-Varsity 
Queen; Barbara Mitchell-Homecoming attendant, Who's 
Who; Dottie Dickinson- Chief Clerk of Student Senate, 
Spurs; Alice Smith-Campus Improvement Committee, 
AWS treasurer; Gayle West, Joyce Perdue, Judy Huber, and 
Ginger Covey- Spurs. 
Jane~ Boesch Mary Ann Cnnieron 
Marilyn Cnr•on Virginia Covey 
National F ounding : 1895 
Local Founding: 1925 
PLEDGES: Back Row: Stephnni Berardinelli, Peggy Kauwling, Frances McCarthy, Gladys Noland, Barbara Reed, Roney Hardy, Ann Holt, Sue Pfeiffer. 
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Middle Row: Ada Hanen, Pat Fanning, Linda PoUak, Marilyn Godfrey. Nancy Waresburg, Johnnie Rhen Lyles. June Kuhnemund. 
Front Row: Sue Robin•on, Alice Smith, Berwyn McKinney, Margnret Cony, Marlon Kimbell, Janet Harrison 
Ton11 Dabbs Nancy Da vldson Dorothy Diclc:i nson Janet Evat.t Robert. Gatti Judy Buber Victoria Judah 
Ricky Lamb Abbey Nixon Nancy Overfelt Martha Sell June Stehwien Shirley P11tr!ck Joyce Purdue 
Jo Ann Pierson Shirley Platt Loy Sue Siegenthale.r Ann Warner Gayle West 
BARBARA MITCHELL 
OFFICERS 
President ···-········.Barbara Mitchell 
Vice-President .............. Tona Dabbs 
Secretary ________ Marilyn Carson 
Treasm·er ·······-·····-······Ricky Lamb 
Rush Chairman .......... Bunty Nixon 
Social Chaitman ........... Jean Glaze 
1815 Roma Avenue NE 
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Delta Delta Delta 
A second place Homecoming float trophy and a placque 
for outstanding work in the Heart Fund collecting were re-
ceived by Delta Delta Delta this year. Major social event was 
the "Pine Prance," a winter formal. 
Spring found the Tri Delts feting all senior women at 
their traditional Pansy Ring Tea and style show. Engaged 
girls were presented blue garters as they stepped through a 
huge ring of fresh pansies. 
Prominent Tri Delts on campus include : Ann Henning-
Mortar Board; Dorothy Lewis-Who's Who, Senior class 
secretary-treasurer, head majorette, Homecoming queen; 
Ann Lee Stranathan-Who's Who, Student Court; Minta 
Sue Bunn-Spurs, Sophomore class vice-president; Martha 
Benge-freshman cheerleader; Lu Ann Culley and Joan 
McCabe-Spurs. 
PLEDGES: Bnck Row: Murcia Keeler. Pat Palmer, J o Haynes, Judy Gilbert, Bnrbnrn Bryan, Becky T ay lor 
Jan Berrier Carolyn Blandford 
Minta Sue Bunn Nancy Burk 
National Founding: 1888 
Local F ounding: 1949 
Front Row: Jo Anne Stevens, Louise Tur ner, !-'ranees Woofter. Carol Kluver, lllorcln Wriiiht. Mary Claire Magon. 
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Laura Daniel Winifred Davis Lottie Beth Hedgcoxe Weanelle Hedgcoxe Barbara Houa-h Dorothy Lewis Joan McCabe 
Maxine McNett Marilyn McRae Muriel Pride Ginni Sweet Ruth Ellen Warhurst 
ANN LEE STRANATHAN 
OFFICERS 
President ______________ Ann Lee Stranathan 
Vice-President ______ Weanelle Hedgcoxe 
Recording Secretary ____ Lu Ann Culley Myrna Widdifield Gwen Wilson Audra Wisdom Nancy Woodruff 
Treasurer __________ Lottie Beth Hedgcoxe 
Rush Chairman ________________ Gwen Wilson 
Social Chairman ------·---Ruth Warhurst 
1825 Sigma Chi Road NE 
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Kappa Alpha Theta 
Kappa Alpha Theta placed second with house decorations 
in the Homecoming competition this year. Service projects 
of the group included a Halloween party for Saint Anthony's 
Orphanage, a dessert party for the Cerebral Palsy School, 
Christmas caroling at the hospitals, and soliciting for the 
Heart Fund. 
Theta members active on campus include: Anita Morris 
-Varsity Cheerleader, Popularity Queen Attendant; Thalia 
Armstrong-Majorette; Sharon Yenney-Student Council; 
Alice Sterrett, Jinny Ray, Maralyn Budke (treasurer)-
Spurs; Sharon Ye1rney and Dawn Peterson-Rodey Pro-
ductions; Shirley Wall-NROTC Queen; Susie Weitzel-
UNM Cultural Committee; Marlyn Thomas- Varsity Girl 
attendant. 
Georgia Benakis Susan Berg 
Maxine Castillo Phillipine Dixon 
National Founding: 1870 
Local Founding: 1947 
PLEDGES: Back Row: Nancy Cotton, Kathleen Burke, Margaret MaTkus. Mary Lee Quirk, Louise Korn, Janet Mayland. 
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Middle Row: Sandy Morris. Th1<lin Armstrong, Judy Christopher, Dot Julian. Harvey Jean Peterson. 
Front Row: Peg Mitchell, Sonja Lovald, Kay Snare, Kay Bennett. Holly Mcrki. 
Gayle Doy le Nancy Gordon Marietta Gurley Llnda Horlon Francina Kercbeville 
•._I 
MARALYN BUDKE 
Ann 'Ellen Lee Martha Lowance Kaye Martin Mar» Jean Mattingly Anita Morris 
OFFICERS 
President .................................................. ~'laralyn Budke 
Vice-President .......................................... Susan Weitzel 
Recording Sec1·etary ...................................... Diane Pool 
Treasurer ............................................ Jeanna Mattingly 
Rush Chairman ·················-···················Sharon Yenney 
Dawn Peterson Diane Pool Jinny Ray 
Social Chairman .......................................... Shirley Wall 
Lois Stephens A lice Sterrett Marlyn Thomas 
Shirley Wnll Susan Weitzel Sharon Yenney 1801 Roma Avenue NE 
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Kappa Kappa Gamma 
The highest honor received by Kappa Kappa Gamma this year 
was the National Scholarship Trophy awarded at the Kappa Na-
tional Convention. On campus the sorority won first place in the 
Spirit Sing, third place for Homecoming house decorations, second 
place in the women's division at Song Fest, and first place at Stunt 
Night. 
Kappa social calendar for the year lists a Kappa-Pi Phi picnic, 
the annual Kappa-Phi Delt football game, the Baby Triad, a winter 
formal, a party for under-privileged children, and the spring T1·iad. 
Kappas outstanding on campus are: Margaret Ange-Phi Kappa 
Phi, Mortar Board, Who's Who; Elaine Bush-Mortar Boa1·d, Who's 
Who, Student Council; Betty Folsom-Phi Kappa Phi, Mortar 
Board, Who's Who; Senior class vice-president; Pat Blair (presi-
dent), Barbara Barnard, Mary Botts, Claudette Duplentis, J oan 
Heaton, Carol Ann Rainey-Spurs; Carole Graham-Cheerleader; 
Cleta Honeyman-Cheerleader, Popularity Queen; June Ellison-
WRC president; Jeanette Swill um-A WS vice-president, Commerce 
Council secretary; Nancy Cone-Waterloos president; Janet Barnes 
-Rallycom secretary, USCF secretary; Zoe Ann Ballou-Paper 
Doll. 
Jeanine Adam5 Snndrn Allen 
Margaret Ange Barbnrn Barnard 
National Founding: 1870 
Local Founding: 1918 
PLEDGES: Back Row: Jan Reeves. Kay Leonurd. Man• Van Atta. Pat Fields. Jayne Merchant. Angela Loeffel, l,iz Howorth. 
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Middle Row: Ann J3atcm11n. Charlotte Stevens, Nancy Fore, Curolyn Nielsen, June Milla, Suzanne Smith, Beverly Orr. 
Front Row: Luann Causey, Gail Fi9her, Binky Corrough, Diane Holmes. Cail Olson. Jay Pinkerton. 
Janet Bnmes Patsy Blair Mary Botts Elton Byerly Gevnell Clark Nancy Cone Nancy Cooper 
Bette Cravens !Jetty Graham Carole Graham Maurine Gummels Joan Heaton Cleta Honeyman Mona Howe 
Judy Hubbard Millie Hyder Cornelia Me.gee Ann McCollum Carol Ann Rainey Helen Rogers Ann Rubincnm 
Shirley Shehan Jeanette Swillum Jorgina Van Hyning Nancy Vann 
BETTY FOLSOM 
OFFICERS 
President .............................................. Betty Folsom 
Vice-President .................................... Geynell Clark 
Recording Secretai·y ........................... Elaine Bush 
Corresponding Secretary .... Jorgina Van Hyning 
Treasurer .......................................... Ann Rubincam 
Rush Chairman .............................. Margaret Ange 
Social Chairmen .. Nancy Vann, Cleta Honeyman 
221 University Blvd. NE 
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Pi Beta Phi 
Pi Beta Phi won the Community Action award this year for serv-
ice activities such as giving a Christmas party for the children at 
St. Anthony's Orphanage and working for the New Mexico Society 
for Crippled Children, SAE Thanksgiving Baskets Program, the 
Heart D1·ive, and the Veterans' Hospital. 
At Homecoming the Pi Phi's walked away with the sweepstakes 
float award, a first for house decorations, and a second place in the 
Spirit Sing. Social events included the Baby Tl·iad, a western dance, 
the winter formal, and the Spring Triad. 
Outstanding Pi Pb is are : Monica Silfverskiold-Spurs, vice-
president of Cosmopolitan Club; Adele Brown-Who's Who, Mortar 
Board; Barbara Cunningham-Who's Who, Mortar Board, Student 
Council, AWS president; Sara Spoon-Who's Who; Joan Downey-
Cultural Committee; Dottie Harroun-Spurs, Cultural Committee; 
Sue Dormier-Spurs, Rallycom treasurer; Jean Coll (vice-presi-
dent), Barbara B1·own (secretary), Sondra Schrom-Spurs; Imo-
gene Anderson- Rallycom vice-president; Martha Iwaski-Pre-Med 
Club vice-president; Sally Stringer-Junior class secretary-treas-
urer; Gini Snetzer-AFROTC Queen, Varsity Girl attendant. 
Connie Ainsworth Nancy Allnutt 
Adele Brown Barbara Brown 
National Founding: 1868 
Local Founding: 1946 
PLEDGES: Back Row: Barbara La1row. Sally Smith, Nancy Cartiledge. Aire Young, Gini Snetl'.er, Pat Ma ti.hews. Sondra Whitcomb. 
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Middle Row: Jane Houston, Carol Townsend. Sandy Davis. Durclle Uutler, Nancy Knapp, Terry Benton, Margo McDonough. 
Front Row: \ 'lillys .Jean Keith, Toni Cella, Carol Cooper, Nancy Minces, Sally Goodrich, Jerene Fleck, Fran Bonnyman. 
Julia Jani! Chant Jun Coll Do nna Crook Barbara Cunninaham 
Sue Dormler Joun Downey Valerie Ernst Sonja Han&on 
Alartha Jwa•kl ~andrR Lockhart Beb:r Peirce 
!l.>ndra Schrom lll onlca Sllrven1k lold Su.an Str&D5l'~ Sally Strin1<er 
II 
Ruth Watkin• 
Sara Curt~ 
Dottle llnrroun 
SARA SPOON 
ALICE MORCAN 
OFFICERS 
1st Semester 
President . .... . ..... ····-·-· ··-· .. Sara Spoon 
Vice-President ··········-·······Helen Woodward 
Recording Secretary ................ Valerie Ernst 
Treasurer ..... ···-·····-·.Dottie Harroun 
Rush Chairman ....................... Sally Stringer 
Social Chairman ···················-·····Donna Wise 
2nd Semester 
President ········-·············-····· ·····Alice Morgan 
Vice-President ....................... Sally Stringer 
Recording Secretary .................... Julie Chant 
Treasurer ......................... Imogene Andersen 
Rush Chairman .......... ··············-·· .... Jean Coll 
Social Chairman ······-········Connie Ainsworth 
n R n 
1701 Mesa Vista Road NE 
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Delta Sigma Phi 
A Carnation Ball held December 4, at the Alvarado, was the out-
standing Delta Sig social event of the year. Marietta Hunter reigned 
as Dream Girl. 
Members who have distinguished themselves on campus are: Ted 
Raff- Student Senate Parking Committee Chairman; Robert Wen-
rick-President of IFC, Kha tali; Harry Birkelo-President of AF A. 
National Founding : 1899 
Local Founding : 1947 
TED RAFF 
OFFICERS 
President .............................................................. Ted Raff 
Vice-President ...................................... Richard Reinert 
Secretary .................................................... Frank Parker 
Treasurer .......................................... Joaquin De Vargas 
Gordon South Bradlord Van Ness Robert Wenrick PLEDGES: ·Frank Ankeny. Donald Jeff a~. James Wilkins 
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Lambda Chi Alpha 
A second place award in the National Chapter Scholarship Race 
was won by Lambda Chi Alpha this year. 
DICK CAMACHO 
OFFICERS 
President ............................ ········-··· ... Richard Camacho 
Vice-President ....................... - ........... Norman Peterson 
Secretary ................................................. Roberto Batho 
Treasurer .................................................... Paul Brunet 
Rush Chairman ......................................... Gale Huckaby 
Social Chairman .......................................... Ken Varner 
Robert Batho Paul Brunet Gale Huckaby 
In campus activity, Dick Camacho was president of Newman 
Club fu-st semester. 
Don McBride 
National Founding: 1909 
Local Founding: 1949 
William Nelson Norman Pct.erson Ken Varner 
PLEDGES: Gene Sanchez, Peter Hcndrickacn, Lloyd Wall, Terry Drake, Marshall Adams, Max Salas 
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Yiappa Alpha 
This year the Kappa Alpha's won the Student Spirit 
Sing, took second in Homecoming decorations and in Stunt 
Night competition, solicited funds for the Community 
Heart Fund, and aided the Gamma Globulin program. 
KA's hold the scholarship trophy for the highest scholastic 
average among the UNM fraternities this year. 
Social functions included the Winter Formal, the Tro-
jan Holiday dance, and the Dixie Ball featuring the selec-
tion of Miss New Mexico of 1955. 
Outstanding members on campus this year include: 
f{enry Ash Ronald Bowra Don Carr 
Wallace Deckert-Air Force Honorary Society; Jim 
Ferguson-Associated Par ty Chairman, Kha tali; Vince 
Gormley-Junior Class Vice-P1·esident. 
Mitch Cnrter Lin Cordell Harry Davidson 
PLEDGES: Back Row: George Olcott. David Morgan, Charles Batsel, Dave Rice, Jim Moore, Jim Major 
National Founding: 1865 
Local Founding: 1929 
Front Row: Ted Foley, Preston Jones. Don Isbell, Dick Gaffney, Earl Parker, James Durant, Harry Muncey 
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Wally Deckert Tom Dickeroon Henry Edwards Louis Edwards Rnlph Fulks 
JERRY GlLLETT 
OFFICERS 
President ...................... Jerry Gillett 
Vice-President .......... Jim Fel'guson 
Secretary ···- ·············Vince Gormley 
Treasurer ........................ Ron Bowra 
Rush Chairman .-..... Willie Madden 
Tom Fulton Vince Gormley Esta Grissom Wayne Hisey Bill Hurley Social Chairman ........ Dave Metzler 
Liston Leyendecker Bill Madden Len Mcintosh Dave Metzler Jim Mllllng Harry Milner San1uel Moore 
Jim Perry Harry Pomero)' Chuck Randall Larry Ross Oil! Sanford Tim Silence Howard Stockton 
Herb Wimberly Bob Wortman 
1635 Roma Avenue NE 
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Kappa Sigma 
Kappa Sigma activities this year in a civic vein were the third Spirit Day program, a Christ-
mas party for an Albuquerque orphans' home, and collections for the Heart Fund. 
Major social functions were a winter formal, the Poverty Ball given by the pledges, and the 
Casa Lopez dance. 
The outstanding members of the Kappa Sig chapter are: Bob Burns-Jack of Hearts; Carter 
Mathies-Lobo baseball letterman of the year, Student Council; Bruce Johnson and Louis McKee 
-Chj Epsilon, Kappa Mu Epsilon, Phi Kappa Phi; Bob Werner-Sigma Tau, Chi Epsilon; Allan 
Aldous-Kappa Psi; Patrick Heard-Pi Sigma Epsilon; Ronnie Jaeger-football letterman; Gor-
don Stout-Varsity track; Garnett Burks-Varsity debate; Bob Bogan-Fiesta Variety Show 
Chairman; Fred MacNair-IFC Secretary; Vaughn Bush-SUB Hospitality Committee Chair-
man; Manuel Sousa- NROTC Pistol Team Captain. 
National Founding: 1869 
PLEDGES Local Founding: 1924 
Al Altuna Barie Fritz Jack Simons 
Max Crook Frank Hale James Smith 
BiJJ Davis J ordan Leake Allan Sprengler 
Tom Diehl Marvin Lopez Sam Sperry 
John Duff Bernard Maynes Bill Taylor 
Rudy Salazar 
Jerr)' Adkisson Alan Aldous 
Bob .Bogan Don Breech Garnett Burks Bob Burns Da\le Burton Vaughn Bush Tom Cochran 
Duddy Cook Dave Devoe James Duff John Eagen Pat Heard D. D. Heath Craig Heffelman 
Vernon Kerr Fred MacNair Carter Mathies Malcolm Mitchell 
Don Seih Thomas Stephens Fred Stinson Gordon Stout 
RodoUo Ulibarri Mack Waller Charles Weaver Jim Weber 
Bob Werner Dick Wespiser Jim Williams Byrn Witt 
505 University Boulevard NE 
Louis McKee Jack Riddle James Roger11 
Herb Temple M. R. Trumble 
OFFICERS 
1st Semester 
President ............................................. Don Ducoff 
Vice-President ···········-·····················Gordon Stout 
Secretary .............................................. Jim Weber 
Treasm·er ........................................ Manuel Sousa 
Rush Chairman - ·················-·····- ···.Fred McNair 
Social Chairman ············-····················Hank Kerr 
2nd Semester 
President ·································-·······Keith Wilson 
Vice-President .................................. Mack Waller 
Secl'etary ........................................ Garnett Burks 
Treasurer ········-·····························-···Don Breech 
Rush Chairman .................................... Pat Heard 
Social Chairman ·············--·················Bob Burns 
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Phi Delta Theta 
Three big social events highlighted the year for Phi Delta 
Theta: the Blue and White Formal held in the fall; the Sup-
pressed Desire party, and the Half Formal held in the spring. 
Phi Delta Theta aided the local Heart Fund by selling tickets 
on a doll house. 
Outstanding Phi Delts are: Felix Briones, Sylvester Chum-
ley, William Gardner, Cameron McKenzie, and Ken Hansen-
Khatali; John Poorbaugh, Ernie Bruss, and Dick Drake-Vigi-
lantes; Herb Brunell-AIEE President, IFC Vice-President, 
Who's Who; Felix Briones-Student Senate President, Student 
Body Vice-President, Who's Who; Ken Hansen-Intramural 
Council Vice-President, AJA President, member of Athletic Ad-
visory Board, Phi Kappa Phi. 
Ernie Bruss Felix Briones 
Bob Baker Don Boz.eman 
National Founding: 1848 
Local Founding: 1946 
PLEDGES: Back Row: C. D. Bnan, Bill McCall, Don Worth. Norman Gofl', Gene Bearnu, Don Hosner, Bert Ledbetter, Vince Perron 
Middle Row: J. 0. Strode. Tony Predock, Ron Blakely, Dave Emert, Mike Sweeney, Chuck Doughdrill 
Front Row: Paul Raymond. John Barnes, Max Prelett, Ed Sorce. Jerry Apodaca 
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Charles Carlson 
Jim Garretson 
Ralph Park 
Russell Schwers 
Syl Chumley 
Ken Hansen 
Tom Pettit 
Morris Stagner 
---Kerry ConBtan 
Jim Harper 
John Poorbaugh 
John Teeter 
.J 
1705 Mesa Vista Road NE 
Richard Drake 
Charles High 
Wayman Robertson 
Don Woodward 
-
Frank Ewing 
Joe Jenike 
Paul Rose 
Dave Few Bill Gardner 
}"red Moss.man Ron Nelson 
PETE SCHRAM 
HERB BRUNELL 
OFFICERS 
1st Semester 
President ...................................... Pete Schram 
Vice-President - ··························Herb Brunell 
Secretary -·-············-··············-····-·John Teeter 
Treasurer ...................................... Sy! Chumley 
Rush Chairman ............................ Ken Hansen 
Social Chail·man ···················-·······Ron Nelson 
2nd Semester 
President ·······-·····························Herb Brunell 
Vice-President ···-··-··--········-Fred Mossman 
Secretary ·········-- ·········-··········-···Ron Durkel 
Treasurer ·································-··.Ernie Bruss 
Rush Chairman ···················-·········Ron Nelson 
Social Chairman ···········-··········-····Chuck High 
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Pi Kappa Alpha 
This year at Homecoming Pi Kappa Alpha was awarded third 
place for house and float entries. The annual Dream Girl dance was 
held in January at the Hilton with Marlyn Thomas being chosen as 
Dream Girl. The Hi Jinx costume ball was held in April with the 
theme being 41Prohibition." The District convention of chapters from 
New Mexico, Arizona, and Colorado was held at the Estufa this year. 
Outstanding members are : Ed Fitzgerald-Alpha Kappa Psi 
President; Bruce Doyle- UNM Press Club President; Ted Howden 
-IFC President, Student Council, Who's Who; Jim Brooks-Intra-
mural Association President. 
Don Brooks 
Jim Brooks 
National Founding: 1868 
Local Founding: 1915 
PLEDGES: Dack Row: George Ruot?, Jack Wheeler, David Burleson, Harvey Dunn, Norman Maisel. Bill Hitchcock, John Anderson 
Middle Row: Dale Shaeffer, Harold Eitzen, Bryan Bogg•, Leonard Goodell, Mark Marchbanks, Chuck Lockhart 
Front Row: Jerry Glauser, Mike Meyer, Bob Bill, Jeny Hooper, Don Martin 
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Joe Don Cook Bruce Doyle Herb Hartman Bill Lee 
Joe Linman John McCrory Oleo Turner Frank W estfall 
Jim Whit.e Jim Williams 
TED HOWDEN 
600 University Boulevard NE 
OFFICERS 
1st Semester 
P1·esident .......................... Edward FitzgeraJd 
Vice-President ..................... _ ..... Jim Williams 
Sec1·etary ....... -.......... - ........ - ..... Bob Campbell 
Treasurer ............................... _. _____ Joe Linman 
Rush Chairman ···-··-········-·······JuJian Garcia 
Social Chairman ···············-···-·····--Bill Gore 
2nd Semester 
President ·······-····--········--·············Ted Howden 
Vice-President .......................... _Julian Garcia 
Secretary ·········-··-...................... _ Richard Sie 
Treasurer ·····-~· .. -· ... ······--···········Jim White 
Rush Chairman .......................... Julian Garcia 
Social Chairman ........................... - ... Bill Gore 
ED FITZGERALD 
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Sigma Alpha Epsilon 
A Winter Formal, Founder's Day Banquet, the Ca-
lypso, steak fries, and picnics were included on the SAE's 
social calendar this year. 
SAE's active in campus activities are: Marlin Pound-
Commerce Council President, Senior Class President, 
Khatali, Who's Who; Herb Nations-Kha tali President, 
Who's Who; Kaiser Michael- Student Court Chief Jus-
tice, Who's Who, Khatali, Newman Club President; Steve 
ReVeal-USCF President, Mirage Business Manager, 
Who's Who; Dave Holt-Vigilantes; James Morris- WUS 
Vice-President; Dick Powers-Homecoming Chairman. 
Outstanding SAE's in sports; Marlin Pound, Bill Chap-
lin, Bill Wagner, Ronald Jelosek-football; Gilder Clarey 
-basl{etball; Jam es Cramer- wrestling (captain) ; Joe 
Ferguson, Solomon Montoya, Gene Gallegos, Robert San-
::hez-tennis; Bill Wagner- track; Dave Quinlan, Jim 
Economides, Dick Brown-baseball. 
Bill Chaplin Jim Cramer Chuck Dickimon Fred Dyer 
National Founding: 1856 
Local Founding: 1946 
Bill Amorous Ken Anderson Arthur Anstine 
Ray Carroll John Brassfield Jack Barboff 
Bob Fellabaum Breck G laacock Joe Henry 
PLEDGES: Back Row: Don Teegarden, Bill Otto, Bill Hunter, Joe Ferguson, Roger Barnhart, Ross Easterling, Tim Elsbrock, Ron Jelosek, Chuck Vidal, Ted Rickleton, 
Cliff Caster 
Front Row: David Sutherland, Sonny Montoya, Ben Clegg, Fred Shaver, Jerry Longenbaugh, Gene Gallegos, Rolre Black 
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Edwin Herbert Noel Hofmann Dave Holt Paul Johnson Wilkins Kimbrough W . N. Kirkpatrick Lee Kolb 
Kaiser Michael Dave Miller Bill Moulds Herb Nations Jim Newton Ken Tyson Bill Wagner 
Dick Novaria Roland Payne John Phillips Dick Powers Dave Quinlan Da"e Warren Paul Yrisarri 
Steve ReVeol Bill Rourke Bob Sanchez Jack Stahl 
MARLIN POUND FRED McCRACKEN 
OFFICERS 
1st Semester 
President .......................... Fred McCracken 
Vice-President ...................... Dick Novaria 
Treasurer .......................... Will Kimbrough 
Rush Chairman .................. Kaiser Michael 
Social Chairman ........................ Jack Stahl 
2nd Semester 
President ................................ Madin Pound 
Vice-President ...... Dwayne Longenbaugh 
Secretary ........................ Chuck Dickenson 
Treasurer .................................. Bill Moulds 
Rush Chairman ...................... Bob O'Brien 
1811 Mesa Vista Road NE Social Chairman ...................... Jim Newton 
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Sigma Chi 
Social highlights of the year for Sigma Chi were the 
Black and White Formal at which Geynell Clark was chosen 
the Sweetheart of Sigma Chi, the annual Spring Formal, and 
the Klondike. The Sig's notched first place in the Song Fest, 
a first for their house and float Homecoming entries, and a 
first in Stunt Night competition. 
Outstanding members include: John Morrison-Rhodes 
Scholar, Who's Who, Student Court ; Bill Keleher-Student 
Council, Who's Who; Bob Matteucci-Sophomore Class Pres-
ident ; Gene Samberson-President of Vigilantes; Mike Kele-
her- Publicat ions Board. 
Outstanding in sports are Ray Guerette, Erwin Thomson, 
Bruce Black, football; Ray Esquibel, Jack Mulcahy, Mart 
Servis, basketball. 
Jerry Adams Randell Alexander 
Robert Alexander Douglas Balcomb 
National Founding: 1855 
Local Founding: 1916 
PLEDGES: Back Row: Richard Turner. Frank English, Jim O'Brien, Roger Fryer, Frank Vaughn, Dave Petersen, Lefty Thomson, Jack House, John Booker 
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Third Row: Secundino Sandoval. Paul Smith, Lee Davis. Joe Patterson, Jim Curd. Wayne Faucett, Bruce Black, Samuel Wood. Ted Podleski, Larry Fries 
Second Row: Bob Bricker. Frank Stone, Mike Welch, Lynn Parker, Jim Meadows, Wayne Kempenaar. Pete Cunningham. Ray Guerette 
Front Row: Norman MuggeJston, Dud Bower, Jim Williams, Don Garcia, Bill McClean, John Keleher 
Ric.k Ball Gary Beat. E rvin Betta 
G~e Blickruuitall' Bob Boyle 
J ack Carnahan Chari"" Cates Jack Chiaholm 
J erry Dahlquil!t Jim DeBoll Roy Downey 
Ray Esquibel Robert G11tes Pat Raley 
Wa ll>• BU.bee 
Bob Cardenas 
Bob Cris t 
Jim Durrett 
Alan Harmon 
OFFICERS 
1st Semester 
President ...................................... Keith Burcham 
Vice-President ................................ John Morrison 
Secretary ......................................... _ .. Ga1·y Beals 
Tl'easure1· ......... - ............ - ........ ..Douglas Balcomb 
Rush Chairman ............... --................... Sam Jack 
Social Chairman ··-·---··· .................. Rick Sneddon 
Pledge Trainer ···-······ ................... Jack Carnahan 
2nd Semester 
President ··-·········-·· ................... John Morrison 
Vice-President .. _ ............. ............. - ... Gary Beals 
Secretar y ........................... --.--.......... .Pat Haley 
Treasurer ... - ........................... __Douglas Balcomb 
Rush Chairman ................. - ............... Mart Servis 
Social Chairman .................... Randell Alexander 
Pledge Trainer ................................ Mike Keleher 
KEfTH BURCHAM 
~ 
JOHN MORRISON 
Bill Keleher Mike Keleher Bob Koont% 
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Buzz Ludwick John McCormack Clyde McDonald Mlke McNevin Dale Mackey Robert Matteucci Newton Mitchell 
Charles Mohr Jack Mulcahy Gary N osa Ron Propper Phil Rogera Gene SnmbeTson Clark Schaffner 
Mart Sen1s Don Smith Rick Sneddon Jim Turner Joe Wakeen 
Jim Wilson 
Richard Ya pie 
721 Yale Boulevard NE 
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BOB SHOTOLA 
~ 
Sigma Phi Epsilon 
The Apache annual spring costume ball, the spring for-
mal, and a swimming party and dance constitute the social 
events of Sigma Phi Epsilon. To Robert Dierman goes the 
distinction of receiving the fraternity's Dobach award for 
scholarship for 1953-54. 
National Founding: 1901 
Local Founding: 1929 
OFFICERS 
President ............................ Bob Shotola 
Vice-President ........................ Bob Foley 
Secretary .......................... Bob Dierman 
Treasurer .......................... Wilkie Miller 
Rush Chairman ................ Bob Dierman 
Social Chairman ................. .Bill Kunkel 
Pledge Trainer ............ Jack McClelland 
PLEDGES: Back Row: Dave Hawley, Bob Norton. Charles Williamson, Lyle Man n 
Pront Row: Bob Rumble. Bernie Higgins. Armando Chavez 
Pat Bennet Robert Dierman 
Lawrence Foor Jack McClelland 
1901 Las Lomas Road NE Wilkie Miller 
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Tau Kappa Epsilon 
Tau Kappa Epsilon's fall semester was highlighted by the Carnat ion 
Ball held at the Franciscan Hotel, at which Roberta McPeters was crowned 
Sweetheart and attended by Patty Stewart and Ellen Toynton. Dick Long-
man was Ugly Man for the March of Dimes. The Poverty Ball and Indian 
Dance ended the semester. 
The Tekes began the spring semester by copping two first prizes in the 
Heart Fund Campaign. In late spring the first Teke-wacade, a water show, 
was held at the University Swimming pool. Final social event of the year was 
a Roman toga dance given by the pledges. 
Teke notables on the campus are: Robert Beal-spring A Phi 0 presi-
dent ; Brooks Ambos-falJ A Phi 0 president; Larkin Smith-A Phi 0 vice-
president; Ron Curtis-Lobo night editor; Dick Longman-Vigilantes; 
Mike Laine-SUB Program Directorate. 
OFFICERS 
President .................................................... Ted Tristram 
Vice-President ................................................ Ron Curtis 
Secretary .................................................... Larkin Smith 
Treasurer .............................................. George Honeycut 
Rush Chairman ...................................... Charles Stevens 
Social Chairman .............................................. Jon Easley 
Pledge Trainer .......................................... Brooks Ambos 
Clyde Akard 
Michael Brady Eib Dawson Jon Eas ley J im Freese George Honeycut 
Edward Mou ld Manuel Saucedo 
Larkin Smith Charley Stephens 
TED TRISTRAM 
National Founding: 1899 
Local Founding: 1950 
Brooks Ambos Martin Barnett 
Ted Kittell Tom Lie! 
PLEDGES: Dack Row: Bruce Jagger, Jack Sntosuck, Philip Cyr, Dick Blake 
Front Row: Davis Mitchell, Don Lewis 
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.. 
Norene Miller 
Betty Lou Serna 
Lily Trujillo 
FLORA MAESTAS 
OFFICERS 
Phrateres 
This yea1· Ph1·ateres participated in such campus activi-
ties as Homecoming, the Heart Fund Drive, registration. and 
the selling of programs at football games. On the social side, 
Pbrateres entertained campus men at two open houses; held 
an informal dance with the theme "Rhapsody in Blue," and 
held its annual "Club Night Owl." 
Outstanding members on the campus are: Norene Mil-
ler-Mortar Board, Who's Who; Flora Maestas-WUS 
Secretary. 
President .................................... Flora Maestas 
Vice-President ..................... .Betty Lou Serna 
Secretary and Treasm·er .. Sherrill Echhouse 
Social Chairman ···········-······-··.Norene Miller 
PLEDGES: Back Row: Priscilla Brito, Mndclyn Smith, Muriel Gin!chirk, Mary Lou Stoirnen, Roberta Ke)'I 
Pront Row: Velma Martinez, Simmie Romero, Eleanor Scott, Teresita Maestas, Lida Sisneros 
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I 
Town Club 
Town Club members, throughout the year, were actively engaged in such activities as the 
Thanksgiving Kidnap breakfast, a par ty with the alumni, two open houses with University men as 
guests, the annual Easter breakfast with alumni, alumni coffee honoring the outstanding sopho-
more, Founder's Day at which, this year, Miss Elizabeth Elder-sponsor of 15 years-was hon-
ored; and the Spring Formal. 
The Town Club community service project was the visiting of children in the various city 
hospitals. 
Outstanding members of Town Club include: Edna Christensen-Mortar Board President, 
Who's Who, USCF Cabinet; Gloria Silva-Kappa Omicron Phi President; Nancy Joh.nston-
SUB Program Directorate; Barbara Frederich-SUB Radio-TV committee. 
PLEDGES: Back Row: Nancy Cole. Wilma Snare. JoAnn Lockridge. BcYerly O"NeaL 
Front Row: Marj ie Endrus. Sue Lackey, Pat Cross, Betty Slayter 
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Marietta Brown Edna Christensen Joan Cook Jane Da;• Barbara Frederich 
Juanltn Ceer Pat Gloss Dorothy Corry Nancy Johnston Jo Anne Morrer ELLA NORA SHAW 
OFFICERS 
P1·esident ......... _ .......... ., .......................... Elianora Shaw 
Vice-President ............................................. Betty Smith 
Secretary ................................................. Margaret Ellis 
Treasurer ................................................ Priscilla Lucero 
Social Chairman ............................... ..Nancy Johnston 
Gloria Silva Betty Smith Francine Smith Program Chairman ............... ~ ........................ Jane Day 
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Bandelier Hall 
Row I: Velma Martinez. Barbara Bergfo. Thalia Armstrong. Nada Tangev&}•, SWUlnne Smith, Kay Liesse, Simmie Romero. 
Row 2: Priscilla Brito, Marilyn Johnson, Mary Lou Stogden, Adelaida Sisneros, Jo Hupp, Diann Mitchell (p resident), Gale Torbert, Margaret Smith. 
Row 8: EliU<beth Corrough, Dianne Sanden. Carol Prlesniti, Marilyn Wegener, Gail Olson, Mnrgaret McCarty, Pnt Fnnning. 
Row 4 : Pat Palmer. Lurne Teeklenburg. Nnncy Cartlidge, Pat Huenergardt. Pot Bowyer. Barbara Gossett, Joetta Northcutt, Marilyn Turnage, Joyce Kemper, Pat 
McDough, Mary FergUson, Janet Harrison, Knjean Rumfelt, Nancy Gentry, Vivian Oman. 
Row 1': Delores Salazar, Pat Fields, Berwyn McKinney, Margaret Coury, Joan Davis , Joyce Miller. 
Row 2: Rn.,etl& Martinez, Jane Merchant, Judy Gilbert, Margo McDonough, Johnnie Rhea Lyles, J anie Louder, Lucil• Salcido. 
Row 8: Lynn Goldfarb, Glenda Ha1>es, Gerene F leck, Lorna Richardson. Louann Causey, Fran Burke, Roberta McPetera, Nancy Cotton, Barbara Hester. 
Row 4: Carol Townsend, Joanne Stevens, Rebecca Taylor, Judith Woody, Grace Culver, Mary Ann Clark, Kay Bennett, Margaret Mnrkus, Mickey Wright, Carolyn Stewart, 
Mary Duncan, Mickey Weyersberg, Dianna Holterman. 
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Contented smiles. The plumbing and the telephone in Dorm D (D for condemned 
by the residents) are in satisfactory operation. 
Row I Barbarn Cunningham. Alice Eaton, Lita Vigil. Patty Stewart (first semester president), Barbara Keast. 
DormD 
Dorm D joined with the other dor-
mitories in planning the dorm Formal 
during the fu'st semester. Its project 
during the second semester was read-
ing to a blind student. 
As upperclassmen most of the resi-
dents are active in campus acti\1ities; 
many of them are leaders on the 
campus. 
Row 2 Frun Paton, Carole Potter (second semester president), Monica Martine:r;, Barbara Sella, Flora Maestas, Pat&! Branch, Mat'Y Catherine Marchetti, Judy Stermer. 
Row 3 Marguerite Guara, Virginia Valdez, Roberta Key, Lucille Aragon, Madelyn Smith, Mila Millard, Ann Richardson, Kay McQuick. 
Row 4 Lois Jane Black, PrlHcilla Vigil, Judy Haley, Sigrid Holien, Connie Cummings, Coralie Van Doren. 
Row 5 Joyce Van Auken, Suzanne Brown. 
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Hokona Hall 
In past years Hokona Hall has been 
the headquarters for Independent so-
cial activities on campus. The fresh-
me11 girls in the dorm this year in its 
new "frosh dorm" status ha Ye tried to 
uphold its traditions. They have taken 
honors usually going to upper class-
men. The third place Homecoming 
float award was given to Hokona. Both 
affiliated and independent women live 
in the dorm in harmony (even though 
not quietly). 
OFFICERS 
Bock row: Barbara Williams (pres. Sem. n ). Barbara Pino (VP & Soc. Chrm. Sem. n). 
Front row: Esther Gibson (Sec. Sem. 11), Sally Carpenter (Pres. Sem. l l. Barbara 
Logow (VP & Soc. Chrm. Sem. 11. 
Missing from picture: Lola Marik (Sec. Sem. l). 
Row l: Mary Lee Quirk, Kathie Tondre, Virgie Gentry, Ann Johnson, Esther Gibson, Snlly Carpenter, Barbara Pino, Cay Sparkman. Barbara Reid. 
Row 2: Patsy Espinoza, Sandra Morris, Betty Reid, Marilyn Bequette, Jo Ann Race, Barbara Bert, Carolyn Raymond, Pat Briggs, Peg Mitchell, Barbara Howe. 
Row 3: Cessie Knight, Ann Doty. Teresita Maestas, Barbara Lngow, Maura Rico, Bernell Huckabee. Torksey Ensminger, Juanita Cata. Beverly Wynn. Nancy Wilkenson, 
Louise Turner. 
Row 4.: JoAnn Cook, Maxine Kleindienst, Maryanne Atherton, Peg Knuwling, Margaret Morrison. Cynthia Brace. Barbara Williams, Dorothy Holland. 
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Marron Hall 
Row 4: Ernestine Monloyu, Roselyn Anaya, Marietta Sunier, Ellen Thurliman, Enid DouglBS, Marvlne Gallegos, Sandra Mal°"k• Joyce Hemsing, Belty f'lsher, Betty 
Mnta)'a, Sandy Borgrink. 
Row 3: Jett! Jo Potter, Laura Colburn, Grace Wh!U°"k· Sharon Terry, Gloria Beuera. Jackie Tregellas, Marilyn Matz, Barbara Duenkel, S)'lviR Ruiz, Sue Faircloth. 
Row 2: Bobb)' Quintana. Bo SbippJey, Delores Gallegos, Viola Sandoval, Barbara Popp, Felicia Stine, LJ}y Trujillo, Belty Serna, Lois Smith, Miriam Me..k<!r. 
Row l: Frances Page, Tila Provencio, Mary Fran Mclnteer, Millie Albert, Marie AabcraCt, Man uela Dominge?:, Vita Terauda, Rosetta Flippin, Lucia Brown, Suzanne 
Oglesby. 
Row 3: Mary Ann Brockman, SherrilJ Eckhouse. Rose Benalls. Gail Perry, Jolly Mayberry, Muriel Grisbeik, HoUy Merkl, Jennette Jackson, Donna Kushianovich, Teresa 
Gonxnle11, Marilyn Wrbcht. 
Row 2: Eliiabeth Erichon, Ellen Toynton. O'Lindn Lunn, Terry Benton, Carol Cooper, Jeanin1> Stivers, Gloria Chavez, Ida Ferran, Carmen Trujillo, Dorla Welch, Ruth 
McKinley. 
Row 1: Eva Mae Benally, Sylvia Casados, Norma Jean Medina, Frances WoofW, Luanda Grlego, Mary Helen Garcia, L<!ilani Hull, Sue Ricer, Nanice Stadler. 
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Mesa Vista Darm 
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With the aid of LOBO news 
stories and editorials the boys 
in Mesa Vista managed to get 
the University to purchase 
enough bed sheets to allow 
them 2 clean ones per week 
instead of the former one. 
Other than this they partici-
pated in a raid (not instigated 
by the police department), 
sports activities, and several 
dorm social functions. 
Ill 
.. l 
SECOND SEMESTER 01."FlCERS 
Back row: Ed Hardin. Robert Chavez, Norman Root. Martin Barnett. Carl Svenson. 
Front row: Sonny ChnmM, Charlie Roberts, Theodore Foley. Eloy Martinez. 
At the Halloween Dance no one gave a thought to the idea that the consuming 
of the contest pies in this manner would not be conducive to the best digestion. 
\ 
Second semester officers posed with head resident Ed Pillings, wife, and daughter (one little gal who should not have 
to complain about not having a big brother). 
This picture did not have to be posed. 
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Architect's design of the inte1·ior of 
UNM' s Memorial Chapel 
While chapel bells ring on campuses from coast to coast and traditions and Lives are enriched by them, UNM is still 
waiting for the building of its chapel, something it has never had though desired by many. 
For several years, the Alumni Association, under the direction of Mrs. Winifred Reiter, has been collecting the funds 
which will in the near future build the chapel, planned as a memorial to University men who died in three wars and 
other former students and friends of the University. As the needed funds are obtained entirely by donations construc-
tion cannot begin until some $30,000 more is on hand. 
The chapel will be available to students and alumni of any faith for marriages, baptisms, funerals, memorial serv-
ices, concerts, and other specially scheduled services and will be open at all times for individual meditation and prayer. 
Designed to seat 150, it will be located directly north of the stadium, midway between all campus activity. 
Religious Organizations 
Sunday morning on the campus is pretty quiet. 
People wonder why when the city is jammed with 
church-goers there are only a minority of suits and 
ties coming out of Mesa Vista and a few high heels 
tapping on the sidewalks. 
Well, Barbara is sleeping; she'll go to church 
Sunday night. Chuck got in too late Saturday night 
and is sleeping; he'll go sometime. Danny goes on 
Friday nights, and Jim's sabbath is Saturday. Ron 
and Dave are on a picnic, but they never go to 
church anyway. Bob went to an early Mass. Jo 
went home for the weekend, and Janice is study-
ing for a test Monday. And so it goes. 
The majority of UNM students are Catholic, 
Methodist, Baptist, or Presbyterian. Many of our 
friends are Lutheran, Jewish, Mormon, Episco-
palian, or Congregational. Others among us attend 
the Christian, Unitarian, Christian Science, and 
Quaker services. 
Most of these faiths are represented by student 
religious groups. Some of them have only recently 
been organized; others have been reorganized. 
Sizes of the groups range from seven or eight 
to hundreds. They meet in classrooms, homes, 
churches, or their own buildings close to the cam-
pus. Along with other campus activities they make 
their bids for time and interest and fight the battle 
of the busy college life. 
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Baptist Student Union 
Baptist Student Union, located adjacent to the 
campus, served some 400 Baptist students this year 
through Bible studies, daily devotional serdces, 
and mission and social activities. 
De\"Otional services held at the Center include 
Morning Watch, Noonday Chapel, and Vespers. 
Mission activities this year centered in weekly 
serYices at Boys' Ranch and at Veterans Hospital. 
Three Bible courses taught at the Center each 
semester by Rev. William Jenkins are fully ac-
credited through Hardin-Simmons University and 
may be transferred to the University. 
Highlighting the year's activities were the New 
Mexico state BSU conYention held here and the an-
nual formal banquet. 
Miss Sarah Smith, student director, sen·es as 
religious counselor and assists in promotion. BSU 
is directed by an executi\·e council of sixteen offi-
cers, headed this year by Sherman Williams, who 
meet weekly to lay plans and superdse BSU 
activities. 
Baptist students raised money to send Peggy Sullivan to 
Jamaica, Bill Moreland to far west, U.S.A., Ruth Galloway to 
Cuba, and Charles Leach to Hawaii as summer student 
missiona1·ies. 
Charles Leach leads the music at noonday Chapel. 
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UNM"ud = ents at registration at th ta -e s te BSU convention. 
Freshmen took over tbe dil"ection of BSU for a week. 
Anit• Dudl•Y. N•n'Y l{yle, All<0 Sivolls, Ad• Jane Ha>hhnoto, Lo,oy D,yel, Vi,gi• G•nt<Y. E•lh" Gib••• Sue 11""'• 
Lloyd Crawford. 
BSU lit up for H . ornecommg. 
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Back Row: Roger Donelson, Jim Edgar, Richard Gaffney, Martin Paskind, Jlfr. LaBarre. 
Middle Row: Rosemary Heldt. Sue Faircloth. Ken Smith. Martha LarnC!l', Martha McCuJloeh, Arthur Sorensen, Beverly S~. Gretchen Quelle. 
Front Row: Yvonne Koser, David Bolt.. 
CanterbuTy Club, organization of Episcopal students, has approximately thirty-five active 
members and a number of other students who are active par ticipants in the church. The Club meets 
every Sunday in the Canterbury Club rooms, holding a worship service, supper, and program. 
The executive committee of Canterbury Club meets weekly to establish a workable program for 
the month ahead. Programs are varied with guest speakers, discussions, business meetings, joint 
meetings with other protestant groups, and entertainments. On the first Sunday in each month a 
corporate communion is held and followed by a breakfast at one of the students' homes. 
Canterbury 
Club 
OFFICERS: Martin Paskind. Gretchen Quelle, Yvonne Koser. Beverly Seeds. David E!olt. 
Hillel 
OFFICERS 
President ......................... Arthur Rosenbaum 
Vice-President .............. ..... Sherrill Eckhouse 
Secretary ............................................ Joe Levy 
T1·easurer ........................................ Danny Zeff 
In keeping with the Hillel Councilorship's policy the club is open 
to out-of-town servicemen and advanced high school students along 
with the university students. 
Under the guidance of councilor Rabbi David Shor, Hillel car-
ried on an active program: They had guest speakers for regular 
meetings and held socials twice monthly. On the campus, the group 
participated in the World University Service Drive and was host for 
the annual joint Brotherhood Week meeting of Hillel, USCF, and 
Newman Club. Members aid in placing out of town students and 
servicemen at private homes for Jewish religious festivals. 
Also during the year, Hillel purchased recreati011 facilities for 
future use. 
Back Row: Morton Steiner, Rabbi Shor, Irwin Frank, Sheldon Rafa.,,., Marty Petrova, Mra. Friedman, Murray Steinmetzer, Morton Victor. R. Berko,vitz. 
Front Row: Arthur Rosenbaum, Sherrill Eckhouae, Joe Levy, Danny Zeff. Gordon Bernell, Marcia Shim ling, Sandra Lipsted, Micky Meyer. 
Standing: Bill Sanford speaking !or the WUS drive. 
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Jetf ersan Club 
ephine Ehret, Ron Yost. C Edith Bratton, Jos h Mrs Cox. Box ox. Ne..-man . 
. Croree Via os, . DeCrf!lfori, Dan Back Row:. Ben Luchini, Tom FroM Ro". 
Jefferson Club, an 01·ganization for liberal religious students, has been 
active on the IJNM campus only this year. The group is sponsored by tbe 
First Unitarian Church of Albuquerque and is affiliated with the Unitarian-
Uni versalist national organ iza ti on, Libera I Religious Youth. 
During the year, Jefferson Club held its meetings once a week. Meetings 
included a number of hamburger suppers and guest •Peaker Programs. Most 
of the activity of the group is centered in small group discussion. 
In the spring, the group sponsored a well-attended panel discussion on liberal i·eJigion for the public. 
t I 
Lobo Christian Fellowship 
OFFICERS 
President . . . .. ............... John Schroeder 
Vice-President . . . .. . Rhoda Fitzgerald Secretar~·-T1·easurer .. . "'.\lary Sue Hei.-t 
Lobo Christian Fellowship, founded locallY in 1960, is 
student-led, interdenominational and e'3ngelical. It is an 
independent chapter of Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship, 
of which there are chapters on campuses around the world. 
For the past two years L. C. F. bas been host for the fall con-
ference of the IYCF groups in New )1exico and El Paso. 
Individual Christian li,·ing is stressed by the group, which 
includes students of all racial and religious backgrounds. 
Small Bible study, discussion, and prayer groups concentrate 
on the meaning and reality of Christian teachings and the 
relation of them to modern problems. Speakers, movies, and 
social acth·ities complete the program of activity. 
Mary Su R c ext, Jack Shroeder Jd ' ary Hoffman, Bobbie Co wen, Sophie Sosai . e. Olher Wiley Rh . • od• F1tz•erald C ' •Y Ann Donner. 
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Newman Club 
Newman Club is a student organiza-
tion under the direction of a Catholic 
Chaplain and student officers, established 
for the religious, cultural, and social de-
velopment of its members. The Aquinas 
Newman Club at the University belongs 
to the Santa Fe Province of the National 
Newman Club Federation, and is so char-
tered in its affiliation with 600 clubs on 
as many campuses in the United States. 
The Aquinas Newman Center, ad-
joining the campus, is sponsored by the 
Archdiocese of Santa Fe and directed by 
Dominican Fathers who serve as resi-
dent chaplains. P1·ogram facilities are 
provided in St. Thomas Aquinas Chapel, 
new student church which was dedicated 
by Cardinal Spellman on September 6, 
1954, and Aquinas Hall which includes a 
lounge for meetings and socials, a class-
room, a kitchen, game-room, and resi-
dence rooms for 16 men students. 
The religious program of N ew:man 
Club offers many services: four Sunday 
Masses, two daily Masses, frequent op-
portunity for confession, evening devo-
tions, special sermons, counseling, and 
an annual i·etreat. The cultural program 
consists of regular theology classes and 
FIRST SEMESTER OFFlCERS 
Standing: Shirley Vigil. Trea., urer; Mary Helen Carcia, Corresponding Secretary. 
Seated: Dick Camacho, president; Nnnc)' Burk, reeordinll' secretary. 
philosophy lectures, frequent guest lecturers, library facilities, 
seminars, discussions, and a major cultu1·al event for the University 
sponsored annually by the group. The social program provides recre-
ational featui·es after each weekly meeting, picnics, a monthly 
Communion Breakfast, an annual Cardinal Ball. 
A small portion of the group attending a regular Wednesday night meeting. 
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SECOND SEMESTER OFFICERS 
Pat Fanning, Nancy Overfelt, Kaiser Michael, Father Butler, Teresa Starkey. 
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USCF 
The purpose of the United Student 
Christian Fellowship is to help stu-
dents develop, maintain, and express 
Christian ideals in both personal and 
social living on the campus, in the 
local community, and in the national 
and international fields. 
_, 
.: 
The Christmas play was good for laughs and thought. 
CABINET 
llack row; ArL Hawkins, Edna Chrinensen, Margaret Morrison, Herb Nations, Jim 
D1tff. Arlin Cooper. 
Middle row: Mrs. Wilson, Janet Barnes, John Duff, Steve Re Vea l (p resident ) , MariJyn 
Carson, Rev. Wilson. 
Front row : Dottie Harroun, Patsy Blair. Nancy Cone, Min la Sue Bunn. Sue Dormier. 
Established here in 1945, USCF 
is sponsored by several Albuquerque 
churches and five National Student 
Work Foundations. It is also affiliated 
with the National Student YMCA-
YWCA and works on a non-sectarian 
basis with all interested students of 
the Unive1·sity. 
Het'e is the turnout for one Thui·sday night supper forum. 
Wesley Foundation 
The pw·pose of Wesley Foundation, Methodist Student group, is to give students "A Church 
Home A way From Home" as well as to deepen their spiritual and intellectual life and to stress the 
value of fellowship with each other. 
The Wesley Foundation program includes both Sunday and weekday activities. Other events 
for the organization are the statewide Methodist Student Movement convention and spring and 
fall ''Spfritual Life Retreats." 
Wesley Foundation uses the facilities of Central Methodist Chul"ch, one block west of the cam-
pus at Pine and Copper. 
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In Memory 
of six individuals whose lives have made us think-about more 
than where to drink coffee for the next hour. 
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Advertisers 
The support envisaged by our advertisers on the following pages is most 
gratefully received. By such material evidence of good will being offered by 
the leading citizens of Albuquerque, we are therefore able to compile the 1955 
MIRAGE on a larger and finer scale than otherwise would be possible. The 
MIRAGE staff and the MIRAGE'S publisher, the Associated Students of the 
University of New Mexico, unite in thanking our advertisers for abetting 
the interests of the University. 
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Soda Fountain 
Lunches and Entire Meals 
Our Own Ice Cream 
2400 E. Central 
ON THE TRIANGLE 
2937 Monte Vista Blvd. N .E. 
LAUNDROLUX 
''Where the students Clean Up" 
Opposite The University Golf Course 
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Betty Hill 
wearing a 
JAUNTY JUNIOR 
SUIT 
from our 
collection 
of styles for 
the college 
miss. 
HOPSCOTCH 
PLAID TWEED 
sizes 7-lG 
$49.50 
and 
Jack Mulcahy 
wearing a 
CAL-ANITA 
SPORT COAT 
$22.95 
and 
all wool 
FLANNEL 
TROUSERS 
by HUBBARD 
$14.95 
Lounging by the 
1907 class memorial 
near the Fine Arts 
building 
THIRD AND CENTRAL • ALBUQUERQUE 
Textbooks - Engineering, Art, and School Supplies - Picture Framing and Prints 
~olfede Inn Book Sto1·e OPPOSITE FINE AR~s BUILDING ~ ~ Mrs. Walter Fisher, Owner 
MEXICAN FOOD 
Serving the most 
complete line of 
Mexican foods 
at reasonable 
. prices. 
We have-
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Baca's MEXICAN KITCH EN 
2600 CENTRAL S.E. DIAL 2- 1222 
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A STORE YOU'LL ENJOY KNOWING BETTER 
• China & Gifts 
• Housewares 
• Glass & Paint 
• Furniture 
• Garden Supplies 
• Kitchen & Appliances 
• Sporting Goods 
• Electrical Supplies 
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Gummels, Mo, 68, 203 
Gurley, Marietta, 60, 201 
Gutierrez, Marcella, 68, 152 
Gutierrez, Tom, 142 
Guzzo, Vic, 60 
H 
Ha1·per, Charles, 48 
Harper, Jim, 60, 90, 144, 213 
Harris, Ken, 144 
Harris, Phil, 166 
Harris, Sue, 133, 235, 236 
Harrison, Janet, 77, 133, 196, 226 
Harroun, Dottie, 36, 68, 129, 132, 
133,185,205,242 
Hartman, Herbert, 60, 215 
Hashimoto, Ada Jane, 76, 133, 
235,236 
Hathoot, Mary Ann, 76 
Hawkins, Arthur C., 32, 68, 134, 
242 
Hawley, Dave, 221 
Haynes, Jo Anne, 68, 198 
Heard, Patrick, 44, 210 
Heath, D. D., 60, 210 
Heath, Jim, 81, 127 
Heath, William, 69 
Heaton,Joan,69,129,203 
Haley, Judith, A., 60, 227 Heclgcoxe, Lottie Beth, 69, 199 
Haley, Patrick, 48, 219 Hedgcoxe, Weanelle, 60, 153, 199 
Hamilton, Jim, 68 Heffelman, Craig, 36, 44, 135, 
Hampton, Dan, 76 181, 210 
Hanen, Ada, 60, 196 Heflin, Susan, 44, 158, 195 
Hanosh, Arlene, 194 Heggie, Betty, 69 
Hansen, Ken, 36, 54, 127, 168, 213 Heinze, Robert, 69 
Hansen, Mm·iel, 68 Hemsing, Joyce, 129, 229 
Hanson, Sonja, 68, 138, 139, 205 Hendrickson, Peter, 76, 207 
Rapes, Glenda, 76, 226 Henning, Ann, 128 
Hardin, Ed, 230 Henry, Joe, 69, 151, 216 
Harding, Bill, 76 Hensley, Alice, 60 
For THOROUGH-DEPEND-
ABLE-ECONOl\IICAL Lus-
terway Dry, Dry Cleaning, call 
3-5545 or use the handy clrive-
in station at 522 2nd St. NW. 
Laundry & Dry Cleaning 
522 2nd NW Ph. 3-5545 
We're Here to Serve You 
University Book Store 
Archie Westfall , '32 
A ~ornplete Stoek 
of Books and Sehool Supplies 
2122-26 Central East Phone 7-9567 
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Henson, Pat Henry, 76 Howorth, Elizabeth, 69, 133, 202 
Hepper, Jim, 76 Huber, Judy, 69, 129, 197 
Herbert, Edwin, 69, 217 Huckabee, Bernell, 228 
Hernandez, Grace, 69, 139, 185 Huckaby, Gale, 69, 142, 190, 207 
Hernandez, Robert, 76 Hudgene, Dorothy Young, 60 
Herrera, Gloria, 69, 229 Huenergardt, Pat, 76, 226 
Herrero, Joe, 137 Huerta, Ramon, 154 
Renick, Myron, 76 Hughes, Paul, 150 
Johnson, Roy, 38 
Johnston, Nancy, 69, 227 
Jones, C1·awford, 140 
Jones,Jack,69 
Jones, Reggie, 150 
Jordan, Norman, 60, 142 
Juarez, Jim, 167, 174 
Judah, Vickie, 37, 60, 197 
Hester, Barbara, 76, 226 Hull, Leilani, 76, 100, 136, 138, Judd, Gary, 164 
Hext, Mary Sue, 154, 239 229 
Higgins, Bernie, 221 Humble, Bob, 221 
High, Charles, 32, 60, 213 Humble, Burl, 60, 144 
Hilderbrand, Louis, 54, 143, 150, Humph1·ey, J. L., 45 
Julian, Dot, 77, 133, 200 
K 
157 Hunter, Bill, 76, 216 Kauwling, Peggy, 196, 228 
Hill, Bob, 214 Hunter, Marietta, 105, 229 Keast, Ba1·bara, 227 
Hill, Hersha!, 76 Hupp, Jo, 76, 192, 226 Keehan, Mike, 142 
Hill, Mary Elizabeth, 69 Hurd, Robert, 45 Keeler, Marcie, 198 
Knapp, Carolyn, 77 
Knapp, Nancy, 204 
Knight, Cessie, 228 
Kolb, Lee, 61, 184, 217 
Kolb, Nancy, 56 
Koontz, Robert, 61, 219 
Korn, Louise, 138, 200 
Koskovich, Judy, 51, 85, 203 
Kross, Pat, 39 
Kuhnemund, June, 196 
Kusianovich, Danna, 37, 158, 
229 
Kutnewsky, Carol, 77 
Kyle, Nancy, 77, 235, 236 
L 
Hines, James H., 69 Hurley, Bill, 60, 142, 209 Keith, Willys Jean, 60, 204 Lackey, Wesley, 69 
Hines, Katherine, 185 Hurst, Hank, 60, 144 Keleher, John, 218 Ladd, Edmund, 61, 137 
Hisey, Wayne, 60, 209 Hyder, Don, 145 Keleher, Julia, 34 Lagow, Barbara, 204, 228 
Histia, Mildred, 137 Hyder, Millie, 51, 203 Keleher, Mike, 37, 60, 168, 219 Laine, Mike, 181 
Hitchcock, Bill, 214 Keleher, William B., 33, 45, 109, Lake, Richard, 69 
Hodges, Ben, 168 I 219 Lamb, Rickey, 48, 93, 197 
Hoffman, Kent, 48 Kelly, Wilfred, 38 Lambert, Paul, 100 
Hoffman, Mary, 239 Irving, Shirley, 60, 123, 124, 156, Kemper, Joyce, 192, 226 Lambson, Robert, 48, 150 
Hofmann, Noel, 44, 217 194 Kemperaair, John Wayne, 76, Langell, Bob, 61, 120 
Hogrefe, Larry, 36 Isaacs, Mu!Tay, 152 218 Langley, Richard, 48 
Holien, Sigrid, 60, 158, 227 Isbell, Donald, 76, 208 Kempers, Glenn, 139 Large, John, 119 
Holland, Dorothy, 228 Ivie, John, 77 Kennann, Peggy, 77 Lauderdale, Dick, 48, 135, 162 
Hollis, Don, 181 lwaski, Martha, 60, 185, 205 Kennedy, Joe, 142 Lawrence, Bob, 122 
Holmes, Ben, 145 Kenote, Leah, 77 Lawson, Rodney H., 69 
Holmes, Diane, 76, 133, 202 J Kercheville, Francina, 60, 201 Leach, Charles, 61, 235 
Holt, Ann, 76, 196 Kern, Elton Byerly, 152 Lee, Ann Ellen, 61, 201 
Holt, David E., 32, 130, 142, 217, Jackson, Jeannette, 77, 229 Kerr, Vernon, 61, 211 Lee, Bill, 51, 148, 162, 215 
236 Jaeger, Ron, 164 Key, Roberta, 61, 227 Lee, Bobby, 178 
Holterman, Diana, 69, 140, 226 Jagger, Bruce, 69, 142 Kietzman, Bureell, 54, 144 Lee, Oliver (Sato), 168, 170, 171, 
Honeycutt, George, 69, 222 Jang, Belvin, 60 Killgore, Sylvia, 61, 153, 195 174, 179 
Honeyman, Cleta, 60, 94, 131, 203 Jaramillo, Ernest, 60 Kilpatrick, Alfred, 69 Leftow, Aileen, 77 
Hon ton, Jimmy, 76 Jecusco, Thomas S., 45 Kimball, Marion, 196 Leonard, Kay, 77, 133, 185, 202 
Hood, Bruce, 114, 117 Jeffas, Don, 206 Kimbell, Helen, 39 Leupold, Louis, 142 
Hooper, Jerry, 214 Jelosek, Ron, 166, 216 Kimbrough, William, 61, 141, Levesque, Romeo L., 69 
Hooper, Morris, 60 Jenicke, Joe, 38, 60, 213 217 Lewis, Don, 222 
Hooper, Peggy, 60, 191, 195 Johnson, Albert, 45 Kincait, Walter, 77 Lewis, Dorothy, 43, 51, 86, 109, 
Horn, John, 142 Johnson, Ann, 77, 192, 228 Rininger, Doug, 144 119, 139, 191, 199 
Horton, Linda, 68, 201 Johnson, Arlene, 229 Kinsolving, Charles, 144 Lewis, Renee, 69, 152 
Hosner, Don, 60, 212 Johnson, Bruce, 150 Kinsolving, Robert, 54 Leyendecker, Liston, 45, 209 
Hough, Barbara, 44, 199 Johnson, Coral, 39, 60, 120, 156, Kirkpatrick, Elsie, 69, 133, 193 Leyva, Porky, 166 
House, Jack, 218 193 Kirkpatrick, Noble, 69, 217 Liebert, Joe H., 51 
Houston, Jane, 204 Johnson, Don, 118 Kirkpatrick, Robert, 54, 143 Lief, Tom, 36, 45, 222 
Howard, Guy, 54 Johnson, Donnelly, 69 Kitsch, Wilhelmina, 77 Liesse, Kay, 32, 77, 133, 226 
Howden, Ted, 33, 38, 45, 108, 127, Johnson, John B .. 69 Kittell, Theodore, 48, 222 Linder, David, 56, 178 
190, 215 Johnson, Marilyn, 78, 120, 133, Kleindienst, Maxine R., 45, 228 Linder, Romaine, 151 
Howe, Barbara, 76, 228 226 Kloss, Pat, 39 Lindh, Bob, 32, 61 
Howe, Mona, 69, 133, 153, 203 Johnson, Paul, 48, 217 Kluver, Carol, 198 Lingle, Robert, 127, 147, 148 
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2935 Monte Vista Blvd., N.E. On the Triangle Dial 5-1167 
Nationally advertised 
Popular brands 
Popular prices 
Latest fashions 
q.~ .fdiu' ,4~ /<vi 
Sm<Vd, e~ 'Weah. 
Write Your Own 
Success Story . . . 
You can write the story of your future 
success in the pages of your savings 
account book. Each deposit brings your 
most cherished dreams closer to fulfill-
ment. Saving makes the difference be-
tween just getting by, and getting ahead. 
Start saving systematically now for fu-
ture financial independence. It's the one 
sure way to reach your goals in life. 
Member FDIC 
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Linman, Joe, 61, 215 
Little, Jack, 77 
Lockhart, Chuck, 214 
Lockhart,Sandl·a,61,205 
Loeffel, Anglea, 69, 202 
Loftus, Norman, 81 
Longenbaugh,Jerry,216 
Longman, Dick, 130 
Lopez, Alfredo, Jr., 61 
Lopez, Andrew, 45 
Lopez, Orlando, 61, 144 
Losh, Richard, 158 
Lott,Jerry, 142,167 
Louder, Janie, 77, 226 
Lovald,Sonja,32,77,200 
Lowance, Martha Lou, 69, 201 
Lucero, Richard, 134 
Luchini, Ben, 91, 134, 238 
Ludwick, Louis, 45, 219 
Lumry, Willis, 143 
Luna, Olinda, 69, 229 
Lyles, Johnnie Rhea, 196, 226 
Lynch,Joe,162,166 
Lyon, Mel ton, 77 
Mc 
McAchran, Wayne, 77, 134 
McAdams, Bill, 143, 150, 157 
McAlpine, Ed, 167 
McBride, Don, 81, 207 
McBride, Jim, 143 
McCabe,Joan, 69, 129,199 
McCaffrey, Tom, 142 
McCain, Bernice, 140 
McCall, Bill, 77, 212 
Maccarthy, Frances, 61, 196 
McCarty, Margaret, 192, 226 
McClean, Bill, 218 
McClelland, Jack, 54, 221 
McCollum, Ann, 51, 203 
McConnell, William, 54 
McRae, Marilyn, 61, 199 
McSeverns, Caroline, 156, 192 
M 
McCormack, John, 70, 220 Mackey, Dale, 61, 220 
McCracken, F., 48, 145, 217 Madden, Bill, 69, 130, 142, 209 
McCreary, Charles, 51 Madrid, Pedro G., 32, 45 
McCrory, John, 70, 215 Maestas, Flor a, 61, 153, 227 
Mccrossen, Eric, 77, 123 Maestas, Teresita, 77, 228 
Martinez, Mary, 137 
Martinez, Monica, 61, 227 
Martinez, Nora, 61 
Martinez, Rosetta, 77, 226 
Martinez, Velma Bernice, 77, 226 
Mason, Charlene, 70, 193 
Mason, Ma1·y Claire, 77, 198 
Mason, Vicky, 38, 45, 91, 109, 193 
Mataya, Betty Ann, 70, 229 
Mathews, Bob, 142 
McCulloch, Charles, 77, 140 Magee, Cornelia, 69, 90, 99, 203 Mathies, Carter, 33, 54, 109, 135, 
150, 176, 177, 211 McCullock, Martha, 70, 121, 129, Mainz, Michael, 142 
156, 236 Maisel, Norman, 214 
McCurry, Barbara, 193 Major, Jim, 208 
MacDonald, Clyde, 61, 220 Mall, David, 126, 158 
McDonough, Margo, 77, 85, 204, Hallas, George, 45 
226 Malock, Sandy, 77, 120, 229 
McDowell, Guy, 55, 144 Mangold, Gay, 39 
McFarland, Jim, 190 Mann, Lyle, 221 
McGuire, Lloyd H., 61 Manton, Myra, 69, 195 
McGuire, Mary Jo, 61 Manwarren, Clark, 139 
Mclnteer, Mary Frances, 77, 229 Mapes, Bill, 143 
Mcintosh, Leonard, 70, 209 Marchbanks, Mark, 77, 214 
McKay, Nancy, 77, 100 Marchetti, Mary Catherine, 
McKee, Louis, 54, 143, 150, 211 227 
McKenzie, Bill, 180 Mares, P aul, 77 
McKenzie, Cameron, 50 Marks, Marion, 77 
Matteucci, Robert, 32, 65, 70, 130, 
220 
Matthews, Elanor, 81 
Matthews, Pat, 77, 138, 139, 204 
Matthews, Robert, 61 
Mattingly, Mary Jean, 61, 201 
May, James Monroe, J r., 61 
May, Marvin, 38 
Mayberry, Jolly, 61, 229 
Mayland, Janet, 77, 125, 133, 200 
Meadows, J im, 218 
61, Meadows, Lon, 151 
Meek, James E., 61 
Meek, Mary Milner, 78, 125, 133, 
189,200 
McKim, George, 158 Markus, Margaret, 77, 200, 226 Meeker, Miriam, 32, 229 
McKinley, Ruth, 229 Marlow, Steve, 77 
McKinney, Berwyn, 77, 133, 196, Marrero, Miguel, 38, 81, 136 
226 Martin, Don K., 69, 214 
McMichael, Monte, 70 Martin, Joann, 77 
MacNair, Fred, 45, 190, 211 Martin, Kaye, 69, 201 
McNett, Maxine, 70, 199 Martin, Sandra, 77, 194 
McNevin, Michael, 61, 127, 220 Martin, W. F., 45 
McPeters, Roberta, 32, 105, 226 Martinez, Eloy, 69, 230 
McQuick, Kay, 227 Martinez, Henry J., 61 
Medina, Norma Jean, 229 
Mengoni, Joe, 61, 151 
Mercbant,Jayne,39,78,202, 226 
Merki, Holly, 85, 148, 200, 229 
Merkle, Art, 61 
Merrit, George, 35 
Metzler, Dave, 45, 209 
Meyer,Mike,214 
Miano, Saul V., 144 
FIRST-----
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1N NEW MEXICO SALES! 
More New Mexico families 
serve and enjoy Farm-fresh 
CREAMLAND dairy 
products . .. 
CONSISTENTLY GOOD! 
and . . . 
GOOD FOR YOU! 
F urniture & Piano Moving 
The best War ehouse in Albuquerque 
to Store your Fur ni ture 
Cold Storage fo r Furs 
Screened Sand & Gravel 
Redi Mixed Concrete 
Heavy Hauling 
Agents for Allied Van Lines 
SPRINGER TRANSFER 
COMPANY 
121 Tijeras N.E. Phone 3-6651 
ROBERT E. McKEE 
GENERAL CONTRACTOR Ine. 
PROPOSED WOMEN'S DOMITORY AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXJCO, 
BEING BUILT BY ROBERT E. McKEE GENERAL CONTRACTOR, INC. THE NEW 
DORMITORY WILL BE LOCATED NORTH OF MESA VISTA DORMITORY, AND 
WILL BE COMPLETED FOR THE FALL TERM, 1956. 
A L B U U E R «! U E 
485 WYOMING S.E. PHONE 5-8631 
SANTA FE DALLAS EL P ASO LOS ANGELES 
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Michael, Kaiser, 34, 127, 217, 241 
Middleton, Bobbie, 78 
Miera, Marie, 51 
Millard, Mila, 70, 227 
Miller, Caroline, 139 
Miller, Channing T., 45 
Miller, Dave, 37, 51, 109, 157, 217 
Miller, Donald, 61, 142 
Miller, Jack, 70 
Miller, Joyce, 78, 226 
Miller, Kenneth, 78 
Morris, Sandy, 39, 78, 200, 228 Norris, Jack, 78 
Morrison, John, 34, 48, 110, 126, Northcutt, Joetta, 78, 120, 226 
127, 147, 148, 168, 219 Norton, Bob, 140, 221 
Morrison, Margaret, 51, 91, 120, Noss, Gary, 36, 62, 190, 220 
128, 140, 228, 242 Novaria, Dick, 62, 154, 217 
Mosher, Kay, 81 Noyes, Fay, 78 
Mossman, Fred, 62, 213 
Mould, E. C., 70, 222 
Moulds, Bill, 32, 62, 142, 217 0 
Mueller, Jerry, 78 Oakley, Sue, 70 
Mugleston, Norman, 78, 218 O'Bannon, Dan, 142 
Miller, Norene, 39, 51, 91, 109, Mulcahy, Jack, 42, 48, 106, 110, O'Brien, Jim, 218 
128,152 135, 146, 148, 168, 171, 220 Ochterbeck, Beverly, 51, 193 
Miller, Robert M., 78 Mulica, Alvin, 144 Ogilvie, Richard, 62, 134 
Miller, Wilkie, 51, 221 Muller, Bill, 70 Oglesby, Suzanne, 78, 229 
Milling, Jim, 81, 209 
Mills, June, 68, 138, 202 
Mills, Sheila, 70, 193 
Mullins, James, 70, 91, 134 Olcott, George, 208 
Muncey, Harry, 208 Oliver, William, 55, 143, 150, 
Murphy, Howard, 144 157 
Milner, Harry, 70, 209 Mu1·phy, Joe, 163, 165 Olson, Gail, 78, 138, 202, 226 
Murphy, Lee, Jr., 54 Oman, Vivian, 78, 226 Minces, Nancy, 138, 204 
Mitchell, Barbara, 51, 87, 110, Mutz, Marilyn, 78, 229 O'Neal, Beverly, 70, 120, 156 
132,133,197 
Mitchell, Davis, 222 
Mitchell, Dianna, 68, 226 
Mitchell, Don, 139 
Mitchell, Malcolm, 61, 211 
Mitchell, Newton, 220 
Mitchell, Peg, 78, 200, 228 
Mittler, James C., 62 
Mohr, Chai·les, 48, 220 
Momaday, Scott, 126 
Myers, Gene, 142 O'Neal, Bruce, 183 
Myrick, Harry E ., 62 Orlebeke, Joan, 156 
N 
Nations, Herb, 35, 36, 
127,145,217,242 
Neal, Jack, 183 
N echaro, Jim, 176 
Nelson, Chades, 134 
Nelson, Don, 142 
Nelson, Ron, 62, 213 
Orr, Beverly, 78, 202 
Orr, John, 51 
Orr, John D., 78 
51, 110, Ortega, Nick, 151 
Ortiz, Jasper, 176 
Osborne, Mary Alice, 51, 152 
Otto, William, 78, 216 
Ovedelt, Nancy, 62, 197, 241 
Montoya, Ernestine, 70, 229 
Montoya, Mary, 70 
Montoya, Solomon, 45, 135, 168, Nelson, Wendell, 135, 180 
p 
216 
Montoya, Tom, 139 
Moore, Jim, 208 
Moore, Samuel, 54, 142, 154, 209 
Moore, Sara Spoon, 152 
Moorer,Joanne,70,139,225 
Moran, Mike, 118 
Moran, Thomas, 70 
Moreland, Bill, 70, 235 
Morga, Jim, 139 
Mol'gan, Alice, 62, 153 
Morgan, Bill, 144 
Morgan, Bobby, 51, 163, 164 
Morgan, David, 208 
Morgan, W. T., 144 
Nelson, William B., 62, 207 Pacey, Cynthia, 70, 129, 193 
Nesbitt, Jerry, 180 Pacheco, Lillian, 78 
Neub.er, Muilyn, 78, 140 Page, Frances, 229 
Neuman, Dave, 176 Palmer, Pat, 78, 198, 226 
Newman, Dave, 150, 238 Palmisano, Leon, 51, 168, 170 
Newton, Jim, 62, 217 Pannell, Bal'lan C., 70 
Nicholson, James W., 78 Panzica, R., 146, 175 
Nickell, Gwen, 51 Park, Ralph K., 56, 213 
Nickell, J.B., 70, 151 Parker, Clinton, 49 
Nickell, Judy, 158 Parker, Earl, 208 
Nickell, William, 32, 62, 144 Parker, Frank, 62, 206 
206 Parker, Lynn, 78, 179, 218 
Nicks, William, 45 Parke1·, Phil, 144 
Nielsen, Carolyn, 42, 62, 85, 125, Paskind, Martin, 78 
133, 202 Patino, Ernestine, 62 
Morris, Anita, 62, 95, 131, 133, Nixon, Bunty, 39, 62, 133, 197 Patino, Sylvia, 62 
201 
Morris, Corky, 34, 133, 176 
Monis, Pat, 38, 158 
Morris, Renia, 78, 133, 194 
Noblet, Chloris, 70 Paton, Frances, 62, 139, 185, 
Nolan, Gladys, 196 227 
Noland, Bill, 70 Patrick, Shirley, 49, 153, 197 
Norris, Chester, 179 Patterson, Joe, 78, 218 
Pattison, Gale, 62 
Patton, Hal, 55, 143, 150 
Patton, James M., 62 
Payne, Roland, 46, 217 
Peavy, Pat, 143 
Pecsok, Dave, 150 
Peirce, Betsy, 62, 205 
Peirson, Joanne, 62 
Peke,Margare~78,192 
Peke,~Iargaret,78,192 
Pena, Dennis S., 32, 70, 130 
Pendleton, Ed, 70, 167 
Perdue, Joyce, 70 
Perino, Virginia, 141 
Perkowski, Fred, 62 
Perma, Vince, 212 
P erry, Gail, 78, 229 
Perry, Jim, 62, 209 
Perry, Suzanne, 70, 195 
Petersen, Norman, 62, 207 
Pete1·son, David, 78, 218 
Peterson, Dawn, 70, 116, 201 
Peterson, Harvey Jean, 200 
Pettit, Tom, 62, 21.3 
Pfeiffer, Sally, 62, 195 
Pneffer,Sue,78,140,153,196 
Phillips, Barbara, 70, 133, 193 
Phillips, Carolyn, 62, 120, 191, 
193 
Phillips, Glen, 70 
Phillips, John R., 70, 217 
Pliillips, Ted, 120, 141 
Phinney, Ed, 144 
Pierce, Betsy, 32, 133 
Pierce, Dick, 150 
Pierce, .Jim, 139 
Pierson, Jo Ann, 197 
Pierson, Mary, 99 
Pineda, Emily, 78 
Pinkerton,Jay,78,202 
Pino,Barbara,78,228 
Pitts, Sara, 78 
Platt, Shirley, 51, 197 
Pletchas, Dave, 184 
Podleski, Ted, 218 
Poley, Katherine, 70 
Pollak, Linda, 196 
Pomeroy, Hany, 62, 209 
Pool, Diane, 62, 191, 201 
Poorbaugh,John,70,213 
Popp,Barbara,78,229 
P orras, Yolanda, 71 
Potter, Carole, 227 
Potter, Jetty Jo, 78, 229 
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2312 Central SE 
QUALITY 
THAT 
COUNTS 
Fine Watch & J ewelry Repair Since 1928 
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Does your printing 
SET THE PACE 
For things to come? 
Our years of expe1·ience of quality print-
ing iri New .Mexico is your guarantee of 
satisfaction. 
SOCIAL PRINT/NG 
ENGRAVING 
• Wecldings 
• Open House I or Soror-
ities and Frnternities 
• Teas and Coffees 
VALLIANT PRINTING COMPANY 
615 Gold Ave. S.W. 
Albuquerque 
Phone 3-4511 
Sara Curtis 
and Steve ReVeal 
nattily attired 
in sportswear 
from New Mexico's 
finest and most 
complete department 
store 
in the heart of 
downtown Albuquerque 
Serving the Family and the Home 
Serving t he People of Ne.w Mexico 
With Fine Jewelry for 35 Years 
* Art-Carved E ngagement & Wedding Rings 
* WATCHES • LUNT 
• HAMILTON • HEIRLOOM 
• PATEK-PHILLIPPE • STIEFF 
• OMEGA • 1847-ROGERS 
• BULOVA • COMMUNITY 
• LONGINES 
• GIRARD-PERRAGAUX 
• GRUEN 
• MIDO 
• ELGIN 
• WITTNAUER 
* SILVER 
• GORHAM 
• TOWLE 
• REED & BARTON 
• WALLACE 
• INTERNATIONAL 
* CHINA 
• LENOX 
• WEDGEWOOD 
• SPODE 
• CASTLETON 
• FLINTRIDGE 
* CRYSTAL 
• HAWXES 
• CAMBRIDGE 
• TIFFIN 
• OREFFORS 
Visit our beautiful gift department, whe1·e you will find 
unusual gifts from all corners of the world. You will 
always find the unusual as usual in our Gift Department. 
* Fine Engraved Wedding Invitations & Announcements 
Prompt Attention 
Given to 
Telephone & Mail 
Orders 
SU Central Ave. SW 
AlbuQuerque 
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Pound, Marlin, 43, 49, 110, 135, Randall, Charles, 52, 209 Roberts, Oleta Lou, 56, 91, 121, 
141, 147, 148, 163, 217 Randall, Margaret, 79 128, 140, 156 s 
Powell, Bob, 143, 150 Randall, Minnie Lou, 71, 192 Robertson, Wayman, 55, 213 St. Clair, Gil, 32 
Powers, Richard, 32, 81, 190, 217 Randle, Walter, 65, 142 Robinson, Sue, 79, 133, 196 Sadosuk, Jack E., 71, 140, 222 
Predock, Tony, 78, 212 Raper, Gary, 71 Rodriguez, Benigo, 79 Sakami, Taeko, 81 
Prelatt, Max, 212 Ray, Charles, 71 Rogers, Helen, 63, 203 Salas, Max, Jr., 63, 207 
Pride, Muriel, 39, 62, 106, 199 Ray, Virginia, 71, 129, 201 Rogers, James, 49, 211 Salazar, Dolores, 79, 226 
Priesnetz, Carol, 78, 226 Raymond, Carolyn, 79, 228 Rogers, J. Phillip, 63, 220 Salazat-, Gene, 207 
Propper, Ron, 63, 220 Raymond, Paul, 79, 212 Rogers, R., 145 Salazar, Skip, 139 
Provencio, Tila, 78, 229 Reardon, Jean, 39, 71, 129, 133, Rohde, Charles E., 49 Salcido, Lucia, 79, 226 
Purdue, Joyce, 129, 197 185, 195 Romain, Richard, 158 Sallee, Audrey, 79 
Reddy, George, 71 Romandiw, Daniel, 55 Salvage, Shirlie, 39, 56, 205 
Q Rede, Raymond, 63 Romankiw, Dan, 142 Samberson, Gene, 32, 71, 130, 220 Reed, Barbara, 79, 196 Romer, Robert, 154 Sanchez, Alfred, 71, 150 
Quinlan, David, 55, 135, 144, 176, Reeves, Jan, 79, 202 Romero, Bernie, 63 Sanchez, Bob, 71, 217 
217 Reid, Barbara, 228 Rome1·0, Emma, 63, 154 Sanchez, Celina, 120, 140, 156 
Quintana, Bobbi, 78, 229 Reid, Betty, 79, 192, 228 Romero, Simmie, 39, 79, 226 Sanchez, Charles, 63 
Quintana, Joe, 144 Reinecke, Russell H., 79 Root, Norman, 32, 71, 230 Sanchez, Julius Edward, 71 
Quintana, Juanita, 137 Reinert, Richard, 63, 206 Rose, Mary Jean, 79, 133, 194 Sander, Di Ann, 192, 226 
Quirk, Mary Lee, 78, 200, 228 Re Veal, Steve, 52, 110, 124, 146, Rose, Paul, 63, 213 Sandlin, Billy, 183 
R 
Race, Jo Anne, 78, 228 
Radosevich, John, 63 
Rady, D. E., 81 
Rady, Don, 154 
Rael, Justin, 46 
Raff, Ted, 32, 37, 55, 206 
Rainey, Carol Ann, 71, 90, 
203 
147, 217, 242 Ross, A. E., 143 Sandoval, David, 140 
Reynolds, Harriet, 153 Ross, Charles Anthony, 79 Sandoval, Ken, 144 
Reynolds, Jane, 49 Ross, Larry, 46, 209 Sandoval, Rosalita, 137 
Rice, Dave, 208 Roth, Carmen, 52, 152 Sandoval, Secundino, 218 
Rice, William, 71 Roth, Sharon, 79, 139, 185 Sandoval, Viola, 229 
Ricer, Sue, 229 Rozdestvensky, Vera, 30, 56, 120, Sanford, William, 71, 209 
Richardson, Ann, 227 156, 195 Saucedo, Manuel, 71, 222 
Richardson, Lorna, 79, 226 Rourke, William, 32, 52, 217 Saul, Michael, 79 
Richmond, Chester, 153 Rubincam, Ann, 63, 203 Saunders, Joe, 49 
129, Rickelton, Ted, 63, 216 Rucke1·, James C., 79 Sawdey, Phil, 134 
Rico, Maura, 79, 228 Rumfelt, Kajean, 79, 85, 192, 226 Schaffner, Clark, 55, 220 
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Fine Quality Laundry 
and Dry Cleaning 
"Albuquerque's Finest Since 1900" 
llmptrinl ilaundry 
• TITTRD & SfLVER SW 
• 5416 KATHRYN AVE. SE 
• 5201 LOMAS BL VD. NE 
• 5003 MEN A UL BL VD. NE 
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New Mexico Shoe Fashion Center 
for 
Famous Names 
in 
Footwear . 
WOMEN'S 
Palter Deliso 
Customcraft 
Palizzo 
Naturalizer 
Haymaker 
British Brevitt 
Troy ling 
Deluca 
MEN'S 
French Shriner 
Foot Pal 
Times Square 
/ 
' 
ALBUQUERQUE 
MUSIC COMPANY 
The Students Mecca For All 
Their Music Shopping 
All the latest records: 
POPULAR 
CLASSICAL 
JAZZ 
WESTERN 
Instruments • Sheet Music 
Woodrnff-
Jnlian 
at the 
Triangle 
Your Favorite 
Fashion Shop 
Louie the Lobo Says ... 
Co1ne to Y 011r Bookstore on 
Campus - - Student llnion Building4 
All your needs completely and efficiently filled 
by a Student Staff familiar with your problems! 
ASSOCIATED STUDENTS BOOKSTORE 
On Campus Ext. 219 
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HOGAN'S 
FIFTH AND COPPER NW. PHONE 3-0471 
Wedding Cakes, Birthday Cakes 
Party Pastries, Cate-ring 
Break/a.st, Lunch and Dinner 
THE HOUSE OF QUALITY FOR GOOD 
THINGS TO EAT 
Mr. and l\frs. V. W. Bowman, Owners 
Contractors Equipment and Supplies 
N.C.RIBBLE 
Phone 3-3733 
1304 Fourth St. N.W. 
3503 LOMAS BL VD. N.E. 
For the 
Finest in 
Ladies Wear 
Call-
5-8817 
Ladies Wear 
& Accessories 
for All Occasions 
FOUR HILLS 
RANCH 
HORSEBACK RIDING 
RIDING LESSONS 
CHUCK WAGON 
DINNERS 
Wiley Johnson 
l\Ianager 
PHONE 6-2217 
FOUR HILLS RANCH RD. S.E. 
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Albuquerque's Finest 
Supplier of Sporting Goods 
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M&W 
Sporting Goods 
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL 
414 Copper N.W. 
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This space 
dedicated to 
the last potential 
advertiser 
and the students 
who did not pose 
NOB HILL 
DRUG STORE 
ALBUQUERQUE'S MOST COMPLETE 
COSMETIC COUNTER 
FREE DELIVERY 
PHONE 6-3536 
PRESCRIPTIONS 
DRUGS 
SUNDRIES 
CANDIES 
Complete Food 
Service 
Store Hours : 
7 a.m.-10 :30 p.m. 
3500 CENTRAL SE 
Mfg. Co., Inc. 
500 PHOENIX AVE., NW. 
STAJION. B, BOX 6007 • PHONE 4-2331 
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO 
Fine Mexican & American Food Served in the 
Quiet, Pleasant Atmosphere of Old Mexico 
. • . look for everything 
that's new and 
beautiful in shoes 
at both 
• 
• 
• 
i. miller 
deliso debs 
paradise 
r hythm step • joyce 
johansen • sandier 
british walker • tlorsheim • wint hrop 
La Hacienda 
Old Town Plaza N.W. Old Albuquerque Phone 2-4866 
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1844 Lomas Blvd. 
.MERLE E. THORN 
SERVICE STATION 
Standard Oil Products Atlas Tires 
Batteries & Accessories Lubr ication & Washing 
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CONGRATULATIONS 
CLASS OF '55 
from 
Mossman-Gladden 
BUILDING AND DEVELOPING 
BUILDERS OF FINE 
HOUSES 
4805 Menaul Blvd. N.E. Albuquerque, N.M. 
SELIG MAN'S 
2309 WEST CENTRAL A VE. 
The Home of Hand-made Indian Jewelry-where the 
visitor can see Navaho Silversmiths create the most 
artistic, unusual and beautiful in Indian craftsman-
ship. Navaho and Chimayo blankets, Indian Pottery, 
and novelties add to the atmosphere and charm of 
this shop. 
FEATURING-
CHARCOAL 
BROILED 
STEAKS 
B~ 
STEAK HOUSE 
~ COCKTAIL LOUNGE 
1921 Central West 
Darrow's 
Quality 
Chek~d 
ICE CREAM 
Serve The Best - Get Darrow's 
Quality Chekd Ice Cream 
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The Last Word 
And here we are-at the end of a book, a few 
hours before it goes to press, with a stub of a copy 
pencil, a file of pictures we didn't have space for, and 
the remains of the dummy, letters, contracts, proofs, 
and so forth it took to get it together-feeling as if 
we should wish you a Merry Christmas. 
After months of asserting, "Yes, the MIRAGE 
will be out by graduation," it is no joy to find our-
selves in mid summer saying "We don't know when 
the MIRAGE will be released." We wanted you to 
have your copy of these 272 pages when you could 
carry it across the campus, get it autographed, and 
pack it to take home for summer reminiscing. 
Our apologies no more soothe our own disappoint-
ment than they quiet your displeasure, so without sad 
enumeration of difficulties encountered we wish you 
happy musing. 
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Although the above have position titles, E sther Gibson, 
Janet Mayland, Mary Meek, and Judy Christopher served the 
full year in whatever capacity a worker was needed. Others 
who made sizeable contributions to the work include: Carol 
Kluver, Harvey Jean Peterson, Torksey Ensminger, Barbara 
Duenke!, Kajean Rumfelt, Sue Faircloth, Joan Davis, Sondt·a 
Whitcomb, Sherry Salvage, Jean Reardon, Jane Ann Stinnett, 
and Nancy Welch. Not mentioned lest we omit too many are 
those from whom an hour or several of work was appreciated. 
Photography 
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Commercial photographer Bill Bell and student photogra-
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